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Letter from the Editors
We are very proud to present the fifth volume of Inquiry & Insight. This year’s publication
covers a diverse array of subjects in the field of international relations, showcasing the works
presented at the University of Waterloo’s first ever Graduate Conference in Political Science,
Security, Development and International Relations: Conflict and Cooperation in a Changing
World. The conference and this journal bring together works by Master’s students from
prominent Canadian universities, contributing to the debates regarding the evolution of
contemporary global dynamics.
We would like to thank Dr. Jasmin Habib, our faculty advisor, for her ongoing guidance and
support, and Dr. Thomas Homer-Dixon who delivered the engaging keynote at the conference.
A special thanks is extended to Hera Siddiqui & Austin White for forming our external review
board, and diligently evaluating the significant number of submissions received this year. Lastly,
we would like to congratulate the authors chosen to present at the conference, and published in
this volume of Inquiry & Insight.
In this volume, Adam Kingsmith argues that ‘dark green eco-centrism’ is the best way of
achieving the developmental goal of poverty reduction, while Sam Wisnicki contends that a
human rights framework for the environment may be most effective in challenging the
conventional development model. Vincent Di Sciullo stresses the importance of governance
mechanisms in addressing water scarcity, arguing that sectors that have conventionally been left
out of policy-making and implementation processes should be brought into the fold; and Isaac
Caverhill-Godkewitsch asserts that environmental stimuli abroad can generate security threats at
home due to their social ramifications. Asif B. Farooq examines China's growing soft power in
Africa, demonstrating that China has not yet been able effectively exercise its influence over
African countries to its strategic ends; while Vanessa Gastaldo discusses the growth of
sovereignty for indigenous actors in the Arctic Council and the benefits of a pluralist viewpoint
on sovereignty. Ugur Poyraz maintains that, despite substantial domestic challenges, South
Korea can be considered a democratic country based upon its own distinct, non-Western, notion
of democracy; Gabe Gosselin examines the Royal Canadian Air Force outsourcing initiatives,
and challenges the boundaries of what can and cannot be outsourced; and Purba Sengupta
examines the Genocide Convention through a critical lens, arguing that its scope and
applicability are limited.
We hope you enjoy reading the pieces, and find them informative and challenging.
Sincerely,
Sam Wisnicki, Asif B. Farooq & Vincent Di Sciullio
Journal Editors
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The Governance of Environmentally-Induced Cross-Border Security
Effects

Isaac Caverhill-Godkewitsch
Ballsillie School of International Affairs
University of Waterloo
Ontario, Canada

Abstract
Environmental issues and globalization are combing to cause complex social issues that cross
state borders. These cross-border physical and social dynamics of environmental change have
received little attention or research focus - especially so in the field of security studies. In this
research paper, I will examine these cross-border issues as a security threat: describing the
complex threat itself, its security implications, and how the current security governance
architecture governs this threat and its effects. Many different events abroad potentially cause
insecurity, including crop failure, drought, resource scarcity, and extreme weather phenomena.
Historical examples will be examined but a focus will be put on projections of future
environmental changes and the likely human reactions to them. Issues found include the mass
migration of populations, transnational conflict, the disruption of international networks, trade
implications, and psycho-emotive effects, among others. The final section of this paper will
discuss the current security governance arrangements concerning this issue. Critical questions
will be asked, such as: What arrangements are central to this issue? Is there significant
recognition of the threat? Are there prepared responses? How could governance be improved?
These are all critical questions to pose for industrialized and developing countries as the
implications of global climate change become increasing prevalent around the world.
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Introduction
In October, 2011, Environment Canada released an internal memo that claimed “... Our
past emissions have essentially ‘locked in’ the warming experienced to date, committing future
generations to a warmer world.”1 The authors of this memo are neither environmental extremists
nor doomsayers, but are, in fact, two distinguished climate scientists. Nor was the intended
recipient – Environment Canada’s top bureaucrat, Deputy Minister Paul Boothe – an individual
seeking fatalist confirmation of global climate change.2 The Canadian government is facing the
reality of the future: our world is inevitably changing around us.
As the environment changes, humans will act in response. Many of these responses will
be relatively benign and domestic in nature. However, the arrival of global environmental
change coincides with an age of globalization. In an increasingly interconnected world,
governance must recognize that issues will grow into complex social concerns that not only pose
danger to the local population, but will also cross state borders. These cross-border physical and
social dynamics of environmental change have received little attention or research focus especially so in the field of security studies.
In this research paper, I will examine these cross-border security effects (CBSEs from
here on in this paper) of environmental change as a security threat: describing the complex threat
itself, its security implications, and how the current security governance architecture governs this
threat and its effects. The three primary research questions are:
1. What kind of environmental changes and events can have effects beyond their event
horizons and cross international borders? How do these affect security?
2. What kind of cross-border social ramifications do environmental changes and
consequential events cause, and what are the security threats they pose? How so?
3. What security governance architectures currently address these environmentally-induced
cross-border security issues? How can they be improved?
To understand the nature of the threat the first topic in my research paper will be to
identify a set of general changes and events, as well as their sources. In some cases these
phenomena present direct, physical threats across borders while others cause social
consequences that can in turn cross borders. These social dynamics are the second topic of
discussion, where environmental factors interact with human society causing new security
threats. Ignoring such social reactions to environmental stimuli fails to demonstrate the full
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security effects of environmental change. Dispersed throughout the first and second sections of
this research paper will be demonstrations of how these particular environmental stimuli and
their social effects cross borders and threaten different kinds of security referents. At the end of
the second section, the referents will be collected and identified. Each will be summarized in the
particular ways it is affected by environmental stimuli and their physical and social cross-border
ramifications. The wide array of threats and referents pertinent to this research means that the
concept of security earlier defined will be conceptualized in the form of specific, referent-threat
pairings. Such broad and specific conceptualizations will help this research to examine the
multitude of different governance arrangements while also being flexible enough to point out
gaps, challenges, and misperceptions in the security governance of these issues.
Building on the value of affected security referents, the third section of the paper moves
past examining threats and focusses on the governance arrangements on these issues. While
certain environmental governance arrangements overlap with other institutions here, the
emphasis of this section will be on security governance institutions that are concerned with
CBSEs. The final section will make recommendations for improved governance, using the
insights gathered from the previous three sections.
Before engaging and trying to understand these threats and their governance, I believe a
brief discussion of the concept of security is necessary. My initial, broad understanding of
security is a condition where a given referent experiences a circumstance where it is not
threatened, and/or is sufficiently resilient to survive and function after being harmed by a
particular threat. After investigating the various environmental and social issues that cross
borders and cause security threats, and the referents they affect, I will try to further refocus the
notion of security in an attempt to better understand how to govern threats to it. To start, my
paper will engage with the source of these security threats – the environmental changes that
cause cross-border security effects.
Section 1: Environmental Changes
Human life is dependent on the ecosphere; so too is the security and stability of the
societies that comprise it. However, only certain phenomena are pragmatically relevant for
security governance, especially when focusing on effects across state borders. This analysis has
identified a number of key environmental phenomena for their effects on security and prioritized
for their security relevance. The environmental issues specifically included in this analysis are:
scarcity/degradation, climate change, and extreme events.
The first concern I will address is well acknowledged in a wide array of literature for its
effects on security as well as its compounding consequences politically and economically – i.e.,
scarcity and degradation. One of the gravest fears concerning scarcity is in regard to vital
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resources, namely water and food. Human activity can easily result in degradation or scarcity of
these resources in numerous cases and projections, and thus have immediate repercussions for
human security.3 The destabilizing effect of scarcity can easily cross borders, in such cases as the
agricultural systems between states or common water resources. The danger of degradation can
also include global resources, such as the ocean – which is essential for many small, developing
island states.4 A recent report by the United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) points
towards the current projections that show coastal and oceanic ecosystems collapsing, directly
harming communities.5 Degradation, therefore, is a global concern for many environmental
systems.
One under emphasized global resource and environmental system is biodiversity. The
loss of biodiversity can have security-significant implications. For example, the economies of
some South African regions are directly dependent on the availability of a diverse range of
species and are already facing threats of instability in the loss of biodiversity.6 Additionally, the
global food stock is heavily threatened by its lack of biodiversity: just 9 crops provide over
three-quarters of the world’s nutritional supply.7 Continued degradation of resources means
continued loss of biodiversity, especially in the face of climate change that will result in the
“turnover” of ecosystems.8 Biodiversity is inherently a CBSE-relevant issue, as the species that
compose ecosystems often cross human borders or rely on environmental systems that do, which
means the loss of a species in one area can have multiple effects on locations elsewhere.
While the threat of any degradation to vital resources and biodiversity is troubling, the
most discussed environmental phenomena – climate change – is actually consequence of
degradation , i.e., carbon dioxide emissions. There is no need to go into great depth on this
subject, considering the number of authoritative discussions on the issue.9 Nevertheless, there
are two notable consequences of climate change for security: sea level rise and the increasing
incidence and severity of extreme events. The levels of the world’s oceans are known to
correlate with average atmospheric temperatures: approximately every degree Celsius increase
equals and increase of 20 meters in ocean levels.10 This threat is a noteworthy concern for small
island states that could be devastated or potentially wiped out by sea-level and storm surges
induced by climate change – a greater likelihood in an age of increasingly frequent extreme
events. 11
In the age of anthropogenic climate change, many models point towards the increased
occurrence of extreme events into the future.12 While many such phenomena are natural in
origin, the impact of human civilization on the ecosphere has resulted in a markedly new age of
dangerous events.13 The recently published Special Report on Extreme Events (SREX) by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) distinguishes natural disasters from “…
extreme (weather or climate) event[s]’ [that] refer solely to the initial and consequent physical
phenomena including some (e.g., flooding) that may have human components to causation other
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than that related to the climate (e.g., land use or land cover change or changes in water
management).”14 These anthropogenic events will show features that differ from those of natural
disasters, including changes in frequency, intensity, spatial extent, duration, timing, and new,
unprecedented climate extremes. 15
Many different categories of extreme events have been observed including: increased
frequency of heavy precipitation in some areas; increased wind and typhoons; sea level rise and
extreme coastal water conditions; increased regional flooding and droughts; and localized
dangers at high mountain locations, high latitude territories, and the dangers for low-lying
islands.16 Each of these, in conjunction with the general trend of substantial warming, 17 present
direct threats to individuals, populations, states, infrastructure, and to local environmental
systems and resources. Alongside the physical threat of these events, there has been an observed
increase in the economic damages caused by extreme events over the past few decades.18 These
costs are also not equally distributed and the economic impacts of extreme events are poorly
understood.19
Extreme events are a direct threat, but are not necessarily disasters by themselves –
particular social, economic, and political factors alongside the environmental influence make
such phenomena disastrous.20 Without understanding the social elements at play, governance
cannot understand the extreme impacts of such events.21 Several social fallouts of extreme events
and the phenomena earlier described are discussed in the following section of this paper.
This first section has examined particular environmental issues that can cross borders and
present direct threats to different referents. Such evidence justifies serious concerns for security;
however, I did not yet demonstrate the social ramifications of environmental changes – a
necessary element to comprehend the full security impact.
Section II: Social Ramification
This section will elaborate on the social responses to these issues that cross borders and
demonstrate the complete ramifications of broad cross-border security impacts of the
environment. I will include the most relevant topics from a security standpoint: violent conflict,
mass migration/displacement, human networks, global cities, and the global strategic situation.
Each presents further CBSEs in situations of environmental phenomena, which threaten the
security and stability of societies beyond their immediate vicinity.
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Violent Conflict
With the ‘widening’ of security studies, environmental security has become a field of its
own. It points to four main ‘pathways to violence’, which – when summarized – refers to four
ways in which environmental changes can lead to violence: scarcity, abundance, exacerbation of
social cleavages, network effects, and, in addition, any combination thereof.22 While
environmental factors have been primarily observed in civil conflicts, cross-border effects of
civil conflict are numerous and the possibility of interstate violence is constantly present. There
is no need to discuss the security dangers of conflict, but it is a potential outcome of
environmental change and necessary to include in the scope of this paper. Currently, the
prevalence of environmentally-induced conflict is low but in a world of ever-increasing
interconnectivity and anthropogenic change it is a serious concern from a global standpoint. This
is especially true in the context of other social factors, including global networks and the global
strategic mindset: two later topics in this section. Included in governance should be the issue of
environmentally-induced/exacerbated violent conflict in light of the subjects of the following
sections, as such conflict can have cumulative or spillover effects in this context of an
interconnected globe
Migration
	

In populations that experience environmental changes – be it degradation, extreme
events, or otherwise – there will often be mass migrations of individuals and families. This can
occur directly from environmental pressures or indirectly due to an intervening variable (e.g.,
environmentally-induced conflict or economic pressures), from rapid-onset or slower, chronic
changes.23 The latest estimate of environmental migrants puts the figure at a total of 38 million
people displaced by extreme weather hazards in 2010 – this includes internally displaced persons
(IDPs) and those forced outside of their countries of origin.24 However, many models claim
projections ranging from 7-70 million per year in the lower range of events and population
growth, while high-growth high-hazard models range up to 200 million. 25
These migrants and refugees face hardship and insecurity after the environmental event
has occurred. In focusing on their cross border effects, they face dangers as economically
marginalized individuals, which create numerous personal dangers abroad. Mass migrations
from changes in the environment are not new – history is rife with episodes of mass movements
to avoid harsh conditions. However, environmental migration currently and in the near future
will be an unprecedented phenomenon due to the global scale of environmental change, the
longer-term factor of the underlying environmental change, and due to the larger populations at
6!
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risk.26
Mass migration of groups can risk undermining the socio-political stability of receiving
regions. This can occur with the consequent shifts in economic interests through altered
demographics as well as though the danger of ethnic and social cleavages in the face of a
changing environment.27 The danger of social cleavage is especially relevant if the increased
population puts new, additional stress on the environmental resources and systems of the
receiving area.28 These migration patterns are likely to take place within the context of the next
social subject of concern, i.e., the global networks established by human societies.
Global Networks
The 20th and 21st Centuries have seen increasing globalization. Skipping the need for a
precise definition or a comprehensive description of the effects of this trend, it is important to
note that globalization has evolved into a process of ever-increasing interconnections between
different elements across space, time, and borders. These connections have grown into the form
of international networks in infrastructure, societal linkages, as well as trade and economics.
Networks can act as referents as well as venues for threats. I will not review the
interconnected aspects of the global ecosphere and its systems – that is a most interesting and
complex field of study on its own. However, human networks and systems can exhibit features
that other complex systems show too, including: emergent properties, which are phenomena that
are not simply the addition of individual components; non-linearity, where outcomes are
disproportionate to inputs; thresholds, inertia, and path dependency. 29 Environmental change can
disrupt connections between the nodes of the network, or the nodes themselves and result in
reactions related to the complex systems features described above, each producing unexpected
social effects and insecurity.
The infrastructure of many types of Network infrastructures are vulnerable to widespread
environmental change; energy, telecommunications, and transport infrastructure can be disrupted
by slow-onset issues such as erosion or ravaged by dramatic shocks that then spread globally to
other parts of the network.30 In an increasingly real-time connected world, the damage to one
part of the network can easily cascade across the network, especially when there is high
connectivity with low redundancy in critical systems.31
Global Cities
A crucial aspect of global networks is the concentration of interconnections present in
global cities.32 While connections span great distances, cities are physically dense centers of
connections within a restricted space. Being “hubs” in the network, locally-experienced
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phenomena in these spaces cause disproportionate outwards dispersion effects across the
network. This influence means that globally-connected cities have an important ability, in
consequence to generate security threats outwards as well as to their inhabitants.
Many global cities are at considerable physical danger due to their coastal location.
Large-scale sea rise will hit populous and asset-rich cities, in the West as well as in developing
countries.33 While the industrialized nations are more resilient and able to react and adapt to the
damage of sea rise and extreme events, the newly industrializing and developing coastal cities
elsewhere do not have such capacity.34 In particular, three cities stand out as vulnerable hotspots
for damage: Rio de Janeiro, Shanghai, and Mumbai.35 As megacities with important geopolitical
connections, threats posed to these hubs represent dangers to the international order as a whole
for because of their importance in trade, finance, and the colossal number of inhabitants living in
each metropolis.
The earlier described danger of migration is quite considerable in global cities. Migration
to urban areas has already been documented to increase at times of ecological instability in
Southeast Asia.36 Additionally, the resettled migrants often live in slums, furthering the
degradation of the local environment and living in poor, damaging conditions that drastically
threaten the quality of life and physical integrity of those living there.37
Global Strategic Situation
Due to the global nature of the threat of CBSEs and its consequences, the global sphere
of international relations is an important issue to examine as it can be greatly altered due to
growing trends of such threats. An increase in environmentally-induced conflicts, scarcities and
other security predicaments would shift the mindset of leaders and decision-makers in terms of
how the respond to other jurisdictions, just as the Cold War did for the majority of the 20th
Century. Degradation and scarcity in one state will drastically affect how one state will engage
with another. For instance, China’s degraded resources and scarcity has driven it to utilize its
“unconscious power” over Mongolia, externalizing its environmental issues towards another
state, affecting the stability and actions of the Mongolian government.38
While bilateral state relations are of interest, a global mindset of countries is the most
profound issue to face. A think-tank within the Canadian military published a report describing
four possible scenarios for the world mindset that essentially boils down to two conclusions: the
world will either recognize the need for cooperation and coordination in an era of global
environmental change; or fall into a quagmire of a “race to the bottom” for resources.39 The UN
High Panel on Sustainability echoed the same potential bifurcation in international relations:
countries may come together to restrict consumption and adapt in cooperation, or conversely fall
into paranoia and kleptomaniac practices.40 A world of realpolitik in regard to environmental
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resources and a state-level fear of disasters would cause negative consequences for many
countries domestically, regionally, and internationally. A paranoid world is quite simply a more
dangerous one.
Security Referents
Having discussed various environmentally-borne threats and social ramifications, I can
now examine the referent side of this security issue which will help set the stage for the
discussion of the governance structures to remedy. Most of these security threats affect multiple
different referents; additionally in, but not all threats affect every referent mentioned. I will now
outline the basic referents going from the smallest unit upwards.
The first evident referent is that of the individual person. Direct threats of nature, be they
acute (e.g., debris in the windstorm of an extreme weather event) or chronic (e.g., the growing
inhospitality of an area due to worsening crop failures from degradation and/or disease) are both
serious for the security of an individual. The social ramifications also carry threats for
individuals. Violent conflict is an obvious threat to a person, as are the marginal conditions that
migrants experience. The more abstract threat is psycho-emotive, referred to earlier. This only
affects individuals, but can build from individuals to affect their communities and broader
political groups.
The second set of referents that are at risk from CBSEs are social communities and their
institutions. Communities are also constitutive parts of the wider socio-political systems around
the world. This can include states and their institutions, but also markets, ethnic groups, regional
identity structures, and regional organizations. The above issues have many different effects on
communities, states, and other social systems. For instance, trade relationships and markets of
food are historically known to be poorly managed during periods of shortages of food and other
vital resources. Weakened food systems easily spill over into other areas of governance,
especially when sparks of violence erupt which further compound the disruption of
communities, institutions, and states. Extreme events can also devastate communities and have
spillover effects, especially in the event of mass migration. One final example is the issue of the
mindset in relations between different groups. This applies at the state level, but also between
subnational groups and regional and/or ethnic, social identities that will interact in a mindset of
cooperation or resource-kleptocracies.
A final, but underlying referent is the environment itself. Many of the environmental and
social issues discussed have compounding effects on environments that are physically separate
from the immediate events of specific environmental changes. Migration pressures and the
spillover of violence can cause disturbances to local environments away from the initial area.
The issue of degradation of biodiversity can cause these disturbances too; when important
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components of the global ecosystem are disturbed in one location, all the environmental systems
connected to it will degrade to some extent as well.
After recognizing the various ways in which the environment affects the security of
different referents across state borders, a more operationalized conception can be produced. In
the context of these environmental and social issues and their CBSEs, security can now be
conceptualized as the stability of societal and environmental systems and their constituent
components as it relates to the safety of humans and integrity of the ecosphere. This
conceptualization is necessary according to the earlier discussion that has shown that the state is
certainly not the sole referent for the security and well-being of individuals, the environment,
and wider sociopolitical systems. The stability of these multi-scalar systems is a key aspect to
maintain security for these additional referents. By shifting the focus onto stability, security
governance can better recognize the wide array of issues required to maintain the well-being of
humans and the environment. Using this conceptualization, I will be able to investigate to what
extent certain governance arrangements accurately recognize and effectively manage the CBSEs
of the environment.
Section III: The Governance of CBSEs
Because of the particular nature of environmentally-induced CBSEs, this section will
examine the governance of these issues by similar categories as those given earlier. In some
cases, however, there are no institutions that recognize CBSEs of environmental change. This is
true in the case of conflict, where violence is dealt with by the usual governing bodies (i.e., the
UN Security Council, regional bodies, states, etc.). This is also true in terms of networks, which
are primarily governance complexes within themselves. Because of the absence of such
recognition by governance institutions, I will not include discussion of these bodies. However,
there is one institution that does partially govern these two issues (i.e., conflict and networks)
amongst others: the Environment and Security Initiative (ENVSEC) is a particular case that I
will examine in detail and discuss towards the end of this section.
One important issue for governance of these issues is that they are caused by increasing
environmental changes. This means that these problems will continue and become more severe
in the future. Because of this, there are three options for security-focused bodies to govern:
through prevention, mitigation, or adaptation: Prevention happens when institutions attempt to
stop the underlying environmental events or social ramifications from occurring at all; mitigation
is a practice of trying to alleviate or increase resistance to a threat; and finally adaptation can
refer to altered practices to live in a transformed situation or a more reactive practice of simply
responding to changes after they occur. The following survey of governance exemplifying these
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options will try and identify the primary strategy of the institutions and understand the general
direction of policy concerning the CBSEs of environmental change.
Climate Change
Governance on the CBSEs of climate change has seen very few successes outside of
epistemic work. The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has
been a benchmark example of scientific cooperation and coordination between scientists from
different fields all over the world. Within the synthesis reports based on the Assessments of the
IPCC, there are numerous acknowledgements of problems for governance, including both
environmental cross-border threats and social ramifications that were earlier described.41
While the problem has been readily and thoroughly identified, good governance is
lacking. The efforts to eliminate climate change have been weak – the recent fall of the Kyoto
Protocol is evidence enough to show that efforts to prevent climate change have mostly failed.
There is also very little effort on the part of most governments to mitigate the effects of climate
change, especially in developing countries where the effects will be the worst.42 Because of the
lack of effective governance efforts to prevent or mitigate climate change, governance will
inevitably become an exercise in adaptation to a world with a changing climate.
Environmental Migrants
The governance of environmental migrants issues is receiving some attention. Currently,
there is a debate over the status of individuals directly or indirectly displaced by environmental
issues. The now blurred difference between a migrant and a refugee is being discussed in light of
the peculiar character of environmental effects on society. However, according to discussions
held at the UNHCR Nansen Conference, environmental refugees/migrants (or as they prefer to
ambiguously label “externally displaced persons”) do not logically differ from those displaced
by other natural hazards.43 There is some forward thinking in the governance of migration,
recognizing the possibility of governments choosing to pre-emptively relocate individuals from
risk prone areas before disasters occur or to acknowledge that a greater number of migrants are
being forced to move due to slow-onset dangers.44 Governance on migration thus does not
currently seek to remedy the underlying causes of migration despite acknowledging the
anthropogenic nature of many of the environmental phenomena and socio-economic factors that
induce the (forced) choice to migrate, but opt to focus on the fallout phenomenon (migration).
The governance of environmentally-induced migration is currently being considered as adaptive
process, which can only be improved by better early warning, monitoring, and reactive
practices. 45
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Europe, as an institution, has also begun to see serious discussion of the issue. The
European Parliament has debated it and pressed some governments to start producing policies
for a future of increasing numbers of environmental refugees.46 Despite this regional idea, it has
seen little purchase with individual states. Even the United Kingdom, who has commissioned
reports on the subject, has only once enacted policy to manage environmental migrants; and this
was a one-time policy that only applied to Montserrat, a British overseas territory.47
In terms of recognizing migratory movements for their security effects, the UNHCR conference
did contain some passing references to violent conflict and human security.48 However, only one
brief reference to regional security in Southern Asia mentioned any cross-border security
issues.49 Whatever the current governance mindset on the issue, it is important to recognize that
governance structures are not firmly set nor are they entirely familiar with this new problem
facing states and the international system.
Food & Water Security
The governance of food security (for now, ignoring the implications of biodiversity
earlier mentioned) is fragmented across a regime complex. Still, governance is focused in
several global agencies, namely the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the UN, the
World Trade Organization (WTO), as well as the World Bank. 50 Individual states are also
important in food governance, managing the local economy of food, distribution, and other
factors. Additionally, many states play key roles as members of international governance
institutions earlier mentioned. 51
This area of governance is blurred between that of security and the normal realm of
politics. Food and water are mostly not security issues – especially in the West. But in light of
the vital nature of these two resources, insecurity can quickly threaten the lives of individuals.
The governance of water does not seem to treat the topic as a security issue. The word security
did not even appear in the WHO-UNICEF report “Progress on Drinking Water and Sanitation:
2012 Update” that confirmed the achievement of the Millennium Development Goal for safe
drinking water.52 Yet the global governance of food appears to evoke some degree of security
mindset, such as a 2011 FAO reports that examined food insecurity in light of land and water
degradation.53 This report specifically uses the language of security and acknowledges the
CBSEs of environment and social phenomena on the state of food security.54
From the research conducted on the governance of food and water, efforts to prevent,
mitigate, and/or adapt to environmental changes appear to be mixed. Where possible,
governance tries to prevent insecurity by providing such vital resources (e.g., the Millennium
Development goals). Yet, food and water systems will have to adapt to changing environmental
factors including precipitation, land degradation, seasonal temperatures, and others.55
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Additionally, a rising global population will make the challenge even greater. 56Some policy
options advocate practices to mitigate by preventing the worst insecurities, such as emergency
food aid programs and supporting greater social resilience to such dangers. 57
Biodiversity
The main governance mechanism for biodiversity is the United Nations Convention on
Biodiversity (CBD). The CBD sets out three main goals, consisting of “…the conservation of
biological diversity, the sustainable use of its components, and the fair and equitable sharing of
the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources.”58 As biodiversity is a global
resource – with both global and local significance – it is not surprising to see a global initiative
for its governance.
Some success of the CBD can be seen by the 193 parties to the Convention, though
notably the United States has only signed but not ratified the treaty.59 The Convention now
implements programs to achieve the above goals and continues to develop and ratify new
treaties, including the recent Nagoya Protocol to further the benefit sharing of genetic
resources.60 Unfortunately, in the words of Professor Jeffrey Sachs (The director of Columbia
University’s Earth Institute), the CBD, “…has now disappeared from the world’s radar screen
entirely… all relating to a lack of political leadership…and also by a blindingly misguided
debate over the CBD itself.”61
The CBD’s focus is not on security, but does acknowledge some cross border effects.
Considering the three main objectives, the CBD is focused on the economic aspects of
biodiversity. This does, in some cases, protect the integrity of the ecological system of species
and incidentally help provide security for such causes, even if it is not aimed at doing so.
Considering the lack of actual protection measures, this policy focus can mildly be interpreted as
a mitigating form of governance as it helps justify some restraint in the use (or, more accurately,
abuse) of species. Bearing in mind the projected trends and dangers of environmental change,
the CBD’s governance will likely have to become a reactive, adaptive practice when issues of
biodiversity become more significant.
Global Cities
Most governance of environmental changes and their CBSEs are subject to state-level
management structures. But at a lower level some global cities have banded together to create
international horizontal networks to adapt to climate change. These transnational municipal
networks (TMNs) have helped spread localized climate change policy amongst different cities. 62
This is a limited example of horizontal governance as it has mostly been concentrated in Europe
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and it has as only taken place among progressive municipalities on the issue that “pioneer” this
governance approach.63
State-level, top-down arrangements are prominent in developing countries that have
cities that face the greatest vulnerability to environmental change. Even worse, the vulnerability
of cities is – for the most part – an ignored issue. In the case of India, a country that has many
cities that are highly vulnerable to several of the CBSEs earlier detailed, the national government
has chosen not to even set a framework for planning to adapt or mitigate such dangers.64
When governance policies are aimed at preventing physical dangers to cities, they have
some security aspects and thus show a human security mindset. Yet, most of this work is simply
governance in a non-security sense, maintaining the day-to-day functioning of cities and not
responding to an existential threat. Because of the diversity of cities, the practice of governance
is mitigating in many cases (i.e., building infrastructure and programs to prevent certain threats
of environmental change) while only being adaptive in others (i.e., living through and possibly
enduring the threat).
Global Strategic Situation
As the sovereign entities in the modern international system, states are possibly the core
institution to govern security issues arising from the global strategic mindset. Their choices and
actions determine the mindset and are subsequently the referent that is affected. Many governing
structures other than the sovereign state also spend some effort to contribute to maintaining a
cooperative mindset. The preamble to the Convention on Biodiversity, for example, contains the
notion that “…ultimately, the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity will
strengthen friendly relations among States and contribute to peace for humankind.”65 The most
significant governance effort lies with the prominence of the entire UN system, which highlights
the long-term effort of countries to maintain peaceful relations and cooperation for international
issues. However, the modern world still experiences conflict and security problems nearly
everywhere; thus it is quite evident that UN is not entirely effective on this measure.
Certain security governance arrangements clearly try to prevent a dangerous shift in
strategic mindsets. Collective security institutions (i.e., the UN) serve to provide cooperation
between states and other actors. Additionally, continuing dialogues between countries in the face
of environmental and social changes that are underway can have a mitigating effect for countries
with respect to particular issues. However, considering the particularly new and unusual nature
and scale of environmental changes and their effects on human society, it is likely most actors in
this realm of governance will be adaptive in their approaches, as only so many factors of the
complex situation can be mitigated or prevented.
While the CBSEs due to environmental change are a diverse issue, and while therefore
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governance is fragmented, there is one governance institution that manages to include many of
these different phenomena and issues within its umbrella. The next section will review the
multilateral Environmental and Security Initiative and how it seeks to address many CBSEs
caused by environmental changes.
The Environment and Security Initiative (ENVSEC)
ENVSEC is a multilateral partnership between six regional and international
organizations that operate as working partners on particular projects under the Initiative. 66
Within the context of its operations and projects, the Initiative acts as a coordination and
management body between governments, “…assist[ing] governments and communities to
identify common solutions and develop joint projects for achieving them, and facilitates
dialogue and collaboration among policy makers, environmental experts, and the civil society
across the borders, including national experts ministries and national agencies, as well as NGOs
and research institutes.”67 While individual projects collect stakeholders and policy inputs,
ENVSEC also maintains a global network of actors in government, civil society, community,
academic, and other sectors as of May 2011. 68 While it is an institution aiming to solve issues
across borders, its scope is limited to four regions: Central Asia, Eastern Europe, Southern
Caucasus, and South-Eastern Europe.69
There are a considerable number of ENVSEC mandates and projects that recognize most
of the CBSEs of environmental change. Much of the time ENVSEC manages to fill in the
governance gaps between the arrangements discussed earlier in this section. In regard to
degradation, there are several assessments and projects that explicitly set the remediation of
trans-border pollution and degradation as an objective in their mandates.70 ENVSEC even tries
to address conflict, by trying to ensure people within conflict zones still have access to
renewable resources and to prevent conflict from further degrading existing resources.71
While international networks and their dynamics are not explicitly acknowledged by
ENVSEC, many of their efforts work towards mitigating and preventing problems for such
networks. Their approach of gathering partners and taking multi-scalar initiatives is the most
effective measure for helping in this respect and there are continuous calls to expand the
networking and integration capacity of ENVSEC in addition to their current approach. 72 They
also recognize the importance of key cities. While limited by their regional focus, they have
implemented programs for regional cities such as Tbilisi to adapt to climate change.73 Such
efforts also seek to reduce the burden of migration, albeit in a regional/urbanization context.74
Another significant influence in governance relates to the potential effect of ENVSEC on
the global strategic mindset. Their efforts to establish dialogue between countries, even some
historically in conflict with one another, carry great significance to help shift to a mindset of
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cooperation rather than antagonism.75 ENVSEC’s projects carry the potential to open dialogues
by using the environment as a simple common factor that could build cooperation and discourse
between antagonistic powers.
Not all the CBSEs of environmental change are addressed by ENVSEC. Given the design
of the institution, it is not surprising that ENVSEC opts to allow for other governance
institutions to take over certain issues. For instance, there is little mention of migration in
ENVSEC’s documents, as this issue primarily falls under the United Nations High Commission
on Refugees (UNHCR). Such an arrangement allows ENVSEC to concentrate on preventing the
negative conditions that spur migration. Additionally, ENVSEC is not designed to end or prevent
violence – again, this falls under the jurisdiction of its working partners and other agencies. The
diverse range of impacts and consequences of cross-border issues means that it may be
impossible – and in some areas, inefficient and undesirable – to house all concerns under one
roof. However, the recognition of these causal chains is important for ENVSEC to prevent these
types of security problems as early as possible.
Despite the gaps and limited mandate of ENVSEC, this brief survey of governance
institutions shows that ENVSEC is in many ways the most promising governance structure
concerning CBSEs due to environmental change. In many ways it clearly works to prevent
CBSEs, such as its work in preventing localized degradation. In other projects, however,
ENVSEC provides mitigation to future environmental issues including climate change. Lastly,
ENVSEC is already used as a mechanism to help adapt to climate change by governments –
considering the future projections of climate change, it will likely be called upon for more
adaptive work.
Section IV: Recommendations for Improved Governance
Due to the fragmented and diverse nature of the governance of the CBSEs of
environmental change, it is difficult to provide firm recommendations for the improvement of
governance that cut across so many categories and phenomena. One that does make itself
obvious throughout this research is that greater awareness of CBSEs of environmental issues
would be a major step for governance. Because of the security threats that CBSEs cause, more
institutions need to recognize the security-relevance of their work and environmental change in
general. By recognizing this new category of security threat, their management and support
systems could being shifting resources and mandates to being to manage these issues; however,
this is much easier said than done. The complexity shown from this research shows that CBSEs
have difficult and intricate causal chains that may be difficult for modern management systems
to comprehend or accurately counteract.
Additionally, better recognition and focus on the security aspects of their work would
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help governance move from primarily adaptive programs to ones that better mitigate or prevent
such security issues. Adaptation is a poor policy choice in providing security – in many cases
adaptation can only occur after some form of harm has affected a referent. Providing security
under the definition earlier provided requires these proactive measures and not reactive ones that
do not readily provide significant security under many of the CBSE scenarios discussed.
Prevention and mitigation is also more cost effective, though such estimates do not include the
value within security referents that is lost due to harm.76
To provide better knowledge diffusion and recognition, there is a strong need for some
form of governance initiative to help disseminate a proactive policy direction and subsequent
information required to act on such policy. From the results of the broad governance review on
environmentally-induced CBSEs, it is my opinion that the most effective governance
improvement could be achieved through the ENVSEC Initiative.
ENVSEC’s current positioning is ideal for many aspects of environmental CBSE issues.
Its ability to network on its own projects between international, regional, state, sub-state, and
individual actors is essential in dealing with many of the environmental and social issues of
CBSEs. Considering the current working partners, an expansion to work with other
organizations is a conceivable and potentially effective method for improved governance.
Alongside an expansion of the Initiatives networking would be a greater ability to deal with
different scales of governance and engagement with different and related security phenomena.
Another key recommendation would be for an expansion of ENVSEC’s territorial focus.
The current mandate limits ENVSEC to Europe and Asia, while many of these problems are seen
elsewhere or are global in nature. Such an expansion would require greater networking, as earlier
stated, but would help ENVSEC engage with global-level issues that cause CBSEs.
Working at a global scale connects with my final recommendation, which would call for
a reconsideration of ENVSECs mandate to help it recognize issues that face the entire ecosphere.
This, however, is a difficult task. For certain issues, namely climate change, it is unlikely that
ENVSEC would manage any headway at the current phase of negotiations, which are required
for any effective programs. Nevertheless, for the global challenges of negotiation over climate
change show any progress, ENVSEC could be an effective tool in collecting partners and
providing expertise to implement international and regional programs.
Conclusion
Environmental changes cause security ramifications across borders. Some of these are
directly from the environment and physically harm a number of different referents. Others are
social reactions to environmental change that can cross borders and pose their own threats to the
security of humans and the ecosphere. The wide multitude of phenomena and their security
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relevance are only somewhat governed –most governance structures do not recognize the full
cross-border security relevance of environmental change and its social ramifications, nor are
they focused on fully preventing security threats. Out of these governance institutions, one is
significantly better equipped and positioned to take on environmental change and its CBSEs, the
ENVSEC Initiative. Governance can be improved through greater recognition and the focusing
of efforts on prevention, rather than reaction. Additionally, better enabling the ENVSEC
Initiative with a larger mandate, operationally and in its territorial focus, would be an effective
method to help govern many of the CBSEs of environmental change.
Governance needs to take note of this serious issue. While Environment Canada has
acknowledged that we, as a global community, are ‘locked in’ to climate change, good
governance can find innovative solutions and help prevent, mitigate, or adapt to the worst of the
CBSE and threats posed by the modern era of environmental change.
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Abstract
Water scarcity is a crosscutting human security threat. Moreover, water, food and energy
production are intricately related to a society’s capacity to support human well-being. Water
scarcity is either economic, whereby a state does not have the funding to tap into more than 25%
of a regions water resources; or physical, which implies that river basins and groundwater
reservoirs have been depleted by more than 75% as a consequence of anthropogenic activity.
This paper focuses on the importance of governance mechanisms to address water scarcity, and
draws on examples from OECD countries to illustrate variance in water governance
frameworks. It concludes that there is no single water governance framework suitable for all
contexts, however, water managers should focus on integrating the management of their water
resources with sectors that have conventionally been left out of policy making and
implementation phases.
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Introduction
A central debate in the security studies literature is the integration of non-military threats
into an understanding of government’s ability to give political priority to certain issues over
others. The reconceptualization of security to include factors such as human development and
protection from natural hazards has evolved significantly; whereby, today, how states should
address the degradation of complex environmental systems is being increasingly framed with
security language. In traditional security studies, the state is viewed as both the primary object
and subject of political analysis. Instead, recent developments in the security studies literature,
spurred by the adoption of the term “human security” in 1994 by the UNDP, have shifted the
discourse away from state-survival based on military considerations, and towards capacitybuilding against the consequences of anthropogenic environmental degradation. In this sense,
considerable attention is being devoted to the study of emerging global challenges such as
population growth, climate change and food shortage. While being able to accurately predict the
evolution of these threats is difficult, the rapid growth of the human security and global
environmental security literature is indicative of the importance of understanding how to
approach these complex issues. Among the various issues addressed by human security and
global environmental security, I argue that water holds particularly important value to human
wellbeing; and how water is governed deserves some critical thought.
The topic I will examine is effective multi-level water governance. The specific security
issue I focus on is water scarcity. I argue that access to, and provision of, freshwater services is
not an ordinary issue for political leaders. Water scarcity is a non-conventional, threat-focused
human security issue. Due to the multi-sectorial nature of water security, addressing waterrelated threats requires the broader participation of relevant actors. These may include local
communities, international organizations (IOs), non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and
transnational corporations (TNCs). In turn, I define effective water governance as the dynamic
interaction of formal and informal actors across horizontal and vertical channels in the
management of water resources. The main question guiding my research is directed at
understanding how freshwater resources are governed at the global, national and sub-national
levels.
In the following sections I argue that the threat of water scarcity is amenable to the
language of security, and will present an evaluation of water governance at the global, national
and sub-national levels. First, I will present the dimensions of water scarcity as a human security
issue; whereby water-related conflict tends to be between its users within a state. Second, I
explain the degradation and depletion of freshwater resources as an anthropogenic threat-focused
security issue; which tends to result in water scarcity. Moreover, I argue that water holds
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particularly high value for human wellbeing, and has been securitized in areas that are
experiencing physical or economic water scarcity. Third, I evaluate how water is governed at the
global, sub-national and local levels. I propose that certain international entities are taking a lead
role in managing water at the global level, however water governance is best described as
fragmented and decentralized. Finally, I conclude with some recommendations to improve water
governance. Most importantly, it is not possible to generalize how states should manage their
water systems, since effective water governance depends on the physical, cultural and economic
qualities of a region. However, focus ought to be placed on capacity building for local
implementation of national-level water management strategies.
Water Security: Dimensions
Consequence of Water Scarcity

of

Inter-group

Conflict

as

a

Water scarcity can be defined as either the lack of enough water (quantity) or lack of
access to safe water (quality).1 There are two types of water scarcity: physical and economic
scarcity. On the one hand, physical water scarcity is characterized by an insufficiency or
depletion of freshwater resources. On the other hand, economic water scarcity is an issue in
regions where poor governance and infrastructure prevent freshwater reservoirs from being fully
useable, or where inefficient use and mismanagement of water resources leads to waste and
contamination.2 According to Sharad K Jain and Vijay P. Singh, a water crisis occurs when the,
“overall scarcity of usable water of good quality as compared with the demand of the society to
meet its domestic needs, to grow crops, to run industries, to generate energy, to maintain
environment and ecology, for recreation, and so on.”3 Water is crucial for human survival. On
average, humans must consume about 2.5 liters of water per day in order to be healthy. 4
Furthermore, without water livestock and agricultural production cannot be sustained. Similarly,
water is a critical component of energy production. Evidently, human wellbeing depends on
sufficient access to freshwater; yet, less than 1% of the world’s freshwater is readily accessible
for human use.
Without question, water holds a particularly high level of instrumental value to biotic
processes that sustain life on Earth.5 Although, water scarcity can also yield large consequences
for biodiversity and ecosystem sustainability, this paper will focus on the relationship between
freshwater resource management and human wellbeing. According to Janos J Bogardi et al.
“Human water security implies the provision of quality drinking and domestic water, water for
energy generation, industry, and transport, maintenance of ecosystems and biodiversity and
water for food security.”6 In this sense, I consider water scarcity as a water security issue within
the human security paradigm. As suggested, water security is a complex, multi-dimensional subdivision of human security.7 Human security is an emerging paradigm that frames non25!
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conventional vulnerabilities within the security literature. Roland Paris put forward a typology
(Table 1 below) to distinguish conventional from non-conventional referent object/threat security
pairs.
Table 1: Roland Paris’ Typology8
Security for Whom?

Source of the Security Threat?
Military
Military, non-military, or Both
National security
Redefined security
(conventional realist approach (co-operative or
to security studies)
comprehensive security)
Intrastate security
Human security
(civil war, ethnic conflict, and (environmental and economic
democide)
threats to the survival of
societies, groups, and
individuals)

States

Societies, Groups, and
Individuals

This classification of security issues challenges the traditional state-centric tendency of
security studies by arguing that societies, groups and individuals can be the referent objects of
both military and non-military threats. In turn, state leaders must deal with these issues to
mitigate or restore the harm being experienced. In doing so, they may raise the political
importance of a particular security issue, which allows for an exceptional use of power during
security crises. In this sense, human security holds that an individual-based perspective of
security is necessary for the development of national, regional and global governance, since
insecurity can be experienced without necessarily putting the survival of the state into question.
Water scarcity is essentially a human security issue, because freshwater resources supply
many of the factors necessary to support human livelihoods and development. The
interconnectedness of these factors clearly demonstrates the importance of effectively managing
freshwater resources, since water-related insecurities can rapidly multiply in severity by
affecting multiple sectors simultaneously.9 The threat of water scarcity as a consequence of the
inadequate access to, depletion or degradation of freshwater resources can therefore have farreaching consequences. For the purpose of this paper, water security is conceptualized as having
five interdependent dimensions: (1) socio-economic development; (2) demographic shifts; (3)
agricultural production; (4) energy production; and (5) climatic variance. Variance in these
processes affects the availability and quality of freshwater resources in a given geographic
region, which threatens human wellbeing and can create conflict through competition amongst
different users of water.10 Structural influences that can exacerbate competition over freshwater
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resources amongst its users include existing patterns of group marginalization regarding power,
and access to decision-making processes; a history of conflict; as well as cognitive patterns that
display perceptions of security issues and of social relationships.11
The Freshwater Resource and Projected Water Scarcity
Freshwater supplies are unequally distributed in both time and space. From year to year
there can be considerable variability between arid and humid climates and wet and dry seasons.
In terms of water systems, rivers and groundwater collect rainwater that does not get evaporated,
transpired, or withdrawn artificially.12 Factors like climate variation, size of a river basin, slope
and terrain parameters will influence the discharge of a river.
Human influence has the greatest impact on the quality and quantity of water that enters rivers.
Rivers transport whatever discharges into them, which makes their utility to human
activities variable. Readily accessible freshwater reservoirs are distributed amongst surface,
subsurface and atmospheric water systems. In terms of different catchment areas, surface water
refers to freshwater reservoirs that are exposed to the atmosphere. Subsurface water refers to
underground water sources such as aquifers. And, there is also a minimal quantity of water
stored within atmospheric systems. However, due to the continuous operation of the
hydrological cycle, atmospheric water does not remain trapped above ground for very long prior
to its precipitation.13 Table 2 provides a summary of the global freshwater reserves.14

Table 2: Global Freshwater Reserves
Volume (1 000km3)
Glaciers, permanent snow
cover
24 064
Fresh groundwater
10 530
Ground ice, permafrost 300
Freshwater lakes
91
Soil moisture
16.5
Atmospheric water vapor 12.9
Marshes, wetlands
11.5
Rivers
2.12
Incorporated in biota
1.12
Total freshwater
35 029
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68.7
30.06
0.86
0.26
0.05
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0.006
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Ultimately, the quality and sustainability of a freshwater source is affected most by
withdrawals to meet increasing socio-economic demands. In turn, the impact of population
growth, economic development and nutritional changes compounds how different drivers of
change influence water-stress within a particular geographic area.15 Inevitably, the way in which
water managers plan and implement various policies will increasingly have account for the
variability and distribution of freshwater supplies.
According to the US National Intelligence Council, “21 countries with a combined
population of about 600 million to be either cropland or freshwater scarce. Owing to continuing
population growth, 36 countries, home to about 1.4 billion people, are projected to fall into this
category by 2025.”16 Countries that are projected to become water scarce include Burundi,
Colombia, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Malawi, Pakistan, and Syria. In developing areas, inadequate access
to freshwater supplies and services are likely to grow worse as a consequence of demographic
shifts and population increases. Moreover, food and energy production will be required to
expand relative to growing societal demands. Although food and energy demands may be
partially addressed with the construction of hydroelectric powers stations, these kinds of
interventions are likely to increase water-stress on users downstream.17
Global water systems and human activity
Water is a critical natural resource upon which human socio-economic activities and
ecosystem functions depend. Managing this resource requires appropriate governance
mechanisms that ensure sustainable development, and an equitable distribution of water-derived
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services and benefits. The fundamentally crosscutting nature of freshwater use, as well as the
unequal global distribution of freshwater reserves, underlines the importance of addressing water
insecurity at multiple levels of authority. Effectively addressing water-related insecurities and
sustaining the replenishment rate of freshwater sources requires proper local implementation of
national water management policies. However, global coordination of purposive water entities is
also important, since it provides a foundation on which states can build congruent national water
management strategies.
Most importantly, the global dimension of water governance must be emphasized in light
of the various drivers of water-stress outside of the water management circle. Water cannot be
governed at the local, national or regional levels alone, since processes outside a state’s
immediate control may affect its capacity to provide adequate water-related services. Presently,
variance in water demands and uses tend to be managed in a limited context that focuses on
meeting specific development goals, instead of an overarching and strategic framework that
accommodates different water needs in order to optimize and redistribute its various benefits. In
turn, “this fragmentation increases risks to the sustainability of water resources as well as to the
different development objectives that depend upon (and may be in competition for) limited
supplies.”18
The delivery of adequate water for social, economic and environmental needs is often
thought as managed by the “water sector”, which is assumed to provide the appropriate
infrastructure to meet societal the evolution of demands. However, in reality, water management
cannot be adequately conceptualized as a unitary sector. In this sense, as argued in the fourth UN
“World Water Development Report”, “The crucial factor for water governance is therefore the
recognition that water is not only a sector, but also a necessary element that provides benefits for
all sectors, thus requiring active consultation with, and coordination among, the sectors and
communities that depend upon it.”19 Therefore, effective water governance requires cooperation
and coordination from the various stakeholders outside of government that may influence water
use.
Water demand and consumption
The 2030 Water Resources Group report 20 presents an analysis by McKinsey & Company on the
drivers of global water demand. First, agricultural production currently accounts for 71% of
global water withdrawals. The nutritional demands of an increasing population size will have to
be met with greater efficiency, or else agricultural water use “will increase to 4,500 billion m3 by
2030 (a slight decline to 65 percent of global water withdrawals).”21 Second, industrial
withdrawals represent 16% of present water demand, and are expected to grow to 22% by
2030.22 Most of this growth is anticipated to come from China, which is expected to increase its
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industrial water demand in 2030 to 265 billion m3. On its own, this accounts for 40% additional
industrial demand globally.23 Finally, as a consequence of the previous water challenges, it is
projected that the demand for domestic water will decrease by 2030 as a percentage of the total
water withdrawals, from 14% today to 12% in 2030, although it will grow in specific basins,
especially in emerging markets.24
The highly complex and interconnected nature of water, food, and energy production
raises some interesting challenges.25 Future demand for water in the agricultural sector, for
example, is partly affected by general demand for food, which is based on the actual number of
people to be fed, as well as how much each individual needs to eat. This somewhat
straightforward calculation becomes complicated by various factors such as uncertainties in
seasonal change due to climate variation, the efficiency of agricultural production processes, as
well as crop types and yields. Addressing these threats necessitates comprehension and
coordinated solutions among diverse stakeholders who often lack the political incentives or
institutional structures necessary for effective action.
Water and energy production are also related in a mutually dependent structure. Although
there are different ways to produce energy and electricity, all of them require water for the
operation of various production processes. These include, amongst others, the extraction of raw
materials, cooling thermal processes, powering turbines and cleaning materials. Equally, energy
is necessary to extract, purify and distribute water resources for human use and consumption. As
noted by Bogardi et al., “Water purification and desalination are very energy intensive, and
energy is needed to pump and distribute water from rivers and aquifers. Saline groundwater or
seawater has to be desalinized to meet water demands in arid areas, and this consumes
substantial energy.”26 Inevitably, regions that are more water scarce will have to address greater
water-for-energy stresses than others, and will need to explore more water-efficient technologies
to generate electric power.
Water management, institutions and capacity development
The availability of freshwater resources benefits all humans, but variance in water use
tends to be influenced most by actors outside the water management circle. This highlights the
main issue with the water sector: water managers in government are not the only ones that can
influence water-stress. Water is tightly interlinked with food and energy production, which
makes it a key component of many societal sectors.27 Although there are many conflicts over
water issues, arising from economic and political factors, the relationship between water
managers and various external stakeholders tends to be framed as conflicts between “different
users of water—households, farmers, and business—and conflicts over the relative priority of
commercial and public interests in specific cities, countrysides, and water basins.”28
30!
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According to the World Economic Forum’s 2012 “Global Risks Report”, land and
waterway use mismanagement ranks highly in the environmental global risks category.
Interestingly, it is noted that although climate variation is the most important environmental
risks, man-made disasters, as a consequence of human intervention in environmental systems, is
expected to rise in importance over the next ten years.29 In turn, man-made risks are rated more
likely to cause harm in the near future than natural disasters. This seems to be especially true in
the case of water, as water managers try to acquiesce increases in water demand by intervening
in water systems to increase or re-route water supplies. In turn, anthropogenic environmental
change is likely to bring ecosystems beyond a tipping point, 30 which may turn a sustainable
freshwater source into an unsustainable one. 31
Water management is now faced with the difficult task of considering unforeseeable
changes in the nature of issues such as demographic shifts, urbanization, agricultural and
industrial developments, changing consumption patterns, climatic variance, and technological
advances. However, as has been explained, managing water effectively is difficult, because
actors outside water management can influence the drivers of water-stress. As will be shown
below, the present state of water governance can be generalized as fragmented and decentralized.
In turn, effectively coordinating the actions of relevant stakeholders and ensuring their
compliance requires an institutional framework that is capable of linking decision-makers in key
sectors with those responsible for water management. As highlighted by UN Water, “Global
water problems can be traced to a deficit of governance resulting from a lack of appropriate
institutions at all levels, and the chronic dysfunctionality of existing institutional
arrangements.”32 A wider group of stakeholders needs to be involved in the “rule-setting”
process.
Water governance
Managing and securing access to water requires not only a question of financing, but also
a matter of effective multi-level governance. Effective multi-level governance implies a
coordination of formal and informal entities across horizontal and vertical channels in the
management of water resources. The difference in cost between implementing an improved
freshwater source and maintaining the quality of that water is an important challenge to
highlight. In reality, maintaining the quality of a freshwater source implies the presence of a
monitoring system with the appropriately qualified personnel. In turn, this makes maintenance
much more costly than the initial cost of implementing an improved freshwater source, which is
a major impediment in mitigating the effects of water scarcity.
A second major challenge to effective water governance is discontinuous stakeholder
coordination. Addressing water scarcity is complex, because the drivers of water-stress are
31!
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influenced most by stakeholders external to the design and implementation of water policies. In
turn, there is a problem of risk and burden sharing amongst water stakeholders. In the third
World Water Report, UN Water put forward the idea of the “Water Box”, which effectively
portrayed the water management sector in relation to various drivers of water stress. In particular
the Water Box highlights that “Water managers address the demands of water uses to meet the
life-sustaining requirements of people and to support their livelihoods. In doing so, they may add
to or reduce the pressures on water resources. However, their actions may fall short of their
objectives because of external forces behaving in unforeseen ways.”33 Improvements in effective
multi-level water governance require a centralized decision-making process that includes all
relevant stakeholders in the policy creation and implementation stages.
Global Water Governance
The amount of attention water has garnered at the international level over the past thirty
years is impressive. Addressing water scarcity, through the implementation of improved
freshwater sources, has been prioritized in two UN International Decades (namely the
International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade from 1980-1990 and “Water for
Life” beginning in 2005 and ending in 2015).34 Therefore it is unsurprising that there are a
plethora of international entities that have been contributing to addressing clean water scarcity.
In terms of relevant actors at the global level, states, International Organizations (IOs),
Transnational Corporations (TNCs), and Nongovernmental Organizations (NGOs) contribute to
the management of freshwater resources, but they do not all occupy an equally important role.
First, developed states provide the majority of funding to increase the capacity of poorer
regions to access improved freshwater sources and implement functional sanitation
infrastructure. The top five donor countries in terms of water-related services include Japan, the
Netherlands, the United States of America, Germany and the United Kingdom. Between 2006
and 2008, 5% of total development aid commitments targeted water management and sanitation
infrastructure. 35
Second, several international organizations have launched water governance initiatives or
programmes. Some aim to rank countries according to their governance practices (for example,
the Asia Water Governance Index). Others, such as development banks, are focused on backing
up investment projects, supporting specific action, or guiding policy makers.
Third, TNCs contribute to water data collection and technology development, due to their
privileged role in the international financial system.36 Among others, IBM is an interesting
corporate entity to observe, since it is heavily involved in high-quality water data-collection and
water management systems development.37 IBM invests lots of resources to create platforms that
allow an integrated operation and monitoring of water systems. IBM’s vision of “Smarter
32!
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Cities”38 places critical attention on the need to be able to observe, in real-time, variance in the
quantity, distribution, and quality of resource systems; relative to pressures exerted on the
resource by local stakeholders. Amongst these initiatives IBM’s Maximo for Utilities is
particularly noteworthy. It is a program that “supports work and asset management for
transmission and distribution in water, gas and electric utilities.”39 It helps increase the
effectiveness of resource service provision and distribution by providing a unified monitoring
platform. Among others, the Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA)40 and the Massachusetts
Water Resources Authority (MWRA)41 have successfully implemented Maximo for Utilities.
Finally, NGOs play a considerable role in water governance by spreading awareness and
becoming involved in implementation projects. Especially in third world countries, NGOs act as
representatives of transnational civil society. In doing so they can pressure government to change
water management practices. NGOs can facilitate the establishment of water associations, in the
process of community participations and in bringing together water resources stakeholders to
develop a dialogue with government. Furthermore, NGOs are advocators that educate people on
their rights to water access. Finally, NGOs can also act as watchdogs to monitor and evaluate the
implementation of government water management policies. Notable NGOs, amongst many
others, include Global Water, WaterAid, Circle of Blue, ClearWater Initiative, and l’Office
internationale de l’eau.
The multitude of each type of actor involved at the international level signals that there is
much complexity and little coherence in reaching congruent water governance objectives. In
terms of management, I qualify global water governance as fragmented and decentralized, but
with certain IOs taking a lead role. For example, UNESCO’s International Hydrological
Programme (IHP) occupies an important position in coordinating water governance initiatives
and information across regions. The IHP contributes to global water governance on three tracks:
(1) developing an understanding of hydrological science for policy relevant advice; (2) education
and capacity building; and (3) water resources assessment and policy recommendation to
achieve environmental sustainability.42 UNESCO’s IHP programme operates as a global network
that works together to implement the organization’s strategic goals.
Detailed and accurate information about a states’ institutional setting is required to
properly evaluate national and sub-national levels of water governance. In this sense, although
water scarcity may cause more harm in least-developed countries, the evaluations and
recommendations in the next sections are based on OECD data. This provides the most accurate
information about the state of water resources management, and allows the observation of
variance amongst similar cases. Moreover, OECD countries represent the most advanced
institutional context, which can help identify the most important water governance gaps in socioeconomically developed countries. In turn, it is possible to highlight ex ante the barriers that are
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most likely to exacerbate water management in a developing context, as well as to provide
prescriptions for states in the process of capacity-building.
National Water Governance
As has been discussed, numerous external drivers can affect the water-stress, and water
management must account for variance and uncertainty. However, at the national level, the
greatest barrier to the effective design and implementation of water policies is clarity and
coordination of the roles and responsibilities of water managers across policy areas and between
levels of government. The multiplicity of actors involved in water management can be attributed
to the fact that water insecurities tend to have spillover effects in various other policy domains.
In turn, lack of coordination between each sector results in overlapping roles and responsibilities
in how central government designs its polices and how they are implemented by local actors.
This explains the inherent risks of misguided action, confusion, and efficiency costs and
conflicts in both water resources management and water services delivery. In order to evaluate
how water is governed at the national level, it is important to establish who is responsible for
what, and how those responsibilities are allocated from central to sub-national levels of
government.
In certain OECD states, the allocation of rules and responsibilities in water policy design
and implementation is so unclearly distributed across both central and sub-national levels of
government that it is difficult to develop a clear model of national water governance. 43
Nonetheless, the central government has a role in water policy making and responsibility
allocation to sub-national levels. In certain cases, such as France and Spain, the central
government (ministries and public agencies) focuses on strategic planning and agenda setting. 44
In contrast, central water managers in cases such as Canada, the US, and the UK are primarily
oriented towards setting environmental regulation policy.45 In essence, the multiplicity of actors
with unclear and overlapping roles in water policy creation at the central level of government
make it very hard to identify a distinct and coherent national model of water governance. Across
OECD cases, national water governance is fragmented and decentralized.
Sub-national Water Governance
At sub-national levels, all OECD governments have some degree of authority to act on
water governance, which may influence the efficiency of water management systems as well as
the sustainability of water service delivery.46 However, it is clear that sub-national authorities
(municipal and regional) are best positioned to provide context-relevant policy solutions to
address water scarcity. This is due to the proximity of sub-national governmental entities to the
34!
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specific economic, geographic, cultural and climatic conditions of a given area. In turn, despite
the variety of governance models observed in the allocation of water policy responsibilities
designed by central government to sub-national levels, two general water governance models
can be identified.
A first water governance model includes OECD states where sub-national policy
implementation depends on representatives of central government in multiple regions. In this
sense, cases such as Chile, Israel and Korea provide examples of sub-national water policy being
implemented by a single type of sub-national actor.47 The second sub-national water governance
model in OECD states is characterized by several sub-national entities responsible in the
implementation of policies designed by central government. Examples of the second model
include Canada, Italy, the US, France, Mexico, Australia and Spain.48
Allocation of Responsibilities between National and Sub-national
Levels
Three generalized groups of OECD water governance structures can be modeled when
observing how responsibilities established by the central government are allocated to subnational levels (Model 1 below). A first group of countries can be distinguished where subnational authorities play either a minimal role in water policy making (may be limited to
implementation or non-existent), such as China, Korea and Israel. In this group, key challenges
include coordinating across policy makers at the central level as well as between national and
sub-national entities.49 With greater centralization of water management implementation at the
sub-national level, an integrated and region-specific approach to the implementation of water
policy is more likely. The second group of OECD states is characterized by sub-national
authorities occupying a considerable role along with central government in water policy design
and implementation. In this group, coordination across central actors, between levels of
government, as well as across local actors are the main challenges to effective water governance.
Examples such as France, Mexico and Spain are representative of these states that seek to
integrate the involvement of different actors at both central and sub-national levels.50 Finally, the
third group of OECD states is where sub-national actors are the primary authorities in water
resources management and service delivery. Here, coordination across local actors and between
levels of government are the greatest impediments to effective water management; however,
there is greater flexibility to allow for a multi-sectorial decision-making framework. Examples
of the third model include Australia, Belgium, Canada and the United States.51 Interestingly, it
seems that group two, where there are a comparable number of authorities involved in managing
water at both national and sub-national levels of governance, tends to face greater challenges.
This can be attributed to a greater level of institutional complexity, which increases the difficulty
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to effectively distribute responsibilities across and between levels of government without
overlap.

Overall, three common trends can be distinguished in how central and sub-national
governments manage their water systems. First of all, regional approaches to water governance
are important, but are difficult to classify. This is due to effective water governance depending
on the particular economic, geographic, cultural and climatic conditions of a given area. Second,
river basin organizations and water-specific governance bodies are necessary, since the effect of
policies that try to mitigate the influence of external drivers of stress on water resources must be
monitored over a long period of time.52 In turn, the importance of sub-national actors in water
management becomes evident, since they are primarily responsible for maintaining the quality of
water basins. Third, effective multi-level water governance depends on the capacity of local
actors to implement policies designed by central government. In this sense, effective water
management depends on proper local water governance, which is reflected in how fragmented
and decentralized water policies have become across OECD countries.
Recommendations
1. The Freshwater Resource and Projected Water Scarcity
A clear trend in groundwater extraction is that freshwater depletion is exceeding the rate
of replenishment, which is making the renewability of these freshwater sources unsustainable.
Despite this being concerning in many regions of the world, the solution to increase the
availability of freshwater in underground sources is to carefully manage the use of the resource.
Proper groundwater management can significantly contribute to meet the projected increases in
global water demands.
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The availability of freshwater supply for human consumption is essentially a question of
maintaining water quality. Although there have been some regional successes in implementing
improved freshwater sources in many developing states, there is no indication that water quality
has improved globally. Rather, rapid socio-economic development in countries such as Brazil,
China and India can explain more than half of the total people who have gained access to an
improved water source between 2005 and 2012. “Water quality is just as important as water
quantity for satisfying basic human and environmental needs, yet it has received far less
investment, scientific support, and public attention in recent decades than water quantity.”53 The
majority of economic burdens associated to water insecurity are in the management of water
quality. The deterioration of ecosystem services; the spread of waterborne disease and effects of
dehydration; impacts on the activities of food and energy production are among the costs
consequent to water scarcity. With freshwater projected to become an increasingly scarce
resource in the coming years, the costs associated with addressing water quality problems can be
expected to increase.
2. Global water systems and human activity
The centrality of water to human activity and wellbeing, as well as the global dimension
of freshwater resources imply that a stronger link will have to develop between international
discourse and national water policy design. Inevitably, efficiency and productivity improvements
will not be able to change the unequal distribution of freshwater resources as well as the
consumption of clean water and its related services. Presently, there are three international
institutional processes underway to establish global policies, which place effective multi-level
water governance at the core of their mandate: the Millennium Development Goals, The UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change, and the UN Conference on Sustainable
Development. It will be imperative to coordinate global water governance discourse within
institutions that yield international authority. Importantly, the three particular processes
mentioned are operating in conjunction with the UN, which makes them particularly relevant for
progress on international human security concerns.
Ultimately, although global coordination on water management through the MDGS, the
UNFCCC and the UNCSD can have significant influence on national policy, “their agendas and
negotiations are in fact driven by the member states.”54 Due to the cross-sectorial nature of
freshwater resources, improving how water is governed within a state will not only require
centralized and coordinated action in international forums, but also greater political will at the
national level to implement adaptive water management strategies. These policies ought to be
representative of the water management solutions agreed upon in international settings.
Moreover, international discourse will have to promote the participation and continued
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involvement of freshwater resources stakeholders in the design process and implementation
stages of national water policy.
3. Water demand and consumption
It is clear that the way in which water is managed cannot sustain present trends to meet
increasing global freshwater demand. The interconnectedness of water food and energy
necessitate the application of existing technologies to increase the efficiency of freshwater use.
This is particularly important in terms of increasing agricultural yield relative to the amount of
water spent, as well as to increase the amount of energy generated relative to water input.
Evidently, industrialized countries are best placed to take advantage of technological
improvements in water management; however, due to the global nature of water resources, they
will have a responsibility to ensure that least-developed countries can access these technologies
on non-discriminatory terms. 55
4. Water Management, Institutions and Capacity Development
Conflicts over freshwater resources tend to be driven by structural factors, but increases
in effective water management require both structural and non-structural solutions. Adaptive
Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) is often recommended as an avenue could
allow the successful integration of water management across institutions policies and societal
sectors by enlarging the scope of criteria considered by water managers. The idea of IWRM is
constructed on three pillars: (1) social equality; (2) economic efficiency; and (3) environmental
sustainability. As discussed in the 2011 TEC background paper, IWRM provides a holistic
approach to water management challenge by addressing it in the context of existing social
structures.56 Presently, water institutions and management circles continue to act based on
technological changes and variations in available supply. However, effective water governance
depends on proper local implementation. IWRM would not only provide the necessary scope to
address water scarcity across policy sectors, but would base the benefits derived from freshwater
management on principles of a just distribution of the resource.57
To improve how governmental institutions interact between levels, emphasis must shift
away from the implementation of reactionary solutions designed by central government, and
towards regional and local capacity building. The effectiveness of these institutions depends on
being able to focus on the management of decision-making processes in relation to the
participation of all relevant stakeholders as well as greater emphasis on bottom-up approaches.
Improved water quality monitoring systems along with effective and transparent dissemination
of data, information and knowledge to relevant stakeholders in the water sector will greatly
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contribute to the capacity of national and sub-national governments to manage its freshwater
resources.
Conclusion
The central topic of this paper has been to explain how freshwater resources are managed
at the global, national and sub-national level in order to evaluate the governance of water
scarcity. Water scarcity has been presented as a non-conventional, threat-focused human security
issue. It has been argued that the multi-sectorial nature of freshwater resource use implies that
addressing water-related threats requires the broader participation of relevant stakeholders.
These may include local communities, international organizations (IOs), non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), and transnational corporations (TNCs). In turn, I propose that the threat
of water scarcity is essentially a capacity problem that is addressed through effective multi-level
water governance. For the purpose of this paper, I have defined effective water governance as
the dynamic interaction of formal and informal actors across horizontal and vertical channels in
the management of water resources.
In sum, it has been argued that water governance can be generalized as fragmented and
decentralized at the global, national and sub-national levels. However, the amount of attention
water governance has garnered at the internationally in recent years allows for some optimism
that the international community has identified this issue as a potentially critical threat; and that
national governments are increasingly required to be explicit about the impacts of their water
management policies. All in all, it is not possible to generalize how states should manage their
water systems, since effective water governance depends on the physical, cultural and economic
qualities of a region. However, focus ought to be placed on capacity building for local
implementation of national-level water management strategies.
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Abstract
China extended its diplomatic reach to many African countries with attractive foreign aid
programs and trade in the last ten years. While its growing economy provided resources to foster
trade relations, Chinese political elites discovered the need to promote a positive image of China
abroad. The growing trend of positive opinion among its African partners demonstrates that
China has managed to cultivate soft power in Africa. This paper examines what influences local
Africans’ opinion towards China and how that indirectly influences African elites’ decisions. The
paper develops three hypotheses based on Nye’s model of soft power. It develops a dataset
covering ten years of media coverage and public diplomacy in four African countries, namely
Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa. It tests the causal relations of each hypothesis. It then
examines whether African public opinion about China influences African elites’ decisions to
produce favorable outcomes for China in international and domestic affairs. The paper finds
that negative media coverage about China has significant effect on public opinion despite the net
positive public opinion that China enjoys in the four African countries. However, the public
opinion doesn’t have any significant effect on African political elites’ decisions for policies
concerning China. The paper argues that elites’ decisions that favor China are influenced by the
hard power of China’s economy rather than its soft power. As a result, the comparative study
demonstrates that China has not yet been able to effectively exercise soft power in Africa.
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Introduction
The world has become much more complex as it transformed itself from the Cold War
politics of the twentieth century. The corresponding changes did not result in a unipolar world of
uncontested U.S. hegemony. Instead, with a seismic shift in the economic powerhouses in only a
period of two decades, the emerging economies have already formulated a multipolar world,
claiming their heavy footprints in different corners of the world. The ramifications of their new
operational and ideological approaches in foreign relations and global governance highlighted
the diversity of practices appearing in international relations. It has become more salient in the
evaluation of bilateral and multilateral engagements among various state actors. As a result, the
contested notion of ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ power of hegemonic actors soon became more complex and
encountered a call for a critical review. China’s growing heavy footprint in the African continent
enabled by its rapid economic progress is one such example of the changing world order. Its
unique modus operandi to cultivate bilateral diplomatic relations with African countries through
an increasing volume of trade, investment and development assistance, shows the necessity for a
new perspective on how various states engage with each other and to what end. To address these
questions, this paper examines whether China has been able to effectively cultivate and exercise
soft power over four African countries as a case study, namely Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria and South
Africa.1 This paper is the first research effort to provide a comparative analysis based on these
four African countries with data covering ten years. Therefore, this paper’s research findings
promise an in-depth critical analysis of the effectiveness of China’s soft power and how it works.
Methods
It is often difficult to measure direct causal effects of an event in a social science
research. Several variables can simultaneously play significant roles in the causal relations,
making it difficult to identify a linear causal model of a direct effect. As a result, this paper uses
a multi-chain causal model of soft power introduced by Joseph Nye. The model provides a
process-tracing of soft power’s indirect effect. According to the model, resources of soft power
affects public opinion, which creates an enabling or disabling environment for African elites’
decision. However, the paper makes a small modification to this model to examine potential
subtle effects of multiple variables. The modification introduces three hypothetical causal
models based on Nye’s approach (see Table 1). Each hypothesis also has multiple relations.
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Table 1: Hypotheses 1-3
1st Causal Relation

2nd Causal
Relation

3rd Causal
Relation

Hypothesis
1

Public Diplomacy -> Media

Media -> Public Poll

Public Poll ->
Elites’s Decision

Hypothesis
2

Public Diplomacy + Media > Public Poll

Public Poll ->
Elites’s Decision

Hypothesis
3

Media -> Public Poll

Public Poll ->
Elites’s Decision

The three hypotheses are, Hypothesis 1: first, public diplomacy influences media
coverage, second, media coverage influences public opinion, and finally, public opinion
influences elites’ decisions; Hypothesis 2: public diplomacy along with media coverage
influence public opinion which then later influences elites’ decisions; and Hypothesis 3: media
coverage alone influences public opinion which then influences elites’ decisions. The paper first
examines the first causal relations of each hypothesis. If the first causal relations is satisfied then
it examines the next causal relations of the hypothesis. Each hypothesis assumes that public
diplomacy and media coverage potentially exposes a foreign country’s resources of soft power to
the host country’s local population. China is the foreign country of this paper’s research, and
Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, and South Africa are the host countries.
A foreign country willing to wield soft power over another will mobilize resources to
influence public opinion. The basic resources of soft power, cultural exchanges, political values
and foreign policy of a foreign country have the power to mold a host country’s population’s
perception about the former. However, it is possible that people only from a certain quarter of
the society may be directly exposed to the resources employed by a foreign country, leaving the
rest of the population unaware of it. That is why public diplomacy and media may play a
significant role making the entire local population aware of the resources and their benefits.
Public diplomacy is government-sponsored efforts or programs to inform and influence
people to create positive public opinion in favor of the government.2 Chinese government uses
its diplomatic apparatuses to promote its positive activities in African countries. The target
audience is the wider population or a selected group of people (i.e. the local African
legislatures), and the aim is to inform them about China’s good-will and positive actions. As a
result, the protagonists (here the Chinese government) of public diplomacy takes the upper hand
to frame and feed the information the way they desire. Chinese ambassadors, visiting diplomats
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and state-officials in African countries engage in public diplomacy by framing and presenting
their statements, and feeding information about the programs and projects they undertake to the
African population. They either engage directly with local medias or medias themselves cover
their activities to inform the people. Also, public opinion is expected to influence political elites’
decisions significantly in a democracy. As such, positive public opinion about a foreign country
is expected to facilitate local elites with positive environment, which then helps them to produce
favorable outcomes for the foreign country. It can be argued that Chinese public diplomacy may
influence African political elites’ decisions directly. However, it is difficult to measure the effect
of public diplomacy on elites’ decisions. China may have a wide range of public diplomacyactivities in a year but among them a single meeting with African political elites could produce a
decisive outcome in favor of China. Furthermore, diplomatic exchanges may not always be
transparent which makes it harder to identify Chinese public diplomacy’s direct effect on African
political elites. As a result, Chinese public diplomacy’s direct effect on African political elites’
decisions was not included as a hypothesis.
Therefore, Chinese public diplomacy may indirectly influences African elites’ decisions
first through local media coverage and then through public opinion, which is the hypothesis no.1
of this paper. In the first causal relations of Hypothesis 1, public diplomacy is the independent
variable and media coverage is the dependent variable. In the second causal relations of the
Hypothesis 1, media coverage is the independent variable and public opinion is the dependent
variable. Then in the third and final causal relations of Hypothesis 1, public opinion is the
independent variable and African elites’ decision is the dependent variable.
Besides the news and information fed by the sources of a foreign country, local
independent news sources also provide a wide range of information, which may extensively
cover a foreign country’s activities. Local population reads local and national newspapers, listens
to radios and watches television. As a result, local medias may have the power to influence
public opinion significantly. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 tests the joint effect of public diplomacy
and local media coverage of China on African public opinion, which then influences African
elites’ decisions. In the first causal relations of Hypothesis 2, public diplomacy and local media
are the two independent variables and public opinion is the dependent variable. In the second
and final causal relations of Hypothesis 2, public opinion is the independent variable and elites’
decision is the dependent variable.
Finally, hypothesis no.3 examines whether media alone has any significant effect on
public poll. As a result, it tests whether media coverage of a foreign country’s activities alone
indirectly influences African elites’ decisions. In the first causal relations of Hypothesis 3, media
coverage of a foreign country’s activities is the independent variable and public opinion is the
dependent variable. In the second causal relations of Hypothesis 3, public opinion is the
independent variable and elites’ decision is the dependent variable.
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In sum, the causal relations will demonstrate whether Chinese resources deployed in an
African country indirectly produces soft power for China. However, positive correlations in the
model has to be further supported by one additional evidence: China did not exercise either
economic or military hard power over an African country to produce the preferable outcomes.
For the purpose of this paper’s thesis question, four African countries were chosen for a
comparative analysis of China’s soft power.3 These countries are Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, and
South Africa. Lack of consistency in available data of China’s activity in individual African
countries has significantly constrained the choice of African countries in this research. These
four countries were chosen because they contain adequate and consistent data necessary for a
reliable and valid research analysis. The timeline of this paper’s research data is from 2001 to
2011.
It can be argued that public opinion in the four African countries may not be powerful
enough to influence their political elites’ decisions because of their government’s poor track
record on accountability and transparency.4 However, these four African countries are all
democracies and hold regular multi-party elections. Public opinion in these countries
successfully drew elites’ attention in a number of issues in the past. As a result, strong public
opinion on certain issues compelled their government to take necessary steps several times; e.g.
Kenyan government took measures to inspect all transit goods to stop fake products from China
due to public demand,5 members of parliament urged Chinese company’s management to
address local people’s demand,6 Nigerian government signed an agreement to check substandard
goods from China,7 and South African government, influenced by local public opinion requested
China to restrict textile export to South Africa.8 These events indicate that the government
actions in these African countries are influenced by public interests. Therefore, the assumption in
the hypotheses that public opinion may influence elites’ decisions even in the African countries
is quite reasonable.
The dataset for public diplomacy is developed from the information available on
websites of Chinese embassies in Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, and South Africa. Three criteria have
to be qualified to consider an action to be a Chinese public diplomacy in an African country: (1)
Chinese government sponsored events, (2) target audience is African public or group of people,
and (3) inform about positive Chinese activities to create positive opinion about Chinese
government. Therefore, the events chosen from the Chinese embassies’ websites as Chinese
public diplomacy for this papers regression were based on three criteria. First, the event attracted
public attention which may include African government officials. Public ceremonies to
inaugurate Chinese projects, embassy receptions celebrating special occasions such as the
Chinese new years or China’s National Day, and cultural shows sponsored by China are included
in this category. Second, the event demonstrated China’s outreach to local population which may
include Chinese ambassador giving interviews to local media, meeting local legislatures or
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sponsoring seminars or conferences to promote bilateral relations. Finally, promotional events
that highlighted Chinese programs benefiting the local populations are included in the dataset,
e.g. Chinese relief program, medical aid, educational exchanges and training programs.9 Such
selection procedure to identify and quantify Chinese public diplomacy in the four African
countries demonstrate the ‘content validity’ of the dataset.10
I used AllAfrica.com to develop a dataset of local media coverage. One leading local
newspaper of each four African country is selected as the source of media coverage of China.
Data for other media sources such as radio and television coverage of China in an African
country for ten consecutive years was not available. The newspaper chosen for each four African
country is one of their leading local newspapers, which makes the data credible for this paper’s
research. The newspapers are, the Standard for Kenya, the Ghana Chronicle for Ghana, the
Vanguard for Nigeria and the Business day for South Africa. The search results were crosschecked from the newspaper’s own websites in some cases.11
The archival database for each newspaper was searched with the term ‘China’. The
results were then examined based on ‘summative approach’ of qualitative content analysis.12 The
process included first, identifying a spectrum of keywords and then, examining their contexts.
The qualified articles were then quantified for each year starting from January, 2001 to January
2012. A sample of keywords include ‘agreement’, ‘contract’ and ‘funded’ by Chinese
government; ‘Chinese firm’ or ‘Chinese companies’; ‘cheap’, ‘fake’, ‘counterfeit’, ‘contraband’
products of Chinese origin; ‘labor standard‘ and ‘labor unrest’ concerning low standard of labor
rights in Chinese firms or projects in Africa; and ‘learn’ from ‘development policy’ of China.
Therefore, the news search included articles that covered not only stories of China’s cultural
exchanges, political values and foreign policy but also Chinese investments which affects
Africans. The inclusion of positive economic activities of China is because economic power can
also produce positive image, and hence soft power according to Nye.13
The media reports’ contexts were divided into two groups. The first group categorized
positive footprints of China in a given African country, which included contracts and agreements
signed with Chinese government or companies to bring investments to Africa; scholarships,
training programs, projects or funds granted as aid by China; local government’s favorable
position towards China or Chinese companies; explicit mention to emulate Chinese policy for
local development or economic growth; news of Chinese companies funding projects, winning
contracts, undertaking specific local infrastructure development; explicit mention of China’s
power or economy surpassing the U.S. as an admiration; and diplomatic visits of Chinese
officials fostering cooperation with the host African countries. These contexts were categorized
as positive news coverage about China. Any news with similar context but without a specific
connection to the concerning African country is rejected unless the context has relevance or
effect in the latter, e.g. China’s domestic news or its news involving a third-party is ignored
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unless the article explicitly mentions its connection to the concerning African country or the
article provides a strong opinion of the latter regarding the former’s action.
The second group categorized negative reports of China in an African country. Such
reports included job losses in and threat of closure of local firms or industries due to Chinese
imports or unfair competition, the effect of cheap or fake Chinese products, controversial
Chinese contracts or projects, and labor unrest or poor labor standard in Chinese projects or
companies operating in the given African country. Editorials and op-ed articles were also
examined and included according to their contexts.
In case of an article that covers both positive and negative activities of China in an
African country but does not provide any clear message, either for or against China, then the
article is categorized and quantified in both groups. However, a similar article which covers
China’s both positive and negative news but takes a strong position either for or against China, is
categorized and quantified in one of the groups accordingly. All relevant news articles are
quantified for each year from 2001.
Public poll variable is developed from BBC global polling results for several years. The
poll results are country-level average and micro-level data is not available. The paper selects one
question from these yearly polls which asked various countries’ residents about their view of
China’s influence in their country. The answers were either ‘mostly positive’ or ‘mostly
negative’. The poll results were published yearly from 2005 to 2012. However, not all four
African countries of this paper have consistent poll results for each of these years. Ghana and
Kenya only have six years poll results, and South Africa and Nigeria have four and seven years
of poll results respectively. Furthermore, most of the polls survey were done during the months
of December and January. Therefore, the polling results reflect people’s opinion about China’s
activities in the year before. As a result, the polls were used for the year before they were
actually published to test the effect of newspaper coverage of China’s activities on the locals’
perception. The poll results published for each year from 2005 to 2012 were shifted to the
previous years consecutively, to 2004 to 2011 for the paper’s research purpose.
The outcome of African elites’ decisions is measured by two indicators. The first
indicator examines the four African countries’ positions vis-a-vis China’s position on
international issues. Voting behavior in United Nation’s Security Council (UNSC) and
diplomatic stance concerning the Dalai Lama’s visa were used to measure China’s influence over
the four African countries on international affairs. The UNSC voting-results from the year 1999
to 2011 were included in the analysis and were collected from the United Nations website and
various media sources. Besides the UNSC voting behavior, the Dalai Lama’s visa issue was
chosen because it is considered as one of the most influential determinants of many countries’
foreign policy vis-a-vis China. African countries with diplomatic relations with China do not
show any variation in regards to China’s other most sensitive issue, namely the status of Taiwan.
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However, despite close diplomatic relations with China, the African countries treat the Dalai
Lama’s visa issue differently. Therefore, it is included in the first indicator. The paper examines
whether the African countries’ foreign policy shifted towards China’s policy because of Chinese
soft power. The six African countries’ positions were coded with nominal numbers: ‘1’ for
positive vote, ‘0’ for abstention or neutral position and ‘-1’ for negative votes by the countries in
the UNSC resolutions. China’s position on the Dalai Lama’s visa issue was given a ‘negative’
position (-1) and other countries were coded with either positive (1) or negative (-1) nominal
number based on their responses.
The second indicator measures the dollar value of Chinese investment versus contracts
won by Chinese companies in Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa. The comparison will
examine whether Chinese companies were awarded more contracts in competitive bidding
process than China’s investment in each of the four African countries. If the Chinese companies
were found to enjoy preferential treatments by the African countries then the paper examined
whether the reason at play was the soft power of China. The data of the dollar value of Chinese
investment and contracts in the four African countries were extracted from the Heritage
Foundation’s database of China’s global investment tracker. The data represents Chinese
investments and contracts from 2005 to early 2012.
The Effect of Public Diplomacy & Media Coverage on Public Poll
I use Ordinary Least Squares regression to test the relations between the independent
variables with the dependent variables. First, I test Hypothesis 1: Chinese public diplomacy
affects local media coverage of Chinese activities in Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa.
Table 2 shows the test results of Chinese public diplomacy’s effect on positive media coverage
of China in the four African countries’ local newspapers. The results find no significant effect.
The test results in Table 3 also suggest public diplomacy do not have any significant negative
effect on negative media coverage. Furthermore, Table 4 shows public diplomacy has no
significant effect at all on the net media coverage of Chinese activities in the four African
countries. These results do not support Hypothesis 1 that Chinese public diplomacy is effective
in producing positive media coverage about China in the four African countries. They
demonstrate no effect on overall media coverage of Chinese activities in Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria
and South Africa.
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Table 2: The Effect of Public Diplomacy on Positive Media Coverage
Public Diplomacy

-0.07 (.60)

Constant

18.49 (2.99)

R-sqaured
N

0.00
35

*** p<0.01; ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

Table 3: The Effect of Public Diplomacy on Negative Media Coverage
Public Diplomacy

0.04 (.33)

Constant

5.40 (1.65)

R-sqaured
N

0.00
35

*** p<0.01; ** p<0.05 * p<0.1
Table 4: The Effect of Public Diplomacy on Net Media Coverage
Public Diplomacy

-0.13 (.45)

Constant

13.19 (2.27)

R-sqaured
N

0.00
35

*** p<0.01; ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

I then test Hypothesis 2: Local media coverage of China may have significant effect on
local people’s opinion about China. The test results in Table 4 show that positive media coverage
does not have significant effect on public opinion about China. However, the test results in Table
5 show that negative media coverage of China has negative effect on public opinion about China
and the relation is statistically significant. It means that the more the negative media coverage
about China, the lower the favorable public opinion towards China.14 Furthermore, Table 6
shows the effect of net media coverage of China on public opinion about China. However, the
result shows no effect, which further indicates that the insignificance of positive media coverage
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of China is large enough to reduce the significance of negative media coverage on public opinion
about China in the four African countries.
Table 5: The Effect of Positive Media Coverage on Public Poll
Positive Media Coverage

-0.27 (.36)

Constant

56.78 (8.00)

R-sqaured
N

0.02
23

*** p<0.01; ** p<0.05 * p<0.1
Table 6: The Effect of Negative Media Coverage on Public Poll
Negative Media Coverage

-1.45 (.76)*

Constant

59.88 (5.59)

R-sqaured
N

0.14
23

*** p<0.01; ** p<0.05 * p<0.1
Table 7: The Effect of Net Media Coverage on Public Poll
Net Media Coverage

0.00 (0.42)

Constant

51.13 (6.9)

R-sqaured
N

-0.04
23

*** p<0.01; ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

Finally, I test Hypothesis 3: Chinese public diplomacy along with positive media
coverage of Chinese activities may have significant effect on public opinion about China in the
four African countries. The test results in Table 8 illustrate that positive media coverage of
Chinese activities along with public diplomacy do not have any effect on public opinion about
China. The test results in Table 9 show that when taking account of both negative media
coverage and public diplomacy, only the former has statistically significant negative effect on
public poll about China. However, the test results in Table 10 show net media coverage along
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with public diplomacy do not have any effect on public opinion about China. These test results
do not support Hypothesis 3 but indicates that negative media coverage of China alone might
have significant influence on local people’s opinion relative to public diplomacy. Furthermore,
the regression results in Table 8, 9 and 10 strengthen the regression findings of Table 2, 3 and 4
that Chinese public diplomacy has failed to generate significant influence over local people’s
perception in the four African countries.
Table 8: The Effect of Positive Media Coverage & Public Diplomacy on Public Poll
Positive Media Coverage

-0.15 (0.39)

Public Diplomacy

1.13 (1.05)

Constant

48.77 (11.28)

R-sqaured
N

0.08
21

*** p<0.01; ** p<0.05 * p<0.1
Table 9: The Effect of Negative Media Coverage & Public Diplomacy on Public Poll
Negative Media Coverage

-1.55 (0.87)*

Public Diplomacy

0.78 (0.97)

Constant

56.21 (8.48)

R-sqaured
N

0.21
21

*** p<0.01; ** p<0.05 * p<0.1
Table 10: The Effect of Net Media Coverage & Public Diplomacy on Public Poll
Net Media Coverage

0.16 (0.46)

Public Diplomacy

1.31 (1.04)

Constant

42.33 (9.88)

R-sqaured
N

0.08
21

*** p<0.01; ** p<0.05 * p<0.1
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The test results of Table 2-10 demonstrate that Chinese public diplomacy influences
neither the local media nor the local populations’ perception about China significantly. Similarly,
the positive media coverage of Chinese activities also do not drive local public’s opinion about
China. However, China’s negative activities appear to significantly influence local people’s
perception. It implies that people are more affected by the reported Chinese activities that have
negative consequences on Africans life. It demonstrates China’s negative activities have the
power to change people’s view strongly about China in Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, and South
Africa.
Nevertheless, the net public opinion about China’s influence in the four African country
is positive. It begs two questions: (1) Why negative media coverage of China has significant
effect on people’s perception about China in the four African countries? and (2) why positive
media coverage about China and China’s public diplomacy fail to influence local population’s
perception significantly?

Figure 1: Negative Media Coverage of China
40
30
20
10
0
2001

2003

Ghana

2005

2007

Kenya

2009

2011

Nigeria

SA

Source: AllAfrica.com
In answer to the first question, the paper looks at the nature of Chinese negative activities
that got the most media coverage and their possible consequences on local people. Figure 1
shows that South Africa has the highest number of negative media coverage about China
compared to Ghana, Kenya and Nigeria. Also, South Africa and Ghana see a rising trend in
negative media coverage of China whereas the other two countries see a declining trend.
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Furthermore, South Africa’s negative media coverage of China is significantly higher than that
of Ghana. Table 11 shows that different issues negatively affect local populations perception
about China in the four African countries. Some of these issues are unique to a country whereas
some prevail in multiple countries.
Table 11: Top Five Issues of Negative Media Coverage
Ghana
Local Industry under
Threat

9%

Fake/Counterfeit Products/
Dumping Allegation
Controversial Project/
Quality of Work

12%

Labor Standard

18%

South
Africa

14%

13%

43%

40%

27%

8%

11%

2%

6%

4%

3%

2%

Foreign Policy/Noninterference
Brain Drain to China

Nigeria

2%

Allegation of Resource
Exploitation
Foreign Criticisms

Kenya

6%
6%

Dalai Lama Issue

33%

Ruling Party Controversy
with Chinese Elites

3%

Source: AllAfrica.com archival database of the Ghanian Chronicle, the Standard, Vanguard and
Business Day, 2001-2011.
Table 11 shows the two most influential stories in South Africa are cheap Chinese
products threatening local industry and refusal of Dalai Lama’s visa. South Africa’s local market
is flooded by cheap Chinese products, often referred as “tsunami of cheap Chinese goods”.15 As
a result, a number of South African industries which include textile industry, steel industry,
battery manufacturing industry, household appliance industry, construction industry and
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automotive industry have been struggling to survive. The local textile industry has been the
biggest victim which failed to compete with cheap Chinese clothing imports. Almost 61,000
workers lost their jobs by 2003.16 The number of job losses in textile industry was reported to be
approximately 1700 per month.17 Furthermore, Chinese companies are perceived to enjoy unfair
advantage over African companies because China heavily subsidizes their own firms. 18
Moreover, Table 11 shows import of cheap Chinese products threaten local industries in Nigeria,
Kenya and Ghana too. This issue is so serious and prevalent in all over Africa that textiles and
clothing trade unionists from all over Africa called for co-ordinated actions by all African
governments against China on the basis of WTO protocol.19 The loss of jobs and business affects
people on a personal level. The sheer number of job losses in South Africa alone indicates that
more people can personally relate to the negative consequences when they are exposed to
negative media coverage about this issue.
The second highest negative issue about China in South African media is the refusal of
Dalai Lama’s visa (see Table 11). This news had a significant effect among the South Africans.
First, it was a socially sensitive outcry for the South Africans who struggled against an apartheid
regime and thus could emotionally share Dalai Lama’s non-violence struggle for Tibetan’s
rights. Refusing the entry visa to a Nobel Peace Prize winner to the country often symbolized by
Nelson Mandela and Desmond Tutu, also two Nobel Peace Prize winners, was a diplomatic
disaster for the South African government. Second, South Africa’s shift in Dalai Lama’s policy
was a flagrant indicator of South Africa yielding to China. Although South Africa previously
issued entry visa to the Dalai Lama in 1996 and 2004, it changed its policy when its bilateral
trade relations with China improved significantly. Therefore, their shift in policy contradicts the
relations between South Africa and China who characterize each other as equal partners.
Therefore, South Africa’s compliance with China in international affairs as well as the loss of
local business and jobs because of cheap Chinese import appear to affect South African mindset
strongly.
Unlike South Africa, labor standard issues and controversial projects dominate the
negative media coverage about China in Ghana. Steady increase in trade and investments in their
bilateral relations also caused growing negative media coverage of China in recent years. Poor
labor standards in Sofoline interchange in Kumasi, Ghana led to violent demonstrations and
finally, a siege of the management of Chinese construction firm China Geo-Engineering
Corporation by the locals in 2009.20 Stories of alleged killing of a local worker by a Chinese
worker in the China Railway Wuju Corporation and illegal Chinese miners’ exploitation of
poverty and illiteracy of the local people in remote villages have also got media attention in
2009. Another news story that got widespread attention and a robust debate in Ghanian society
was the $3 billion loan from China Development Bank.21 The World Bank warned that the loan
was another ‘white elephant project’ which reminded the Ghanians of the $1.5 billion STX
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Korea deal, another controversial project in the past.22 The $3 billion loan which was estimated
to cost Ghana $8.55 billion in the long run was so controversial that the Ghanian parliament
failed three times to debate and approve the bill. 23
Although Nigeria and Kenya do not show an increasing trend of negative media coverage
of China, their local medias extensively extensively cover stories about Chinese fake products
and dumping allegation against China. Counterfeit Chinese products which include medicine and
food have been a major concern for the local population, which adversely affect their quotidian
lifestyle.24 China is often considered ‘the elephant in the room’25 in identifying the source of
counterfeit products in local market and the politicians called to ‘Take War to China’ for fighting
the influx of contraband. 26
Finally, the research result showing negative media coverage influencing public opinion
more than public diplomacy and positive media coverage further supports one of the most
influential principles of psychology. The debate of the influence of ‘bad’ vs. ‘good’ has resulted
in numerous scientific studies and experiments in psychology. Baumeister et al. shows that
people tend to remember bad outcomes more than the good ones as part of evolutionary adaptive
measures. Baumeister et al. writes,
Many good events can overcome the psychological effects of a single bad one. When
equal measures of good and bad are present, however, the psychological effects of
bad ones outweigh those of the good ones. This may in fact be a general principle or
law of psychological phenomena, possibly reflecting the innate predispositions of the
psyche or at least reflecting the almost inevitable adaptation of each individual to the
exigencies of daily life. 27
Many psychological studies further demonstrate that negative affect and emotional
distress have stronger effects than the positive ones even from an equidistant position. Also, the
negative events have longer lasting effects than the positive ones.28 Therefore, a few bad actions
leave stronger and lasting effects than the good ones to develop the final impression.
Furthermore, bad moods trump the good moods in thorough and careful information
processing.29 Wyer and Hinkle found that bad information has more weight than good
information in impression-formation.30 Baumeister et al. concludes,
In general, and apart from a few carefully crafted exceptions, negative information
receives more processing and contributes more strongly to the final impression than
does positive information. Learning something bad about a new acquaintances carries
more weight than learning something good, by and large.31
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Therefore, the research outcomes of this paper only demonstrate that China has to be
more careful in maintaining its positive image. The Chinese activities that have negative
consequences for the local Africans have to be curtailed if China wants to retain its positive
image in the African countries. Otherwise, the net positive public opinion that China still enjoys
in Africa will be compromised at some time.
In answer to the second question about public diplomacy’s weak influence over media
and public poll, the paper examines Chinese efforts to cultivate its soft power in the four African
countries. Despite a widespread view of aggressive Chinese public diplomacy in Africa, it does
not significantly influence either local media or public opinion according to this paper’s
findings. This is puzzling because China makes a strong effort to frame its relations with its
African counterparts very positively. China uses various tools for public diplomacy such as
cultural exchanges, Chinese political values and its foreign aid program. Chinese embassies host
grand receptions on China’s National Day and Chinese new year which are often attended by
more than 200-300 local guests. China promotes its own culture and history by sponsoring
cultural festivals, film exhibitions and cultural shows. These events are often termed as ‘Voyage
of Chinese Culture to Africa’32, ‘Meet Beijing,’ and Chinese officials’ state-visits are framed as
‘Journey of Friendship & Cooperation’.33
Chinese Ambassadors have also been increasingly outreaching to the local population by
writing op-ed articles and giving interviews to local newspapers and television channels. 34
China’s ambassador to Ghana attended a ‘grand’ press conference with 20 local meia outlets
where one television channel broadcasted his live interview to celebrate the 50th anniversary of
the ‘Treat of Friendship’ between China and Ghana. 35 China’s ambassador to Kenya published
an article titled “Sino-Kenyan co-operation can counter hunger” where he highlighted how
Kenya can learn and gain from China for its food security.36 The Chinese ambassador to Nigeria
gave interview multiple times to local newspapers, namely Vanguard, Leadership, This Day and
Daily Trust.37 His op-ed article on This Day, published in 2011, framed China-Nigeria relations
as ‘good brothers, good friends and good partners’.38 Chinese officials also inaugurate new
projects with great fanfare as an effort to gain public attention.
Furthermore, China establishes Confucius Institutes and promotes Chinese language
courses to help educate the local people better about China’s culture, history and traditions.
Medical aid, emergency food relief, textbook donations, scholarships to study in China and a
various other steps are taken by China to develop its positive image in recipient countries, which
are duly reported in local medias. Despite all efforts, China’s public diplomacy does not have a
significant influence over media and public poll according to this paper’s research findings; yet,
China enjoys a net positive public opinion in the four African countries. There must be a reason
that helps build net-positive opinion about China’s influence among the locals. A possible
explanation is that Chinese projects that produce direct benefits for local population may
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positively influence local’s perception strongly, e.g. medical aid, hospital and school
development, job creation etc. The benefits it generates must be more significant in magnitude or
degree than the number and the nature of media coverage about them. This research paper’s
findings already demonstrated that negative media coverage has significant influence over public
poll because the consequences of the majority of Chinese negative activities affect local
population’s life directly. This implies in reverse that Chinese positive activities will also have
influence when they have direct positive effect on local people’s life. If this is the case then it
will further strengthen this paper’s researching findings about negative media’s influence. It also
demonstrates that the deeds are more effective than the words by Chinese authorities for
influencing local people’s opinion in Africa.
The Effect of Public Poll on African Elites’ Decisions
Despite the strong influence of negative media coverage of China, Africans from Ghana,
Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa exhibit net positive public opinion about China’s influence in
their respective countries (see Figure 2). It implies that China’s influence in those four African
countries are positively welcomed.
Figure 2: Net Public Opinion of Chinaʼs Influence
90
67.5
45
22.5
0
2001

2003

2005

2007

2009

2011

Source: BBC Poll Results
As a result, according to the second causal relation of Hypothesis 2, the political elites
from the four African countries are expected to take decisions in domestic and international
affairs in favor of China’s interests. Therefore, I test the second causal relation of Hypothesis 2
first, by examining African elites’ decisions vis-a-vis China’s interests in international and
domestic affairs. I examine whether the decisions produced preferable outcomes in favor of
China. Finally, I examine whether the outcomes were influenced by positive public opinion,
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which is China’s soft power or by other forms of power, such as hard power of China’s economy.

Figure 3: African Countries Position vis-a-vis China on International Issues
1

0

-1
1994
Ghana

2001

2007

South Africa

2014

Kenya

China

Nigeria

Figure 3 illustrates Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa’s official positions on
international issues. It includes four African countries’ voting behaviour in the United Nations
Security Council (UNSC) and their positions concerning the Dalai Lama’s visa issue. vis-a-vis
China. The scatter graph uses a polynomial trend line due to fluctuations for each observations.
The trend lines demonstrate South Africa’s official positions took a shift towards China’s
positions in international affairs. The shift in South Africa’s position appears to start from time
the two countries established their bilateral diplomatic ties in 1998. South Africa has the highest
number of entries in the scatter graph compared to other countries, which makes the result more
persuasive. On one hand, the trend line for Kenya’s position correlates perfectly with China’s
positions. On the other hand, the trend line for Nigeria’s position is perfectly opposite to China’s
positions. However, the number of observations for Kenya and Nigeria are only two, which may
not provide a stronger argument for their positions vis-a-vis China based on Figure 1.
Nonetheless, the graph demonstrates decisive positions of Kenya and Nigerias on a limited
number of issues vis-a-vis China’s stance. Also, the figure shows that Ghana’s only decision in
the UNSC as a non-permanent member was opposite to China.
According Figure 3, South Africa’s shift towards Chinese policy in international issues
may indicate the exercise of China’s soft power. However, South Africa’s shift in policy is not
due to its attraction towards Chinese values or foreign policy. A secret document of South
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African foreign ministry revealed that their decision to refuse Dalai Lama’s visa in 2009 was
influenced by their fear of compromising the strategic trade relations with China.39 South Africa
was very aware of the potential consequences of granting a visitor visa to the Dalai Lama. The
decision was driven by the explicit fear that China might threaten to punish South Africa
economically, rather than the decision being independent of their bilateral economic relations.
Also again in 2011, China was willing to press South African government had the latter been
willing to grant a visa to the Dalai Lama.40 However, China was so sure of South Africa’s policy
that it did not even feel the necessity to do so. 41 That does not mean South Africa did not fear the
punishment as a consequence if it had granted visa to the Dalai Lama. President Zuma’s support
of 1955 Freedom Charter for foreign policy implies that South Africa would give special
attention to human rights issues in international affairs. However, South Africa’s shift on policy
of the Dalai Lama belies that assumption. These were conscious decisions by South Africa,
which found itself in a position of comprising its own traditional values of human rights. It is a
condition created by China’s economic hard power.
Despite clear compliance with China on the Dalai Lama issue, South Africa’s voting
behaviour in the UNSC, which also appears similar to China’s stance, raises doubt whether they
reflect South Africa’s own national interests independent of China, or its attraction towards
Chinese value of non-interference or its strategic interest of not upsetting China as a trading a
partner. However, South Africa has not been able to develop a consistent strategic policy on
issues tabled at the UNSC.42 The negative vote against the draft resolution on Myanmar in
200743, and its abstention on the draft resolution on Syria in 2011 beg the question whether
South Africa gives importance to human rights issues at all. However, South Africa’s support for
the UNSC draft resolution on Syria in 2012 and the UNSC resolutions no. 1973 and no. 2023
demonstrate its support to interfere in another country’s domestic issues unlike China.
Furthermore, South Africa always presented credible excuses for its voting decisions in the
UNSC affairs which hardly demonstrate any strategic compliance towards Chinese policy.44
Also, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa adhere to ‘one China’ policy which,
however, is not an exceptional case for them. Every country with diplomatic relations with
China takes ‘one China’ policy as their official position vis-a-vis Taiwan; therefore, African
countries cutting off diplomatic ties with Taiwan is not an anomaly. However, many countries
have benefitted with Chinese trade and foreign aid as soon as they have severed their ties with
Taiwan. Nevertheless, a number of countries, including Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa host
Taiwanese trade mission while maintaining diplomatic relations with China.45 Except historical
ties, the only other reason that influenced African countries to severe diplomatic relations with
Taiwan is that the stake and benefits are simply high when it comes to consider trade relations
with China, the second largest economy of the world. The visa controversy with Dalai Lama
demonstrates that when it comes to the exercise of power, it is the hard power of its economy
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rather than soft power that defines China’s influence over the four African countries, as the
South African case blatantly demonstrates that.

Figure 4: Chinese Investments vs. Contracts in Million Dollars
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Figure 4 demonstrates the dollar value of contracts won by Chinese companies compared
to Chinese investments in Ghana, Nigeria and South Africa. No reliable data, however, was
available for Kenya to include it in this comparison. It appears that Chinese companies have
significant advantage in Nigeria since they won more contracts than Chinese investments in the
country. The value of contracts won by Chinese companies is more than Chinese investment in
Ghana, albeit the difference is insignificant. However, there appears to be no competitive
advantage for Chinese companies in South Africa because Chinese investment is much higher
than the contracts won by Chinese companies.
Although the figure demonstrates a comparison between Chinese investment and contract
values, investment itself could reflect China’s influence in these three countries. It is because
majority of these Chinese investments, almost 39%, is in energy and mineral sectors which is
China’s one of the most key national interests in Africa. Furthermore, most of the shares of these
investments ranges from 41% to 80%. Except the Chinese investment in Standard Bank of South
Africa, which alone represents 38% of all of these listed investments, the rest 23% represents
auto industries, real estate and finance sector. These investments and share-ownership
demonstrate China’s influence in decision making capacity in these major enterprises in Ghana,
Nigeria and South Africa.
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However, the contract values further determine whether the Chinese companies are
preferred by local authorities in competitive bidding process. According to Figure 2, not only the
value of contracts won by Chinese companies are more than China’s investment in Nigeria, but
also total turnover value of Chinese investments and contracts in Nigeria is also the highest
among the three African countries. Therefore, China is enjoying a competitive advantage in
winning contracts and increasing its investment footprints inside Nigeria compared to Ghana and
South Africa.
Although China enjoys preferable outcomes in winning competitive contracts in Nigeria
and Ghana, it is questionable whether the preferential treatment is a result of China’s soft power.
Chinese companies won these contracts simply because they presented more economic proposals
for projects compared to other firms. Chinese companies are often reported to finish their
projects with 25% less cost of their Western counterparts.46 Therefore, preference towards
Chinese companies was based not on China’s soft power in African countries, rather it was based
on pure business relations.
Furthermore, the relations between African elites’ decisions vis-a-vis China’s interest in
international and domestic affairs is more complex than a unidirectional causal relations where
China has the upper hand for being the second largest economy in the world with massive
military and growing soft power. The four African countries also enjoy Chinese support in
international issues which belies a unidirectional power relations. South Africa asked China’s
backing for its inclusion in BRIC and as a non-permanent member in the UNSC in 2009.47 China
also supported Kenya’s failed deferral request in the International Criminal Court (ICC). 48 Such
mutual supports may be symbolic or not too costly for China. However, it is hard to substantiate
or weigh who benefits more in return of which service in such mutual cooperations.
Moreover, African countries sometimes decline Chinese requests and instead, give
preference to their national or local interests. For an example, China called for Nigerian
president’s attention through its ambassador for supporting its state owned oil company.49 The
Chinese company, the China National Oil Development Corporation (CNODC) was in a battle
for the ownership of a $2 billion oil block with the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation
(NNPC). However, the request was not honored. There was also an occasion of Chinese
company not winning a contract despite having the lowest bid in Kenya. A tender was awarded
to the Kenya Power and Lighting Company (KPLC) instead of Shenzen Star Instrument
Company of China, albeit it was an alleged case of underhand deals.50 There are also examples
of African elites’ decisions on international issues which are opposite to China’s interests. South
Africa voted in favor of a draft resolution against Syria in 2012 in the UNSC although China
vetoed it. Nigeria also voted in favor of a draft resolution against Syria in 2011 which China
vetoed. Ghana voted in favor of a draft resolution against Myanmar in 2007 which was also
vetoed by China.
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In sum, China may have cultivated positive public opinion in a short period of time in the
four African countries, yet it has failed to exercise soft power in its favor with consistent result
for various issues. As a result, this paper further supports Nye’s perspective that China’s soft
power is ineffective in producing desired results. It further demonstrates that Kurlantzick’s
narrative of China’s soft power fails to address the critical aspects of how soft power works.
Kurlantzick uses examples from various countries, such as Cambodia, Thailand, Philippine,
Indonesia, Cuba, Peru, Singapore, Malaysia, Ecuador, Laos, Mozambique, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Vietnam, Sudan and Venezuela. However, each of the examples appear not to be cross-sectional
observation and as a result, do not empirically provide a reliable comparative analysis. As a
result, criterion/convergent validity is compromised in his analysis.51
Furthermore, some of the examples used by Kurlantzick are not critically analyzed. For
an example, he mentioned about the influence of Confucius Institutes in several countries,
including Kenya.52 However, most of the Confucius Institutes are established too recently to
have cultivated influence over public opinion. Agreements to establish Confucius Institutes in
Kenya were signed with the University of Nairobi in 2004, with the Kenyatta University in 2008
and a radio broadcast was started in 2007, whereas the first edition of his book ‘Charm
Offensive’ was published in 2007. 53 It is too early to say that students from these institutes have
already started influencing public opinion about China with lasting effect. China may have done
better in some countries in cultivating and exercising soft power, but it would be spurious to
claim categorically that China’s soft power is ‘transforming’ the world.
Finally, Kurlantzick appears to take a different definition of soft power. He claims that
the concept of soft power has changed to be broader. According to him, the change refers to
China’s own perspective of soft power, which includes many forms of power but the military
power. He writes,
In the context of China, both the Chinese government and many nations influenced by
China enunciate a broader idea of soft power than did Nye. For the Chinese, soft
power means anything outside of the military and security realm, including not only
popular culture and public diplomacy but also more coercive economic and diplomatic
levers like aid and investment and participation in multilateral organizations – Nye’s
carrots and sticks. Indeed, Beijing offers the charm of a lion, not of a mouse: it can
threaten other nations with these sticks if they do not help China achieve its goals,
but it can offer sizable carrots if they do.54
However, he fails to provide any proof in support of the Chinese elites taking such definition of
soft power. Wang and Lu demonstrated the differences in the concept of soft power between
China and the West is not diverging. Instead, China’s concept of soft power is based on the
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framework of Nye’s soft power, except it encompasses a broader definition of the tools of soft
power, i.e. emphasizing more on tradition and history as opposed to contemporary popular
culture, and having national unity, stability as opposed to a more diffused sense of
individualism.55 Moreover, Kurlantzick appears to have missed Nye’s more subtle distinction
between hard and soft power. Nye wrote that economic power can generate both hard and soft
power. When a country threatens to punish economically, then it is the hard power of economy
(or the use of ‘stick’) rather than soft power at work. 56 Kurlantzick does not make this distinction
carefully in his analysis. Therefore, Kurlantzick developed a notion of China’s soft power,
namely China’s ‘charm offensive’ based on a wrong premise.
Conclusion
One of the ‘hot topics’ of the current IR literatures is China’s ‘soft power’ since the
Chinese political elites have taken deliberate measures to improve its global image among its
trade partners. It is often argued whether China has any soft power at all, how it works and how
effective it is in producing desired outcomes towards China’s strategic ends. This paper took a
comparative approach addressing this question. The paper examined whether China have
cultivated and exercised soft power effectively in Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa since
2001 to 2011.
The paper finds that China has been successful in improving its image in the four African
countries. The local populations of the four African countries hold net positive views about
China’s influence in their respective countries. However, Chinese public diplomacy and positive
media coverage of China’s activities do not appear to have a significant influence over public
opinion. Instead, the negative media coverage has statistical significance in affecting local
people’s perception about China. It only means that China has to do more good works in order to
generate its positive image. A few negative actions by China can have considerably more
negative impact on changing people’s perception about China. Therefore, if China wants to
retain its positive image in Africa, it has to be more cautious not to cause any events that have
negative consequences for the local African people.
The net positive public opinion about China’s influence demonstrates that China has been
effective in cultivating soft power in the four African countries. Therefore, these African
countries are expected to produce preferential treatments in favor of China in international and
domestic affairs. Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa show some degrees of assimilation in
their positions on international issues with China. Similarly, China appears to have gained access
in domestic markets and investment in these four countries in a very short period of time. In
most cases, however, the countries are willing to wield desired outcomes for China because they
do not want to jeopardize their bilateral trade relations. In some cases, such as access to local
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investments and markets, China is simply a better economic options for the African countries. In
international affairs, it is difficult to ascertain what power is at play in relations to the African
countries positions vis-a-vis China. Sometimes national interest takes preference and in other
cases, such as on the Dalai Lama’s visa issue, some countries prefers not to take an independent
position in fear of harming their trade ties with China. In sum, it demonstrates that China has not
been able to exercise its soft power effectively although it has cultivated positive image in the
four African countries.
It would be, however, premature to use the results of this four African countries to make
a general argument that China’s soft power is ineffective in the whole African continent or
elsewhere in the world. On the contrary, the outcomes from the four African countries only
demonstrate that soft power works differently in different countries. A country can cultivate
positive image, which is also a soft power, with its culture, political values and foreign policy
but when it comes to exercise that soft power, each country may act differently. Furthermore, it
does not mean that China’s soft power will always remain ineffective in the countries where it
failed to produce desired outcome until now. China is relatively new in cultivating its soft power
in many parts of the world compared to the traditional western powers. The U.S, France, the
U.K. and the traditional middle powers such as Canada and the Nordic countries have been using
their soft power tools for a long time. The Western values of democracy and freedom have
struggled many years to be attractive enough to take a foothold in many parts of the world.
Moreover, the West’s investment in foreign aid and trade relations with many countries are still
incomparable. China’s billions of dollars investment as development assistance to many
countries is still too low to compare with that of the U.S. However, it does not necessarily mean
that China would not be able to surpass others in future. In fact, it demonstrates that China’s
achievements in a short period of time is very promising for future. China needs to learn to be a
responsible power and be more cautious about negative consequences it may purport
inadvertently. Otherwise the negative media coverage may significantly reduce the soft power
China has already cultivated.
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The terms ‘cultivation’ and ‘exercise’ of soft power are used for two different meanings throughout this paper. The
cultivation of soft power is used to mean employment of necessary resources and initiatives of useful programs by
China to generate positive environment in its favor in an African country, such as positive public opinion. However,
positive environment may not necessarily always influence the African political elites to make decisions in favor of
China. When China is able to persuade the African elites either by setting their agendas or framing their choices
without coercion and threat to actually make decisions in China’s favor, then the act is considered an exercise of soft
power in this paper.
2

Rosen and Wolf Jr. defined public diplomacy as “government-sponsored programs intended to inform or influence
public opinion in other countries.” Brian Rosen and Charles Wolf jr., “Public Diplomacy: Lessons from King and
Mandela,” Policy Review . 133 (2005).
3

Six countries were chosen initially for the purpose of this paper’s comparative analysis. However, Egypt and
Tanzania were excluded finally due to lack of consistency in available data.
4

The four African countries’ rank on Corruption Perception Index (CPI) are South Africa 64, Ghana 69, Nigeria 143
and South Africa 154 according to their 2011 report. These low CPI demonstrate the government’s failure in
transparency and accountability to their population. “Corruption Perception Index, 2011,” Transparency
International. 2011. accessed August 1, 2012. <http://cpi.transparency.org/cpi2011/results/>
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Ernest Ndunda, “Government to Inspect All Transit Goods,” The Standard. December 14, 2006. accessed June 12,
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Peter Duru, “Nation, China to Sign Agreement to Check Influx of Substandard Goods,” Vanguard. December 1,
2009. accessed June 23, 2012. <http://allafrica.com/stories/200912020380.html>
8

Taku Fundira, “South Africa: The China Textiles and Clothing Quota Failure?” The China Monitor. 7 (February
2009): 10-12.
9

Joseph Nye writes that public diplomacy is an instrument to cultivate soft power. The definition of public
diplomacy and how it works have already been mentioned earlier in the paper.
10

For more details on content, criterion/convergent and construct validity of a research analysis, please see Robert
Adcock and David Collier, “Measurement Validity: A Shared Standard for Qualitative and Quantitative Research,”
American Political Science Review. 95.3 (September 2001): 538-543.
11

Most of the local newspaper’s websites did not function properly, did not have an online archive for their past
issues or only had access to a limited number of past issues. This was another constraint to build a database for this
research. However, careful attention was given to develop a reliable database for this paper’s research model.
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According to the works of Holsti, Babbie, Catanzaro, and Morse and Field, summative approach is more than
conventional content analysis and directed content analysis because it categorizes the data based on the underlying
context. Hsieh and Shannon write, “A summative approach to qualitative content analysis goes beyond mere word
country to include latent content analysis. Latent content analysis refers to the process of interpretation of content. In
the analysis, the focus is on discovering underlying meanings of the words of the content.” Hsiu-Fang Hsieh and
Darah E. Shannon, “Three Approaches to Qualitative Content Analysis,” Qualitative Health Research. 15.1277
(2005):1283-1284.
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Abstract
A binary definition of sovereignty is predicated by a state-centric viewpoint of global issues.
Moving towards a plural identity of sovereignty opens the door for transnational actors to
exercise self-determination outside a territorial framework. The potential for such an opening
exists in the role of indigenous communities in the Arctic as their activities are nationally
representative in nature and go beyond the framework of non-governmental organizations.
Indigenous communities currently hold the role of “permanent observer” on the Arctic Council,
but have the potential to transcend state-centric sovereignty and exercise self-determination
outside of a territorial framework. Using a plural framework for sovereignty, indigenous
communities would be able to work alongside their state partners on fostering cooperation to
protect sovereign interests for the region. This expansion of the definition of sovereignty adds
legitimacy to the Arctic Council and established the primacy of a regional approach to
governance as the international community seeks to internationalize governance. This paper
discusses a possible framework for the growth of sovereignty for indigenous actors in the Arctic
Council and the benefits that a pluralistic viewpoint on sovereignty can bring to all members of
the Council.
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Introduction
Global indigenous governance currently lacks an authoritative framework that addresses
when and where indigenous groups have a right to power and influence over the future of their
communities. The differences between conceptualizations of cultural rights, self-determination
and sovereignty between indigenous communities and the liberal democratic regime pose an
intellectual challenge to determine the feasibility of these two networks to co-exist within the
greater practise of global governance. At the root of these challenges lies the political and legal
struggle for self-determination in a system that recognizes territoriality as a prerequisite for
sovereignty. The Arctic Council, with its incorporation of transnational indigenous groups as
Permanent Participants, provides insight on how influence over governance processes can be
exercised by indigenous groups without challenging the Westphalian conception of sovereignty
and necessity of international borders to yield influence.
Indigenous sovereignty over traditional indigenous practises in the Arctic environment
can be a source of support for Arctic actors seeking to retain influence of the policy outcomes
that will impact the future of the Arctic. Conversely, states can support indigenous groups in the
Arctic by highlighting their importance as popular representative bodies. This mutual support can
highlight a new model of regional governance that includes two types of sovereignty existing
simultaneously. Successfully using this conceptual partnership will allow both parties to more
effectively reach their goals and create outcomes that facilitate the external legitimation of the
Arctic Council.
Incorporating indigenous sovereignty into the Arctic Council is mutually
beneficial for the legitimacy of the Arctic Council as a “good governor,” and reinforcement of
the role of transnational indigenous groups as representative constituent bodies.
As the Arctic is inhabited by many indigenous groups, the Arctic Council has laid the
foundations to be an effective venue to incorporate indigenous sovereignty in a governance
environment that is still predominantly governed by a society of states. This paper will engage
the current governance environment concerning indigenous rights through a literature review on
global indigenous governance. This paper will then demonstrate how the Arctic Council
incorporates transnational indigenous groups into the research and political agendas of the
Council. The last section of the paper will provide opportunities to expand non-binary
sovereignty and create deeper collaboration for states and transnational indigenous groups in
Arctic Council research and policy making.
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Global Indigenous Governance: Literature Review
Indigenous governance is focused on preserving the conditions necessary to develop their
culture in meaningful ways. Colonization and cross-cultural influence are two historical trends
that have compromised the authenticity of indigenous culture. However, indigenous global
actors are adapting authentic ideas of cultural rights to relevant activities in contemporary global
governance.1 Relevancy in indigenous cultural rights allows indigenous communities to adapt
and respond to the changing environment in a way that will preserve their cultural rights. One
component of this response is the assertion of their cultural role as advocates for the
environment.2 In the case of the Arizona Snowbowl (2002), the purity of the water was not for
the property of indigenous people alone, the indigenous communities were acting as stewards for
a communal right to pure water.3 While their traditional activities may have included praying and
honouring the water, relevant indigenous activities to preserve the water now include acting on
its behalf in political and economic affairs. Their legal activism not only collectively to address
injustices is a critical component of self-determination.4
Cultural rights as access to meaningful experiences follows the indigenous approach to
collective rights. Since there is no ownership of objects needed to the fulfillment of rights,
individual rights to property do not exist in indigenous legal orders. The rights that have been
asserted in the second half of the twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-first century
are collective in nature and were aimed to maintain access to public goods in the community.
Rights that have been asserted in the second half of the twentieth century are collective in nature
and aim to strengthen the public good of the community and its culture. These include right to
self-determination, restitution, informed consent and the rights to have treaties recognized as
binding agreements. 5 The legal cases that have been launched by indigenous groups (not
indigenous individuals) have been collective in nature, and have related to right assertions to
rights to communal property (Maya v. Belize and Delgamuuku v. British Columbia), rights
protecting access to natural resources (Haida Nations v. British Columbia) and the right to have
their ancestral lands and sacred sites protected (Ralco Dam Conflict). Indigenous governance
structures emphasize their belief that culture is a public/communal good and cultural
preservation will be the result of increased self-determination.6
It is the sense of connection between self-determination and the maintenance of a rich
indigenous culture that the transnational indigenous communities are looking to expand the idea
of sovereignty beyond the state framework. In 2009, the Arctic Circumpolar Council created the
Inuit Declaration on Arctic Sovereignty stating, “sovereign rights must be examined and assessed
in the context of our long history of struggle…and respect as an Arctic indigenous people having
the right to exercise self-determination of over our lives, territories, cultures and languages.”7
This assertion is reflective of the treaty process at the time of colonization, when indigenous
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groups maintained that space and territoriality were not meant for ownership, but respectful and
communal use. Indigenous interpretations of culture and political survival are measured through
relationships, and not ownership and arbitrary forms of territoriality.8 The indigenous conception
of sovereignty is similar to their construction of culture; it is located within the processes and
their capacity to influence decisions as global actors.9 While this definition of sovereignty is in
conflict with the traditional definition brought forward in international relations, the substance of
this definition demonstrates the transnational capacity for indigenous groups to assert their selfdetermination without seceding from the state.
While the theoretical indigenous definitions of culture, collective rights and sovereignty
are understood, their practical boundaries are contested among legal and political scholars. The
struggle for establishing the boundaries and primacy of cultural rights is demonstrated through
conflicting beliefs on who should be the authority on conceptualization. Martha Nussbaum, for
example, believes that cultural rights should be established in a homogenous framework, similar
to human rights codes. While this would protect cultural rights in a de facto manner, it would not
protect the essence of cultural rights because it strips away a particular culture’s right to be selfdetermined in establishing its cultural parameters.10 The grassroots approach to establishing
cultural rights, as developed by Amartya Sen, does not fit in the legal regime that currently exists
in the globalized world as an internationalist order. The legal discourse on the “realm” of
indigenous rights continues to be shaped through the belief that international law and established
standards should be of an internationalist nature and should be domesticated, leaving
transnational groups segmented as a result of political geography.11 The legal cases cited earlier
demonstrate how indigenous people as transnational groups have to establish claims to cultural
rights in several states as a result of the internationalist approach to indigenous rights. Again, this
is juxtaposed with the grassroots approach of indigenous people who choose to identify with
each other on a transnational level and advocate outside of the internationalist framework.12
The state-centric construction of sovereignty applies that sovereignty belongs only to
states, without room for expansion. This can lead to states that have authority over Indigenous
people to act in the interest of state in general, opposed to protecting indigenous people. This can
be seen in the dissention to DRIP by the United States, Canada, New Zealand and Australia. In
their interpretation of the states’ dissention, Anaya and Wiesser believed that their dissention was
a willingness to create a hierarchical structure in which the state supersedes indigenous people,
“the four opposing states have demonstrated…a willingness to be bound if the provisions as
finally formulated were in line with their detailed policy preferences.”13 This state-centric
approach sidelines indigenous actors and provides an exclusive approach to developing the
indigenous rights. This is similar to Nussbaum’s “framework of capabilities” that provides a topdown approach to applying merit to activities that deserve to be protected.14
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Customary international law works through the domestication of activities through state
legislatures and judicial systems. Assertions of rights for indigenous peoples have to come from
judges (and sometimes legislatures) that recognize legal rules and laws in other states.
According to the ruling in Santa Cruz v. Belize (2007), international law is different from
assertions of international bodies, but it is the actions of states internationally and domestically.15
This means that transnational governance actors are not part of the dialogue. This state-centric
approach does not follow indigenous governance principles of using self-determination to
establish influence in matters pertaining to the self-governance of their rights. While the
expansion of posited rights of indigenous people in states around the world is a positive change,
self-administered indigenous governance works through national (not state) apparatuses, and
uses international and transnational pressure to gain recognition to make authoritative decisions
on the wellbeing of indigenous peoples and their environment, allowing for a greater sense of
self-determination.16 The method through which indigenous rights should be asserted continues
to be a topic of confusion for the international legal order. This is most likely the result of
confusion surrounding who should be responsible for rights assertions, either national
governments (international law processes) or indigenous groups themselves (transnational selfgovernance and exertion of political influence).
Working within internationalist framework has been difficult for indigenous governance
actors. This is demonstrated through the inconsistent applications of cultural human rights law
in jurisdictions at local and state levels. As a result, researchers in indigenous governance
provide several methods through which indigenous actors should assert their self-determination
and cultural human rights. Stephen Allen, for example, provides a method to work within a
framework of customary law. However, international legal opinions on the standing on the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (DRIP) were, and continue to be, strongly
contested. Moral force, according to Allen, should be enough for states to adjust their legal
priorities to reflect the global imperative to protect indigenous peoples.17 There are many
references in Allen’s work to indigenous peoples as a beneficiary of policy, but rarely does he
address the role of indigenous people as a partner in establishing a framework through which
international law aims to protect them.
In contrast to Allen’s approach to building a legal order that is hospitable to indigenous
rights, contributions to research in Indigenous governance by Jessica Shadian and David
Schlosberg and David Carruthers provides an approach to indigenous governance through which
these actors make a new space for themselves. In the process of seeking self-determination,
indigenous groups create a new type of actor that has the capacity to exert influence in new
decision making processes. Sovereignty for transnational actors exists in the process of
interaction, and recognizes that the decisions that are being made (in that process of interaction)
impact local spheres of dependence on other actors. For example, the capacity of the Inuit
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people to directly influence decisions on sustainability in the arctic is integral to their role as
environmental stewards in the region.18
Their inability to do so could jeopardize sacred
community practises that are integral to the maintenance of society; and failure to protect the
environment could lead to the degradation of the land on which they choose to survive.19
The change in approach from the first attempt by the International Labour Organization
to codify indigenous rights in 1989 would be significant. The inability of indigenous people to
provide input in the revision of the first convention protecting indigenous people demonstrated
the state-centricity of the approach to rights.20 Indigenous governance in a sovereign capacity
not only increases the capability for indigenous people to act in a means integral to their survival,
but would also give increased legitimacy to global decisions made that fundamentally impact
indigenous ways of life.21
Indigenous global actors, such as the Inuit, could use their
transnational sovereignty to encourage states who do not feel the moral imperative to legislate
indigenous rights to do so. They would not only be able to increase mobilization across state
boundaries, but would be able to work as partners with states to ensure that cultural human rights
(including indigenous rights to land) are protected.22 The consequence of this would be rights
frameworks that is specific to the needs of the transnational actors, and promote conditions that
are create relevant opportunities to influence policy and legal outcomes.23
Internationalization of the Arctic and the Arctic Council
Increased interest in the Arctic is the result of a shift in the Arctic Ocean system resulting
in the decreasing amounts of ice in the region. Trends in internationalization of the Arctic are
based on changes that have been assessed and researched by many Arctic and international
environmental organizations. The “Arctic Report Card: Update for 2011” has outlined the key
changes in Arctic that inform the policy implications for this paper. Environmental changes in
the Arctic lead to two major changes to the Arctic ecology. First, reduction of sea ice has been a
trend over the past decade, and has not yet recovered from a large decrease that occurred in
2007.24 This reduction has a compounding effect on the region as the already depleted ice is
contributing to the intensification of the warming trend in the Arctic.25 Climate changes to the
Arctic have led to an increase in marine and biological productivity in the base on the food chain
(plankton) and a decrease in habitat for ice-dependent mammals, such as polar bears. 26 While
the ice has not receded to the point that shipping, development or resource exploration are
feasible, the intensification of the warming trend is requiring international public policy makers
to prepare for the future opportunities and treats to the Arctic from increased human presence.
The Arctic Council is a unique global governance organization that operates without a
treaty, and relies on international and multilateral cooperation. The central governance document
is the Ottawa Declaration, signed in 1996. This declaration is not a treaty, and its preamble
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stresses the need for circumpolar cooperation regarding environmental preservation, scientific
research and protection for Arctic Inhabitants.27 The Arctic Council is comprised of three types
of members. First, all Arctic states, eight in total, are classified as “permanent members” on the
Council. The role of the chair state rotates among these states every two years, with the
administrative needs and the secretariat shifting to the host state.28 These states retain agenda
setting control, including majority management in working groups and limiting funding from
external groups and states to a 1:1 ratio between Arctic states and other actors. The second group
of states are observers, either ad-hoc or permanent. Permanent observers enjoy opportunities to
help fund and participate in the working groups. Ad-hoc observers must reapply for observership
prior to every meeting and their acceptance is not guaranteed by the permanent members and
participants.
The final group of actors at the Arctic Council are the Permanent Participants. These
groups are defined in the Ottawa Declaration as any single indigenous group resident in more
than one Arctic state or more than one constituent indigenous people resident to a single Arctic
state.29 The inclusion of permanent participants, who include the Inuit Circumpolar Conference,
the Saami Council and the Association of Indigenous Minorities for the North, is meant to ensure
that Arctic indigenous representative provide input and are given consultative opportunities
regarding research and policies that are on the Arctic Council agenda. This inclusion is
important as ecological changes due to climate change lead to acute environmental changes in
the Arctic. These changes have socioeconomic effects on those who live in the Arctic, and
especially on those who live a traditional indigenous lifestyle. 30 A plural view of sovereignty lies
in the relationship between permanent members and permanent participants, as observers
independently lack agenda-setting power.
Members of the Arctic Council are mindful that circumpolar cooperation is required to
protect the Arctic environment and provide a sustainable place for its inhabitants.31 As the
environmental landscape, and economic potential change, states from outside the region have
been keen to join the Arctic Council. The Arctic Council is a key governance structure through
which Arctic states collaborate on policies that are not part of the international law regime.
Membership continues to be limited to eight member states and transnational indigenous
constituent groups. Member states of the Arctic Council have demonstrated that they wish to
keep the member of the Council the same, as both China and Italy were denied “permanent
observer” status. In order to maintain a regionally-specific club atmosphere in the Arctic
Council, the work of the Council must contribute to a building identity that demonstrates that the
Council is effective in managing Arctic affairs.
An opportunity to add to the qualifications of the Arctic Council lies in the creation and
use of a plural identity of sovereignty. Moving beyond a realist approach opens the door for
transnational actors to exercise self-determination outside a territorial framework. The potential
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for such an opening exists in the role of indigenous communities in the Arctic. Their activities
are nationally representative in nature and go beyond the framework of non-governmental
organizations. Indigenous sovereignty transcends state boundaries and allows them to exercise
self-determination outside of a territorial framework. Using a plural framework for sovereignty,
indigenous communities would be able to work alongside their state partners on fostering
cooperation to protect sovereign interests for the region.
Establishing a Duty of Care: Arctic States and Indigenous Groups as
“Good Governors”
The collaborative nature of the Arctic Council is an indicator that actors that have a direct
stake in the wellbeing of the Arctic will be the most efficient in preparing for its future. Arctic
countries and their inhabitants do, and will continue to face a disproportional impact on the
ecology if the international community does not effectively curb climate change. The Arctic is
the most fragile ecosystem in the world and the ice that surrounds it is melting at an alarming
rate.32 Sustainable development advocacy in the Arctic is an example of how the environment
has created a necessity to regional mobilization. The reports that have come out of the
Sustainable Development Working Group of the Arctic Council reflect a research programme
that is the result the need for a regional response to international resource mismanagement. In
response to the connection between climate and socio-economic changes in the Arctic, the
Council has published reports on changes to ways of life, including the degradation of pasture
lands and its impact on reindeer husbandry.33
Research supported by the Arctic Council focuses on the intersection between climate
changes in health, highlighting the higher level of vulnerability for those who are living a
traditional lifestyle in remote communities.34 A regional approach to sustainable development is
appropriate in order to meet the time horizons to mitigate the impacts of climate change on the
northern population. The Arctic Council is a governance institution that provides the necessary
balance to international institutions that have not been successful at negotiating the mitigation of
man-made contributions to climate change.
As demonstrated, the increased shipping interests demonstrated by China and Europe will
require more preparation (and possibly regulation) to protect sovereignty, ecological integrity
and to provide the human infrastructure necessary to provide support to search and rescue.
Without regulation in territorial waters (of all states), there will be an imbalance between usage
compared to accountability and responsibility.35 With the Arctic ice receding, Arctic states could
anticipate issues regarding smuggling, illegal entry, public health issues and a permanent influx
of workers related to shipping. While this change can be more economic opportunities for
community in the high north, the pressures of development based on shipping will not allow
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indigenous groups to have influence over their changing lifestyles and culture. A balance needs
to be achieved between increased non-regional shipping interests and regional interests on
minimizing the threats of shipping. This international-regional is an example of how the Arctic
Council can illustrate its necessity in the governance of the Arctic, in terms of problem solving
and ensuring that the inhabitants of the Arctic have access to influencing policy
recommendations.
Balancing of shipping interests from the international community and the costs that will
be incurred from taking reasonable precautions to avoid detrimental impacts to the area are a key
component of why influencing shipping regulations in the Arctic should be a joint venture by
Arctic states.36 The Arctic Council’s most formidable work has been done to prepare for threats
that will become more frequent as travel and shipping in the region increases. The governance
discussions that mitigate environmental concerns and increased shipping efficiency is different
in the Arctic Council because the permanent participants and the environmental movement
organizations are considered to be two different groups, with the first having more influence at
all levels of Arctic Council discussions.
There are many linkages between Indigenous environmental justice and the global
environmental movement, but indigenous governance needs to establish how it looks different in
order to gain traction in asserting itself as a sovereign actor. In other international governance
institutions, the Inuit Circumpolar Council, for example, is struggling to communicate to other
global actors that they are not a nongovernmental organization, but a transnational actor with
political representation.37 Making this differentiation is an integral part of establishing a frame
for asserting rights to self-determination and away from being viewed as a nongovernmental
organization. The organizational structure of the Arctic Council has created a space that allows
indigenous groups to be stewards of the Arctic environment with the recognition that the
permanent participants are still consistent representatives of their respective people.
Incorporation of indigenous influence into the Arctic Council’s process of understanding
the depth of the impact of climate change, and increased shipping in the Arctic is an example of
how non-binary sovereignty strengthens the Council’s research program. Incorporation of
indigenous knowledge will ensure that the Council will fully understand the gravity of the
connection between environmental change and socioeconomic longevity.38 The Arctic Marine
Shipping Assessment (AMSA), that guides regional and international understanding of the extent
of the changes to the Arctic, will include qualitative research on how the changes to the Arctic
have influenced Inuit lifestyles.39 By incorporating Indigenous knowledge into AMSA, the
Permanent Participants, and in particular the ICC, are able to demonstrate what will be lost by
climate change, opposed to what the international community believes will be gained. The
incorporation of indigenous knowledge into AMSA will contribute to the overall project of the
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Arctic Council to establish resilience and economic opportunities for Arctic communities that are
both sustainable and prosperous.
A plural outlook on the right to rule can increase Canada’s and other coastal state’s
position to retain regional governance control. In order for the Arctic Council to be a useful
venue for centralizing governance of the Arctic, its research and policy programmes must
illustrate the difference between international interests in the region and regional duty of care.
Incorporating indigenous cultural rights and sovereignty into the Arctic governance framework is
crucial to sound sustainable development policies. Sustainable development is already a key
focus of the Arctic Council, and its research projects are influenced by the lifestyle changes of
indigenous peoples.
Research supported by the Arctic Council focuses on the intersection
between climate changes and the social determinants of health, highlighting the higher level of
vulnerability for those who are living a traditional lifestyle in remote communities.40
Public health mobilization is a policy option that can build on the successes of the Arctic
Council’s non-binary framework and highlight arctic actors as effective governors of the region.
The Arctic Council’s Sustainable Development Working Group is currently undertaking several
public health projects.41 However, it is not clear what the role of indigenous peoples have in the
planning public health initiatives. Although Arctic populations are often the research point of
Arctic health research, it is unknown what role indigenous communities have in creating
recommendations based on those findings. Using a plural sovereignty framework, increasing the
amount of participation from indigenous communities is necessary in order to fulfil the
preservation of their traditional ways of life in a changing Arctic environment.
There is a unique opportunity to engage public health structures, medical and public
health researchers and indigenous people simultaneously in both the research and policy
construction phases of Arctic public health. Using collective identity as a means of
empowerment could contribute to achieving public health benchmarks created by Arctic states.
Not only would deeper collaboration in public health support indigenous sovereignty, but it
would highlight the Arctic Council as a knowledgeable expert in Arctic global governance
strategies. This expertise can be translated into leadership and would demonstrate how the Arctic
Council is the most appropriate actor to manage Arctic issues to address gaps in other
international regimes.
Conclusion
The Arctic Council’s method of implementing a non-binary method of addressing
sovereignty issues has made it the first regional body to address the conflicting opinions on the
incorporation of indigenous definitions of sovereignty into an international framework. By
operating without a treaty, the Arctic Council was able to engage the elements of indigenous
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sovereignty without establishing international or domestic laws. The ability of transnational
indigenous groups to influence policies that will inevitable transform their ways of life is a way
to achieve indigenous sovereignty without the incorporation of discussions regarding state
secession. In the case of shipping governance, which already has many international legal
documents, the Arctic Council is the only venue that give Indigenous groups the status necessary
to bring forward an alternate frame on the relationship between depleting sea ice and shipping.
This status give Indigenous communities the ability to influence the research and policy
recommendations that could become the background for Arctic state-level policy. This success
can be used by Arctic states, and its members, to create a destiny for the Arctic that effectively
balances international interests and the burdens of states resulting from increased use. The Arctic
Council can use its uniqueness of success collaboration between states and indigenous groups to
assert its legitimacy as being the “governor of choice” for the changing Arctic.
Indigenous sovereignty over traditional indigenous practises in a new Arctic environment
can be a source of support for Arctic states seeking to limit international participation in Arctic
affairs. Conversely, states can support indigenous groups in the Arctic by highlighting their
importance as popular representative bodies. This mutual support can highlight a new model of
regional governance that includes two types of sovereignty existing simultaneously. Public health
and sustainable development have been highlighted as opportunities to exercise indigenous
influence over their cultural processes in a way that supports state-level initiatives. The success
of these initiatives will give the Arctic Council indicators of effectiveness that can be leveraged
against increased international interest in the region. Creating policy that combines traditional
influences in population health strategies, and medical research supported by funding by Council
states will create distinct policy recommendations that are appropriate to suit Arctic populations.
Using this conceptual partnership will allow both parties to more effectively reach their
goals and create outcomes that facilitate the external legitimation of the Arctic Council. It is
important to note, however, that deeper collaboration and non-binary sovereignty can only be
achieved through permanent participant capacity building.
The non-binary sovereignty
framework established by the Arctic Council in the Ottawa Declaration is the structural
component to this policy success. All actors of the Arctic Council have a stake in ensuring that
resources are made available for the permanent participants to deal with the costs of participating
in research and dialogue. Implementation of the relationship between the Arctic states and
transnational indigenous groups is mutually beneficial for both sets of permanent members of the
Arctic Council. Contributions of both states and indigenous groups in creating unique policy
recommendations are a step towards reinforcing the legitimacy of the Arctic Council as a good
governor of the Arctic. Further, the Arctic Council stands as the most progressive model in
addressing the problems that are currently faces by states and indigenous groups in the
incorporation of global indigenous governance.
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Outsourcing Operational Effectiveness?
A Case Study of the Royal Canadian Air Force
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Royal Military College
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Abstract

The Government of Canada, like other Western nations, has pushed for cost savings and
increased efficiency in military expenditures. One proposed solution has been the outsourcing of
defence elements considered non-core. However, defence as a publicly provided service has a
unique characteristic that limits the extent that it can be outsourced. Specifically, defence is
constrained by the requirement for militaries to achieve operational effectiveness. Such a
constraint creates a trade-off between quality and cost when it comes to outsourcing. This is a
significant challenge for defence planners. This paper considers a set of examples to illustrate
the situation in the Royal Canadian Air Force. Currently, the primary contract through which
the Canadian Forces pursues large-scale cost effectiveness through outsourcing is the NATO
Flight Training in Canada contract (NFTC) and the Allied Wings flight training contract. Both
programs constitute an attempt to minimize the cost of pilot training while maintaining a high
standard of pilot quality. These programs utilize civilian contractors to fulfill roles that have
been traditionally considered military. To this end, NFTC and Allied Wings tread a fine line
between outsourcing core and non-core capabilities. This paper investigates elements of these
programs and assesses their relationship to operational effectiveness while clearly categorizing
inputs from capabilities that produce the desirable defence outputs. Using the current scenario,
the paper then pushes the boundaries of what can and cannot be outsourced in the hypothetical
scenario of privatized search and rescue. Certain functions, by virtue of their causal relationship
to operations, have a direct influence on the effectiveness of a military capability. Using a
multipronged approach that incorporates transactions costs economics and core competency
analysis, the paper develops criteria to distinguish defence inputs that are core to the
effectiveness of military capabilities.
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Introduction
The provision of defence is typically considered the responsibility of sovereign
governments because it widely considered a public good. Lately, the concept that defence
activities must be provided by the government is changing. Budget constraints and the
increasing complexity of operations continue to create incentives for governments to evaluate
more closely the benefits and opportunities for outsourcing defence activities to private
organizations. This analysis is concerned with the provision of defence services by outsourcing
initiatives within Canadian Forces (CF) and Department of National Defence (DND). It is
understood in the academy, government, and the military that certain elements of defence
provision, while candidates for outsourcing in theory, should not be contracted to private
organizations in practice. The modern operational environment has blurred the theoretical line
that distinguishes defence services that can be the subject of outsourcing from those that cannot.
The concept of “operational effectiveness” has risen as the primary measurement regarding
appropriate forms of outsourcing defence services. The central focus of this analysis will be to
develop a definition for operational effectiveness in the abstract and in terms of the CF in order
to evaluate whether current outsourcing initiatives are a positive contribution to the provision of
defence in Canada.
A Cross-Classification from Defence Outsourcing to Transaction
Cost Economics (TCE)
The first step of this analysis is to assess defence outsourcing challenges that have a
direct relationship to military operational effectiveness using TCE. Namely, the challenges
linked to uncertainty, asset specificity, and frequency in transactions. In this context, uncertainty
is defined as the inevitable unforeseen contingencies that may increase the resources required for
accomplishing objectives and cannot be captured in contracts.1 Asset specificity is defined as
the extent to which military training and resources are useful in non-military applications. 2
Finally, frequency is defined as the recurrence of transactions between the government and the
contractor.3 Table 1, shown below, presents the relationship as to whether the outsourcing
challenges fall into categories requiring a TCE-based evaluation.
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Table 1:
Relationship between defence outsourcing challenges and components of
Transaction Cost Economics
Transactions
Cost
Economics
Asset specificity Infrequency
Uncertainty
Unlimited liability
?



Defence
Outsourcing
Challenges
Influencing
Operational
Effectiveness

Misunderstandings

Dependency



?



?



?

In Table 1, each of the three major challenges satisfies at least one of the TCE criteria.
This means that challenges generate substantial transaction costs. Some of the intersections
between corresponding challenges and TCE criteria are denoted with the check mark (!) and
others with a question mark (?). A field that has a check mark represents a challenge that satisfies
the criterion and that is present in nearly all defence outsourcing scenarios considered in this
study. However, those with a question mark suggest that the link between the challenge and its
corresponding TCE criterion exists only in certain scenarios, specifically those that are closer to
the core of the military. Thus, the more a defence activity approaches the military core the more
likely that the link between the outsourcing challenge and the TCE criterion will be present. In
contrast, the further an activity is from the core the less substantial the link will be between
corresponding outsourcing challenges and TCE criteria.
The objective of this analysis is to present the extent to which the three TCE criteria are
present in defence outsourcing. TCE suggests that when these components, asset specificity,
uncertainty, and infrequency, become pervasive then transaction costs will increase. While this
cost increase may not be the primary concern for defence, the ability to continually engage in
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operations at a certain level of performance may significantly outweigh potential economies in
transaction costs. If outsourcing challenges are directly linked to military operational
effectiveness, at least in the medium or long-term, an increase in transaction costs not only
increases monetary costs but may also undermine this effectiveness.
The first challenge is the presence of unlimited liability. It is considered here to apply
primarily to personnel. Unlimited liability may introduce the hazards of uncertainty in the
presence of danger and the use of force. This hazard subsequently introduces contractor
limitations and hesitancy that may have a negative impact on operational effectiveness. For
routine defence activities, such as input maintenance, this uncertainty may not arise simply
because unlimited liability is almost irrelevant except under an exceptionally high tempo of
operations. Unlimited liability typically satisfies the asset specificity criterion because coercive
use of force is uniquely deferred to the state. For instance, developing military leadership skills
in officers or risk-management in the use of force is not only the purview of the state, but also
has few applications beyond the military. Finally, the criterion of infrequency may also be
satisfied because those defence force activities in actual or hypothetical scenarios involving
unlimited liability require fairly long-term training and commitment. Such qualities are
impossible to develop through direct market procurement. What is more, military personnel
develop military specific skills through predominantly vertical entry into the organization. Even
though personnel could be acquired through market transactions, it is not guaranteed that they
will have the required military, rather than functional, skills necessary to support the
organization.
The second challenge for defence outsourcing is the extent of misunderstanding4 between
parties. Misunderstandings occur because the two parties might each attribute different meanings
to concepts within a contract. Although a unit of purchase may be understood by both parties,
the misunderstanding concept illustrates the extent that the value of the transaction between the
government and the firm may not always be in alignment. To this end, unit misunderstanding
captures to what end the two parties understand a contract in the same way and whether such
understanding can be defined. Misunderstandings may also exist for some core activities where
non-specific defence assets may be in use. For example, it is easy for the military to acquire
maintenance services for non-military aircraft but specialized maintenance for military specific
assets, such as ejection seats, are not standard private sector services.
Therefore, misunderstandings between parties may satisfy the specificity criterion when
inputs in defence are purchased for narrow and specific military uses. The misunderstanding
challenge can also create further complexity in contracts. Even though specific uses of assets or
services can be agreed upon between both parties, the extent to which mutual understanding can
be incorporated accurately in contracts may be difficult. Finally, infrequency of transactions and
misunderstandings are more likely to exist for core functions, such as an operational capability,
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than for peripheral ones. For example, training may not be as responsive to military needs when
the military and contractor transact infrequently. When it is difficult to ensure that both parties
understand a contract to the same extent, then infrequent transactions may not address the
adverse effects of re-negotiation, re-structuring, and re-defining of contracts.
The third major challenge faced in defence outsourcing is the level of dependency, or
irreversibility, that outsourcing imposes on the military. While it is true that outsourcing may
lead to a loss of in-house provision, dependency may not pose a problem as long as alternative
suppliers continue to be forthcoming. Clearly, the consideration as to what extent a military
becomes dependent on a private organization fulfills the uncertainty criteria for the TCE
framework. Dependency may satisfy the asset specificity criterion where a high specificity of
assets required to carry out a function is a sign of small market size. Therefore, outsourcing
highly specific services increases the future replacement costs, should replacement be required,
and the expediency with which they can be replaced. In addition, highly specific services are
more likely to influence operational effectiveness because high specificity in the military context
implies more uniquely military activities. In the absence of these highly specific services the
military may experience a decline in operational effectiveness. Lastly, the infrequency criterion
may be satisfied by the dependency challenge. The higher the frequency that an outsourced
service must be used by the military, for example daily aircraft maintenance, then the more
standard the contract and the function, thus the lower the transaction costs.
The next step is to refine these criteria and establish their importance to the defence
outsourcing challenges. The importance of the three transactions criteria are that they are
positively related to the adoption of internal governance. TCE suggests that higher levels of
uncertainty and asset specificity, particularly when they occur in combination, result in a more
complex contracting environment and a greater need for adjustments throughout the contract
relationship. The application of TCE to defence outsourcing shows the presence of all three of
these transaction cost components. First, as asserted above, uncertainty surfaces because private
contractors must respond to unforeseen contingencies. These contingencies are generated both
by the external environment and the government redefining its service requirements. Second,
most assets, skills, and services in the military context are very specific to defence.5 Therefore,
private firms would be reluctant to maintain these high-cost defence assets and the
corresponding personnel because of the inability to use those elements in other profit-making
applications. Finally, consider infrequency, the use of military assets is costly to government
and generally left as a method of last resort.6 Therefore, private sector contractors could generate
profit from providing defence services only through higher volume or frequency activities, in the
form of long-term contracts. As a result, the infrequency that characterizes many defence
activities suggests that the private sector may, all other things being equal, be reluctant to enter
into contractual relations to provide those services.
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In addition to the three major characteristics of transactions, the significance of sovereign
transactions and the subsequent hazard of probity must be addressed.7 These “sovereign
transactions” create the additional hazard of probity where the risk of opportunism or strategic
behaviour on the part of the agent can potentially result in exorbitant negative results to the
state.8 The current analysis acknowledges that sovereign transactions and probity are legitimate
concerns in the debate regarding the outsourcing of government outputs. This analysis is limited
to the analysis of defence inputs where, although a service is being provided to the government
by a private firm, the defence training scenario does not exactly correspond to the delegation of
sovereign authority. As a result, the concept of sovereign transactions more aptly describes the
state’s outsourcing of an output. In the three cases studied in this paper, sovereign transactions
do not apply. Unless the state is using the outsourced training service to train foreign militaries
on its behalf, which is beyond the scope of this analysis, then there is no suggestion that
outsourced military training is an inherently sovereign activity.
Defining Defence Inputs, Capabilities, and Operational Effectiveness
In order to evaluate the context of defence outsourcing in the CF and RCAF it is first
necessary to define the concepts that encompass these organizations. The RCAF as part of the
CF is composed of different parts that link the tactical level operators and technicians to the
overall strategy of the Government of Canada. In this section, the theoretical linkages that exist
between these different parts will be defined and will be constructed into a conceptual model.
The model will illustrate the relationship between different parts of the RCAF and the CF’s core
military output of mission accomplishment.
The first concept to define is the position of missions within the scope of defence for the
CF. These missions are outlined in the Canada First Defence Strategy (CFDS) and are
considered the policy that guides defence institutions.9 These missions are the critical output of
the public institution of defence and all actions taken by the CF must contribute positively
towards these ends. In order to accomplish those missions, the CF requires capabilities.
Capabilities are the activities that are the means through which the CF accomplishes its
missions.
The CF maintains a finite number of capabilities and those capabilities are all tailored to
the needs of the missions outlined in the CFDS policy. All capabilities in the CF are composed of
a series of inputs, more accurately defined as defence inputs. These defence inputs are the parts
of capabilities that allow them to be used towards the accomplishment of mandated missions.
Capabilities are composed of three types of defence inputs. First, the primary input is the
platform or asset, such as a plane or frigate. Second, personnel are required for capabilities, these
include operators and maintainers. Finally, force generation is the last defence input because it is
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the ability of the CF to generate and replenish the capability with skilled personnel. For example,
the RCAF cannot simply purchase F35 jets and declare that it has an aerial combat capability.
Rather, the capability of aerial combat is the combination of defence inputs that operationalize
the RCAF’s capability to apply aerial combat towards the achievement of missions. The
relationship between these three components is illustrated below.
Figure 1: Linkage Between Defence Inputs and Mission Accomplishment

This model neatly separates the three critical parts of the CF between inputs and outputs.
Under this construct there is a clear relationship between what components are used by the CF to
create capabilities and what capabilities are used to complete government mandated missions.
Unlike the widely held ASD assumption that the CF is divided into capabilities that are core and
those that are non-core, this model implies that all capabilities are in fact core. Specifically,
because capabilities are the means through which missions are accomplished they are inherently
core. If an activity cannot be used to accomplish missions then it is not a capability and is
therefore a defence input. As a result, this model illustrates that considerations for outsourcing
non-core activities must be applied at the defence input level.
The effectiveness concept that characterizes the sum of defence inputs and capabilities is
the critical portion of Figure 1. In order for missions to be accomplished capabilities must
actually be effective. For the CF this concept is defined as operational effectiveness.
Operational effectiveness is the measurement that characterizes how well capabilities contribute
to the core output of mission accomplishment. This concept is the critical concern of the CF
because in order to complete its missions it must have the optimal combination of quality
defence inputs in order to guarantee operational effectiveness. Without the presence of
operational effectiveness, there is no guarantee that the CF will be able to fulfill its government
mandate and complete its CFDS missions. The relationship between defence inputs, capabilities
and missions through operational effectiveness is illustrated in Figure 1.
With this framework as a basis it is now possible to incorporate the concerns associated
with defence outsourcing. The critical concern of the CF is that its capabilities are effective in
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accomplishing a mission. Outsourcing defence inputs allows the CF to purchase an asset or
service from a private service provider and may even do so while achieving cost savings.
However, the causal position of those defence inputs in the linkages illustrated in Figure 1 does
not change by virtue of their provision switching from public to private. Otherwise, the potential
cost savings attributed through outsourcing will be lost because of the negative impact, or
potential negative impact, on CF operations. As a result, cost savings and increased efficiencies
of outsourcing are fundamentally constrained by the CF requirement of operational
effectiveness.
Principle 1: Unlimited Liability
With the model defined, the next task is deciding how to assess the potential influences
that outsourcing defence inputs will have on operational effectiveness. This paper proposes
three general principles of outsourcing that have been developed through a synthesis of defence
outsourcing research. In this section, the TCE criteria and the challenges of defence outsourcing
are combined in order to illustrate how the outsourcing of defence inputs can influence
operational effectiveness.
First, the concept of unlimited liability must be applied to the context of an outsourced
contract. Unlimited liability is defined by the CF as “being lawfully ordered into harm’s way
under conditions that could lead to loss of li[fe].”10 This concept states that the government
cannot transfer or enforce the obligation of unlimited liability on private agencies.11 This
definition is critical because the employment of private firms in conditions where unlimited
liability is an acknowledged risk can increase the transaction costs, specificity in particular,
associated with a decision to outsource. For example, consider the insurance costs and possible
legal complications that will be imposed on a contractor in order to provide a service that places
personnel and assets into high risk operating conditions.12
As a result, unlimited liability restricts the scope of what inputs can be considered for
outsourcing in terms of efficiency. Unlimited liability creates a unique military contracting
dilemma because the CF cannot enforce a contract under this risk and cannot penalize a
contractor for avoiding this risk.13 As a result, the challenge for outsourcing services in the
presence of unlimited liability transfers all costs of contract failure to the government. Finally,
from a core competency perspective, the presence of unlimited liability creates constraints for
the military and its commanders. 14 Therefore, the usefulness of an outsourced capability or input
can easily become cumbersome or even problematic to mission success. In this context, the first
general principle of outsourcing proposed is the following: Where unlimited liability defines
actions, the associated cost to replace that input or capability through a privately provided
service will be prohibitively expensive, prohibitively complex, and will not support operational
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effectiveness.
While this principle may be intuitive in that it argues that increased risk results in
increased cost as well as potential lessening of operational effectiveness, its application is
becoming increasingly difficult. For example, during the Great War the distinction between
defence inputs and capabilities was clear: there were front-line trenches and rear support
elements. However, the Great War was the last time that such a distinction could be clearly
drawn. As technology and strategy evolved and returned to warfare by movement, the distinction
between inputs and capabilities that were exposed to unlimited liability became less clear. 15
Therefore, in current operations it is necessary to understand that when defence inputs are
exposed to unlimited liability they have a direct influence on operational effectiveness.
Principle 2: Increased Complexity and Quality Uncertainty
The second general principle for outsourcing focuses on the defence inputs concerned
with personnel that contribute to CF capabilities (Recall Figure 1). Their link to operational
effectiveness is based on force generation. Force generation is the ability to acquire personnel,
equipment, and infrastructure facilities, and transform them into an operational military. The
mechanism through which force generation produces operational effectiveness is training.
Training personnel, training on equipment, infrastructure for training, all contribute to and
encompass force generation. In-house CF provision of every defence input in the force
generation process is expensive. Therefore, from a transaction cost perspective, complete
vertical integration of force generation may not be the most efficient governance structure.
Personnel are costly, they require time to train, and are best employed on operations. Therefore,
the consideration of outsourcing parts of force generation in order to achieve cost savings for
potential re-investment into capabilities is appealing for defence planners.16 What is more, the
relative certainty of contract enforcement in Canada suggests that the CF can outsource elements
of force generation with minimal complexity. Finally, from a core competency perspective, it is
critical to evaluate the potential impact that a contract can have on CF capabilities. As the
potential for increased complexity and quality reduction increases so does the potential for
adverse effects on operational effectiveness. As a result, the second general principle of
outsourcing proposed by this study suggests the following: Where contracts introduce
complexity and/or quality uncertainty within force generation, there is a direct negative effect on
capabilities and, as a result, on operational effectiveness.
This principle implies that there are defence inputs that have a direct impact on the
sustainment and execution of operations. Consider the inventory scenario where the CF has fixed
numbers of capable personnel. A fraction is committed to operations and the other is used
throughout the training system to support force generation. Personnel cannot be engaged in
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operations indefinitely, and if they are, then their effectiveness will inevitably decline over time.
If force generation is ineffective at replacing personnel needed in operations then capabilities
will not perform optimally and operational effectiveness will suffer. Given this relatively fixed
number of personnel, the priority for operations leaves fewer personnel to train replacements and
that in and of itself can diminish the quality of training. The lower quality of training
subsequently contributes to a decline in operational effectiveness.
Principle 3: Critical Dependency
The final general principle of defence outsourcing concerns policy direction and future
interests with regard to defence capabilities. Specifically, when outsourcing is used to either
supplement or replace an existing capability or input, any military cedes a certain level of
organizational knowledge and expertise. This loss of knowledge increases over time.17 The
longer that a capability or defence input is outsourced, the more the contracted firm becomes
institutionalized as the provider and the more expensive it becomes, in terms of time and
personnel, for the military to reacquire the lost capability or input. This is defined as the
“hollowing out” effect, where, by virtue of long-term contracts or continued outsourcing a
military loses part of its ability to provide for itself. 18
The concepts of hollowing out and critical dependencies are some of the more
challenging effects to measure. In the context of public versus private provision it is held that
outsourcing provides cost savings and increased efficiency; however, when the focus narrows to
the provision of defence this generality is not well-documented or proven.19 The dilemma can be
mitigated based on the policy of the government concerned with defence capabilities in the
future. As services and capabilities are contracted out, or increasingly supported by contracted
services, the cost to replace or reacquire the service or capability increases over time. Therefore,
government policy can take on two forms: first, it can decide that increasing critical
dependencies is too high of a cost in the immediate future and opt for minimal outsourcing; or, it
can decide that critical dependencies are acceptable and increase outsourcing thereby passing the
potential cost to reacquire the service or capability to future governments. Therefore, the final
general principle for defence outsourcing proposed by this study suggests the following:
Contractors can increase or maintain military institutional knowledge. However, institutional
knowledge transferred to private firms over an extended period will increase critical
dependencies and increase future costs of replacement inputs.
Overall, ceding organizational knowledge limits the CF’s independence and creates
dependencies on an external non-military organization. This dependency suggests that
maintaining flexibility will become increasingly costly over time.20 However, the dependency of
a military on a contractor is a two-way street. The specialized nature of most defence inputs and
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capabilities limits the size of the market for those services. As a result, it is inaccurate to classify
critical dependencies as strictly negative. The level of critical dependencies and to what degree
they influence capabilities is a more appropriate way to think about the concept.
Case Study 1: Flying Training
In this section, the goal is to evaluate to what extent that the current NFTC and Allied
wings contracts can be considered effective forms of defence outsourcing based on the
measurement of operational effectiveness. Each of the three principles will be applied to the
current scenario in order to identify the challenges and benefits that exist within the current
contracts. In general, flying training suggests an appropriate scenario for continued outsourcing
in the RCAF. However, due to complications that surface under unlimited liability, training
quality uncertainty, and contract complexity, complications have surfaced in the outsourcing
arrangement.
Principle 1: Unlimited Liability
Applying the principles of outsourcing to the RCAF flying training scenario begins with
the application of unlimited liability in defence contracts. Both of the RCAF contracts, and
flying training in general, are not affected by unlimited liability. Flying training is executed in a
domestic environment where the training context is benign and not subject to high volatility.
The environment is stable, the risk associated with the training is largely controllable, and there
is no requirement for unlimited liability. Recall, unlimited liability is defined by DND/CF as the
authority for the military to command those in its employ to be exposed to mortal danger,
primarily through the concept of force, in the execution of their work. The environment where
training occurs when unlimited liability is absent can clearly create cost savings for DND/CF. In
addition, the lack of unlimited liability within the flying training system suggests that
outsourcing would have minimal adverse affects on RCAF operational effectiveness.
The flying training phases in the CFTS do not support Principle 1 regarding outsourced
flying training. Both contracts illustrate an appropriate avenue for outsourcing. However, when
unlimited liability is applied to the further phases of flying training its distinction becomes
complicated. For example, the Allied Wings contract provides civilian contracted flying
instruction initial training phases. However, more advanced operational training is military
instruction only. These advanced phases present students with training on multi-engine and jet
aircraft. 21 Is unlimited liability present? Potentially, but more accurate characterization is that
the students are learning to operate and familiarize themselves with the aircraft.22 To this end,
unlimited liability should not be considered a reasonable concern regarding multi-engine and jet
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training in the RCAF. On the civilian side of multi-engine and jet training there is no
requirement for unlimited liability. As a result, if the intent of the program is limited to
qualification of a flying standard, then there is no need for the addition of unlimited liability.
Based on Principle 1 the RCAF can realistically consider the training of further phases in the
flying training system as optimal candidates for outsourcing without jeopardizing operational
effectiveness.
The application of Principle 1 and unlimited liability changes when applied to flying
training involving inherently military elements. Consider training at operational training
squadrons where pilots learn tactical manoeuvres involving high speed, low attitudes, and
combat scenarios.23 These scenarios have no direct comparison to the civilian flying
occupations. Civilians have no expectation of engaging in such aerial activities and do not have
the authority to command pilots in their employ to engage in such dangerous scenarios.24 As a
result, the application of military elements to pilot instruction has the characteristic of
maximizing aircraft capabilities in combination with the refinement of mental skills to deal with
military-specific contexts. Under these conditions it becomes increasingly dangerous for pilots
to achieve the qualification standard of the RCAF. In order to achieve this standard, military
pilots must adhere to commands that place their lives in danger. Such training has the
characteristics of an unlimited liability scenario. Under these conditions, the dichotomy between
what can and cannot be taught by civilian instructors becomes increasingly distinct. In
comparison to a much simpler scenario, the flying instruction limitation for civilians is likened
to the instruction of a rifle. A civilian can instruct an individual how to operate and maintain a
rifle as effectively as a military instructor, but the appropriate application of the rifle regarding
force is strictly the jurisdiction of the state.25
Principle 2: Contract Complexity and Quality Uncertainty
In contrast to Principle 1, the second principle of outsourcing is supported by outsourced
flying training in the RCAF. The principle argues that contract complexity and quality
uncertainty cannot be increased in force generation without creating adverse effects on
operational capabilities. The current contracts do not illustrate decreased complexity. Recall,
training is a defence input that contributes to the operation of defence capabilities. The primary
illustration of Principle 2 deals with the pre-contracting challenges between the contractor, and
the contractor. Unforeseen contingencies after the contract has been signed make it difficult for
RCAF to resolve potential ex-ante misunderstandings because outsourcing creates a bilateral
relationship. Therefore, neither organization can autonomously address challenges that surface
during contract execution. The ex-post hazards resulting from misunderstandings and general
contract incompleteness have already been observed as a challenge in the RCAF. In 2002, the
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NFTC contract was reviewed by the Auditor General, and it was observed that the RCAF had
been paying for approximately $65 million in training that it was not using.26 The RCAF could
request a contract arrangement that allows for more flexibility in the quantity of pilot production
as needed, however, this would potentially increase the adjustment costs of the contractor in
response to such uncertainty. Therefore, the current contract may restrict RCAF production
flexibility but minimizes uncertainty for the contractor.
Principle 2 also suggests potential complication with regard to the quality of the training
that is provided by the contractor versus the military. It is important to state first that this
analysis does not suggest that military pilots are superior to civilian pilots or vice versa. The
major issue in this scenario is that it is unclear as to what the explicit intent of the flying training
contracts are designed to provide. Misunderstandings, defined in the TCE matrix in earlier in
analysis, are present because from a military perspective the conceptualization of a pilot includes
officership attributes in addition to fundamental pilot skills. However, the importance of this
officer component may simply not be understood by the contractor. NFTC and Allied Wings
have the primary responsibilities of providing training that is critical to pilot skills and not
intangible elements that are common to RCAF leadership development. Regardless of whether
or not these intangible leadership attributes are critical to flying training, it is unclear whether the
explicit intent of the outsourced program is to provide officers or to provide pilots. Such a
distinction is a value judgement made by senior military leadership and it is necessary in order to
clearly determine whether or not outsourcing is appropriate for this training.
Overall, the current allocation of RCAF flying instructors displays diminishing returns.
Essentially, the RCAF attempts to increase training production by employing more instructors.
However, due to the trade-off between proficiency flying and student flying hours, the training
system does not achieve increased efficiency. Consider the number of obligations that detract
from an RCAF instructor’s core role of instructing flying to students. The RCAF has policy in
place requiring renewed proficiencies on aircraft on a continuing basis.27 This includes the
military-specific proficiencies as well as the Transport Canada military equivalent flying
proficiencies.28 RCAF instructors are required to achieve ratings for their level of instruction in
addition to the general military flying instructor course. These qualification commitments
illustrate how the number of hours potentially lost to student training can quickly add up.
Therefore, using flying qualifications and proficiencies as an example suggests that based on
RCAF flying requirement policies alone, the training system can lose up to 25-30 potential phase
billets per year.29 Over the life of the contract this is a significant throughput challenge that also
continuously hampers the RCAF’s ability to meet its operational personnel requirements. As a
result, Principle 2 suggests that the quality of pilots is potentially diminished by the contracts not
as the fault of the contractor, rather due to the various extra requirements imposed on the system
by the CF.
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Principle 3: Critical Dependencies
Finally, Principle 3 suggests that current outsourcing may not be beneficial to the RCAF
due to the critical dependencies it creates. It is unclear to what extent the RCAF is capable of
reassuming administration of flying training if contracting was no longer an option. Initial
training phases are not conducted on military aircraft. In the extreme scenario that Allied Wings
was incapable of contract fulfillment, would the RCAF be capable of training pilots? The answer
is unclear and may in fact be no. First, current military instructors are not taught primary flying
training for initial training phases because this has been contracted out.30 Second, the number of
instructors required for such work would instantly diminish the effective number of pilots
available to RCAF operations. Third, as illustrated through military self-imposed inefficiencies,
such as the mandatory instructor flying proficiencies, the number of RCAF instructors required
to fulfill this role would be considerably more than the number of civilians needed to provide the
equivalent volume of training. Consider the number of maintenance personnel that would be
required to maintain flying training. This would further detract from the available inventory of
operationally available RCAF personnel. Finally, the aircraft are not the property of the CF.
Neither are the materials for training, the courseware, or the simulators.31 The CF might be
capable in the long-run of repatriating flying training, but it would be a costly and challenging
process. As a result, the RCAF has created a critical dependency in its force generation model
for pilot production.
The other concept highlighted by Principle 3 is the advantage of long-term outsourcing to
contractors. Consider the hiring processes and incentives of contractors. When contractors
require personnel they solicit the labour market for employees. When relocation, training, or
other miscellaneous costs are not imperative, contractors do not pay them. For example, Allied
Wings is not obligated to relocate employees, pay for their training, or responsible for members
to maintain professional qualifications. The obligation of the contractor is strictly defined as
maintaining the service level required in the signed contract.32 To this end, contractors have a
freer hand in acquiring personnel that than the military because hiring is based on the balance
between their profits and expenses. The military on the other hand is obligated to expend
significant overhead on personnel cost every time that a position must be filled within the CF.
The military pays for relocation, pays for training, and is responsible for the maintenance of
professional qualifications. The benefit of contracting in this scenario is not simply potential
savings in personnel costs; rather, outsourcing implies that contractors, unlike the CF, are not
critically dependent on the CF personnel generation and management system constraints.
Contractors not only avoid these issues but they also do not have to be as critical in their
recruitment standards as the CF in order to provide employment. The short-term benefits of
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contracting seem positive. However, the important trade-off for the CF is recognizing that these
benefits come at the potential long-term cost of diminishing the RCAF ability to re-assume pilot
production.

Table 2: Summary of Flying Training and Principles of Outsourcing
General Principles of Outsourcing
Principle 1:
Principle 2:
Principle 3:
RCAF Flying

Unlimited

Complexity and

Critical

Training

Liability

Quality

Dependency

Scenario

Uncertainty


X



The key observations of the outsourced flying training in the RCAF illustrate the various
impacts that the inefficiency of the system has on operational effectiveness. The results of the
flying training scenario and its relation to the three principles of outsourcing are summarized
below in Table 2. The columns with a check mark (!) denote the extent that the flying training
scenario satisfies the respective principle of outsourcing proposed by this analysis. Conversely,
an X denotes that the corresponding principle is not satisfied. In this context, “satisfied”
indicates that the case study under consideration produces significant transactions costs, through
one or more of the three principles, and is not appropriate for outsourcing.
Capability Outsourcing: Search and Rescue (SAR)
Search and rescue (SAR) is maintained by the RCAF/CF both as a mission and as a
capability. The overall objective is for the CF to provide emergency response services to isolated
regions throughout the country in order to protect Canadians and support claims of sovereignty. 33
SAR is a CF capability that does not seem to fit into the missions outlined in Canadian defence
policy because it is more of an emergency response than a defence activity. The RCAF operates
SAR under the strategic intent of protecting Canadian interests. However, SAR is an isolated
capability that, arguably, does not contribute to operational effectiveness in terms of defence or
combat related activities. To this end, this section of the analysis pushes the envelope regarding
the consideration to outsource at the level of defence capability. In the case of SAR, the RCAF
has the capability and bears the cost of maintaining it, manning it, and its subsequent inventory
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implications on the force generation model as whole. If SAR does not satisfy the principles of
outsourcing generated in this analysis, then perhaps there is a genuine opportunity for the RCAF
to outsource the entire capability without significant risk to operational effectiveness.
Principle 1: Unlimited Liability
The operational environment of SAR suggests that there is a level of unlimited liability.
On the one hand, SAR technicians, pilots, and ACSOs are considered the option of last resort
because they can be sent into conditions that are beyond the capabilities of police, forestry,
fisheries and oceans, or any participating civilian agency.34 These high risk operating
environments are not only beyond the capabilities of other departments, but are also inherently
dangerous to the extent that obligating individuals to engage in such operations would be a
physical manifestation of unlimited liability. On the other hand, rescue operations that do not
have the same extent of adverse conditions suggest that any civilian equivalent to the SAR
capability could effectively engage in search and recovery operations. SAR does not have the
inherent military unlimited liability characteristic regarding the application or authority in the
use of force, but it does obligate individuals to engage in operations outside the normal
boundaries of emergency response.
Given that force does not apply, SAR as a capability likely does not satisfy Principle 1 of
unlimited liability. If this is the case, then the risk of harm to personnel can be transferred
effectively to non-military entities. Therefore, under outsourcing, transaction costs may not
increase to prohibitive levels. In addition, operational effectiveness will not decrease because of
the high-substitutability of skills between non-military emergency response occupations found in
similar departments, such as the Canadian Coast Guard and RCMP. The obligation to engage in
dangerous operations, if unlimited liability is no longer a consideration, does not adversely affect
the flexibility or execution of operations or the needs of the search and rescue capability.
Principle 2: Complexity and Quality Uncertainty
The first potential complexity challenge in SAR outsourcing would be its relationship to
the emergency response at municipal, provincial, national, and international levels. The current
arrangement for RCAF SAR operations involves the cooperation and communication of
incidents at multiple levels. First, DND shares SAR responsibilities with the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans.35 Second, because multiple government agencies have some form of SAR
capability, DND has to participate with other departments such as the RCMP and Canadian
Coast Guard in order to employ coordinated operations. 36 SAR is not simply deployed because
of a need for emergency response. Rather, the RCAF will deploy SAR only when there is no
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other agency that can perform the required function or on the request of differing levels of
authority throughout provincial and federal government departments.37 Outsourcing SAR would
remove its place within the current government network and would leave the service provider in
a situation of uncertainty as to its jurisdiction, which is currently defined through DND, and its
functional relationship to differing levels of authority. Therefore, the probity hazard likely
surfaces within the military governance structure between the SAR provider and other
emergency response services.38 As a result, outsourcing SAR requires the development of a
governance structure that minimizes horizontal probity complications. Otherwise, inability to
effectively operate with other government organizations could undermine the ability for an
outsourced SAR capability to operate effectively.
When SAR is deconstructed into individual components it can be characterized as low
internal and low external specificity. In the absence of unlimited liability, contracting pilots,
maintenance and maintenance crews for SAR positions would not be insurmountable. In
addition, the potential for contractual misunderstandings about the intent of the service does not
necessarily exist. The quality difference between private and RCAF provisions should be
minimal because multiple private organizations have accumulated experience and capabilities to
provide SAR operations to the military.39 However, the potential straightforwardness of
outsourcing SAR may be irrelevant when the potential risks of quality reduction are considered.
This cost is best captured through the potential negative political audience costs that may be
imposed on the government. Although in depth analysis of audience costs is beyond the scope of
this analysis, they characterize the extent to which strategic choices by government can result in
a subsequent loss of political office.40 When such potential audience costs are compared between
vertically integrated and hybrid governance structures, the outcome may still be negative for the
latter, but perhaps not to the same extent. For example, the RCAF SAR capability failed a rescue
in February 2012 and subsequently was required to complete an investigation to rectify potential
organizational deficiencies.41 Theoretically SAR does not satisfy Principle 2. Yet, in practice, it
may involve too high of a risk on behalf for the government and the RCAF.
Principle 3: Critical Dependency
Given that SAR is a capability rather than a defence input there is an increased level of
critical dependency for the RCAF in the application of outsourcing. Unlike a defence input
where a component can be substituted with potentially minimal repercussions on operational
effectiveness, capabilities encompass the entirety of the service being provided. Outsourcing
SAR would in fact increase the critical dependency of the CF on a private organization. This
critical dependency is only applicable so long as SAR is defined as a mission within the scope of
defence policy. If the intent is just to maintain the military’s oversight of that mission, then SAR
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outsourcing would make the RCAF fully reliant on the contractor for search and rescue
operations of its personnel and civilians.
If DND is no longer tasked under defence policy as the institution responsible for the
broadly stated mission of search and rescue within Canadian territory, then the CF would no
longer face a critical dependency because there would be no obligation for the RCAF to engage
in SAR operations. Whereas it may not be optimal to outsource SAR given the cost of potential
failures, there may be cost-savings by removing it from defence policy even though scope
economies may exist. The rationale for having a SAR capability seems to be for the perpetuation
of its own operational effectiveness rather than the overall operational effectiveness of the
military.
Overall, SAR is a good theoretical candidate for outsourcing in terms of entire CF
capabilities. The results of the SAR scenario are summarized in Table 3. The application and
definition of unlimited liability is not explicitly present in the SAR context of operations. The
absence of force and the similarity to civilian-style emergency operations suggests that
inherently military risk is no reason to dismiss SAR outsourcing.

Table 3: Summary of SAR Capability Outsourcing and the Principles of Outsourcing
General Principles of Outsourcing
Principle 1:
Principle 2:
Principle 3:
SAR Capability Unlimited

Complexity and

Critical

Outsourcing

Quality

Dependency

Liability

Scenario

Uncertainty
X

X

X

Conclusion
In conclusion, the main contributions to the inefficiency of defence outsourcing in the
RCAF are the result of difficulties with their incorporation into the military governance
structure. This analysis has proposed three principles of defence outsourcing developed through
TCE that have been used as a metric to evaluate the potential influence that current and potential
RCAF defence outsourcing initiatives have on operational effectiveness. With regard to the
current practice of outsourced flying training, the current governance structure is not performing
optimally in terms of throughput, cost, and operational effectiveness. Flying training in the
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RCAF fits the criteria that outsourcing can be more efficiently provided under an outsourced
contract. Such outsourcing in and of itself does not adversely influence operational effectiveness
or create significant complications in the production of pilots. The military structure and the
execution of the contracts remain inefficient because of the RCAF propensity to over-burden
military instructors with secondary functions that distort their core responsibility of instruction.
The RCAF continues to perceive quality in terms of officership and Military Ethos while the
civilian contractors continue to perceive quality in terms of technical flying ability. This
misunderstanding continues to reduce the efficiency of the flying training system because the
RCAF pursues further military involvement into the civilian administration of the training.
The second case study of this analysis pushed the envelope and applied the three
principles to the consideration of whole capability outsourcing. The results provided some
expected and some unexpected insights. Using SAR as the case study for capability outsourcing
allowed the analysis to evaluate a capability that could be argued as non-core because it does not
support the operational effectiveness of the CF as a whole. When the capability as whole is
deconstructed as a series of defence inputs then the three principles supported the consideration
of SAR for outsourcing. This conclusion was that the individual defence inputs were low
internal and low external specificity and resembled the flying and aircraft maintenance training
scenarios. Although the individual defence inputs all support outsourcing through the three
principles, the risks associated with potential failure, illustrated through probity hazards and
negative audience costs, might simply be too high. Therefore, the unexpected result is that
although the principles are effective in evaluating the appropriateness of defence input
outsourcing, they are too restrictive and narrow to incorporate the complexities that are involved
with entire capability outsourcing.
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Abstract
Bio-environmentalists stress that the neoclassical economic assumption of infinite growth is a
key source of today’s global environmental crisis. Mainstream development theorists stress that
sustainable development is best assessed in aggregate and exogenous terms. Clearly these
conclusions are incompatible. If the planet’s carrying capacity is reached in the name of growth,
then rich and poor alike will suffer the consequences. By providing a critique of the imperialistic
model of Eurocentric development through a postdevelopment lens, this paper advocates for a
‘bottom up’ approach that can right this developmental dilemma. This paper employs the
alternative ‘development from below’ methodology in theory and practice, in order to argue that
a new way of looking at growth called ‘dark green eco-centrism’ is the best way achieve the
developmental goal of reducing poverty, while simultaneously halting the detrimental processes
of global warming.
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Introduction
Bioenvironmentalists stress that the neoclassical economic assumption of infinite growth
is a key source of today’s global environmental crisis.1 Mainstream development theorists stress
that sustainable development is best assessed in aggregate and exogenous terms. Clearly these
conclusions are incompatible. If the planet’s ‘carrying capacity’ 2 is reached in the name of
growth, then rich and poor with both suffer the detrimental consequences, albeit not to the same
extent. By providing a critique of the imperialistic model of Eurocentric development through a
postdevelopment lens, this paper will suggest a ‘bottom up’ approach that can right this
developmental dilemma. This paper will employ the alternative ‘development from below’
methodology in theory and practice, in order to argue that a new way of looking at growth
labeled ‘dark green eco-centrism’ is the best way achieve the developmental goal of reducing
poverty, whilst simultaneously halting the detrimental processes of global warming. This dark
green eco-centrism attempts to provide a substitute to traditional development by emphasizing
that sustainable growth should be internally rooted in domestic values and institutions, selfreliant on regional capacity, and aware of surrounding ecological limits. It is not a new and
infallible approach but a radical rethinking of how to define development within the discourse,
and an alternative that has yet to be seriously considered by the majority of policy makers.
Defining Development: The Contentions and Contradictions
Formulating a concrete definition of development is problematic because the very
concept is ill-defined and contested. According to Robert O’Brien and Marc Williams,
development is both a process and a condition, with attention given to the means in which
society may transform itself, as well as the form reached by those states that have made the
successful transition to self-sustaining growth. 3 While self-sustaining growth (or sustainable
development) is a fluid concept for which no uniform definition exists, this paper will draw upon
the most widely accepted definition. Put forth by the Brundtland Commission4 , sustainable
development is defined as “development that meets the needs of the present generation without
jeopardizing the resources available to future generations”.5 Traditionally, sustainable
development has been measured in economically aggregate terms. Under this definition, a
country is categorized as ‘developed’ when its per capita Gross National Product (GNP) 6 has
reached a level of 500 USD (for some observers)7 or 1000 USD (for others)8 , and an
independently sustained annual growth rate of five to seven percent. According to these
empirical criteria, certain countries are highly developed, while those on the lower rungs of the
economic ladder are underdeveloped.
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The problem with this over simplified development based exclusively on an economic
growth-model is that it fails to address the multifaceted nature of development. It ignores the
internal redistribution of wealth (unequal rates of growth in different regions), as well as social
objectives such as employment, health and shelter.9 Regardless of the shortfalls of this model, it
still retains vestigial influence today, due to the impact of works like Walt Rostow’s The Stages
of Economic Growth, and to the dominant role played by quantitatively oriented economists in
the drafting of policy.10 In fact, even when they give token acknowledgement to other
dimensions of development, many economists continue to subordinate non-economic factors to
the practical requirements of their growth models. This should not be seen as a stubborn refusal
to update their methodologies; rather it reflects the temptation of advantages drawn from
employing a singular agent of analysis. Despite the various insufficiencies that have been raised
regarding GNP as an indicator of development, this model provides a well-known standard of
measuring growth that allows for transparent cross-national comparisons to be made.11
A more inclusive way of looking at development that attempts to rectify the deficiencies
of the aggregate measurement of economic growth was summarized at the commencement of the
United Nations’ ‘First Development Decade’.12 As encapsulated by UN Secretary General U
Thant’s formula, “development equals economic growth plus social change”.13 The trouble with
this formula is that it either says too little or too much. Not one particular version of economic
growth will do, nor one particular kind of change. As a result, most social scientists adopt some
variant of this mediating conception as their own working definition of development that is
broad enough to embrace a variety of change processes, whilst it endeavors to include economic,
social, cultural and political factors.14 For example, O’Brien and Williams believe that beyond
economic growth, development requires a structural transformation of the economy, and a
movement from a traditional value system to a modern one.15 Nevertheless social scientists tend
to subordinate value judgments about human goals to the achievement of economic growth, to
the creation of new social divisions of labour, to the quest for modern institutionalization, or to
the spread of attitudes deemed compatible with efficient production.16
In an attempt to minimize cultural biases, there are some social scientists that reject the
notion that all societies ought to follow patterns set by the top rungs of the ladder. However,
many still assert that modern patterns are inevitable given the effects of technological
penetration of contemporary societies throughout the world. This reveals that beyond these
theoretical conceptualizations, lingers a common assumption that ‘developed’ societies ought to
serve as models for others. The preconceived notion of the eventuality of ‘development’ is
displayed in practice by the North-South conflict, via the existence of political differences and
diplomatic conflict between advanced industrialized countries and lesser-developed countries. 17
The North-South conflict has, and continues to be characterized by an inequality of dominance
and dependence. Historically when ‘developing’ countries have pushed for change (such as the
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New International Economic Order [NIEO] 18 in the 1970s), on the grounds that advanced
countries have failed to use international institutions to support their interests, negotiations have
usually ended in stalemate.19 This dissolution of the conversation was, and continues to be, due
to the refusal of ‘the North’ to enter into serious dialogue regarding any sort of systematic
reform.
The failure of the NIEO is part of a larger historical record that has been unfolding since
the adoption of the Bretton Woods Agreement. 20 This record shows that as a counter-hegemonic
force, a coalition of ‘developing’ states has been important only insofar as it provides a critique
of the liberal economic order. While this paper by no means assumes complete commonality
among impoverished peoples around the planet, they do share a common bargaining platform
that is united in its inability to acquire concessions from the richer nations that dictate
developmental practice and policy. Due to the exclusive nature of the discourse, development in
its current paradigm, has failed because the very concept has, and continues to produce
inequality. In short, development has been unable to meet the needs and preoccupations of those
at the bottom of the social ladder. It often makes impoverished peoples more detrimental to
themselves by internalizing a privileged conception of what they need, which exacerbates
tensions everywhere. This has served to expand disparity gaps, making the rich richer, and the
poor poorer. Development in its current form has simultaneously destroyed the old fabric of
communal societies, and created needs, envies and services that make people more dependent on
development, whilst systematically dispossessing the excluded from their means of sustenance.21
Enter Postdevelopment: Breaking Traditional Paradigms
Many critics of development have furthered the developmental critique by arguing that at
its foundation, development is simply a way for the advanced industrialized countries, more
specifically, the ‘Global North’, to continue its dominance of the lesser-developed countries,
more specifically, the ‘Global South’.22 In short, it is a prolongation of imperialising practices
that have shaped growth to further the interests of the wealthy. Development in its current form
has not sought to create a fair set of rules that promote the wellbeing of the Global South,
because those who benefit from the current system staunchly resist change, and these selfprofessed oligarchs are very powerful.23 According to much ‘Southern’ scholarship, the
‘Northern’ model of development is simply a mechanism for the imposition of economic control
over less developed peoples to an extent that is equally, if not more pervasive than the colonial
system from which it sprung. The opposition between ‘civilized’ and ‘primitive’, which was
instrumental in justifying colonialisation at the height of imperial incorporation was no longer
viable, so “development was in this respect crucial in reconfiguring the global identity of excolonies in a way that was incorporative and universalistic yet still hierarchical”.24
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The logic is crisp. Development is y x p x q, where y is the cost of the basket of goods
consumed by 26% of the people at the apex of development using 88% of the world’s resources.
p is the relentless increase in the cost of y as the process of development progresses and q is the
resource limitations of the planet. Thus y x p x q equals the boundless misery of 74% of the
persons at the nadir of development, competing for an ever diminishing percentage of the
world’s resources.25
Following this logic, it not surprising that academics in the Global South have argued
that development as a process has reached an impasse, and as a goal should be abandoned.
Moreover, they claim that the “end of development” should be recognized.26 This end should not
be seen as an end to the search of new possibilities of change, for a relational world of
friendship, or for genuine processes of regeneration able to give birth to new forms of solidarity.
Alternatively, as postdevelopment scholar Majid Rahnema suggests, “it should mean that the
binary, the mechanistic, the reductionist, the inhumane and the ultimately self-destructive
approach to change is over”.27 For this present impasse does not call for a ‘better’ way of doing
development in the traditional sense, rather, if there is to be a deconstruction and redefinition
that shatters the imprisoning reality and bring about real change, it must be born from
experiences nurtured in a Global South matrix. The counter logic to development is to be found
not in the projection of a new and infallible approach to it, but in the radical grassroots
remaining of alternative futures. This requires a theoretical and practical transformation of the
existing notions of development, modernity and the environment.28
Postdevelopment is a form of critique that gestates in the emerging consciousness of
those who refuse to be ‘objects,’ and declare their intent to become ‘subjects’ of history. The
basis of this postdevelopment thought lies in the argument that, prior to the emergence of
international developmental processes and policies implemented by former colonial powers and
their institutions, many countries, though lacking in western institutions such as healthcare,
educational opportunities and sanitation, were not by their own perceptions, poor.29 According to
Arturo Escobar, it was only when external expectations and norms were introduced through the
intervention of international agencies that those countries came to be seen, both internally and
externally, as poor and underdeveloped, and thus in need of ‘development’. 30 Development is not
merely an instrument of economic control over the physical and social reality of the Global
South; it is an invention, a strategy of underdevelopment constructed by the ‘First World’. It
serves as the primary mechanism through which the ‘Third World’31 imagines itself, while
marginalizing or precluding other ways of seeing and doing.32 Furthermore, the political and
economic order coded by the developmental ‘tale of three worlds,’ rests on a traffic of meanings
that map new domains of being, and “colonial discourses of race, progress and civilization were
reworked into the language of development”.33
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Hence, development as experienced by the Global South is a manifestation of westerncentric philosophies which impose western socio-economic values and systems, subsequently
destroying indigenous cultures and the sustainability of natural environments. Since the
detrimental nature of western-centric development has been recognized, postdevelopment
theorists see the future of growth lying within alternative conceptions of change that emanate
from people themselves deciding how to live their lives. Critical thought can rouse this social
awareness regarding the power that development still presently has, in order to assist in
visualizing some possible paths in which communities can move away from development into a
different domain. It can do this through experimenting with different ways of organizing
societies and economies, in order to rectify the damage done from over four decades of
relentlessly imposed ‘development’.34 This postdevelopment future is critical of what the Global
North claims to be ‘established’ scientific knowledge, takes an interest in local autonomy, culture
and knowledge, and defends localized and pluralised grassroots movements.35 For this to come
to fruition, it requires changes in institutions and social relations, openness to various forms of
knowledge and cultural manifestations, new styles of participation, greater local autonomy over
the production of norms, and, an innovative rethinking of the relationship between the discourse
of development and the biosphere in which it unfolds.
Unsustainable
Environment

Sustainable

Development:

The

Degration

of

The destruction of natural ecosystems in the Global South through agriculture,
urbanization, and resource extraction in the name of growth and progress has defined
developmental practices. Unfortunately, there remains much confusion as to the full extent of
environmental degradation36in the Global South due to misleading statements by politicians, as
well as a long standing campaign by fossil fuel lobbies to systematically confuse and misinform
public opinion.37 In spite of the rhetoric being spewed from politicians and corporations in the
Global North, the data speaks for itself. Anthropogenic carbon emissions are increasing by about
three percent annually due to the growing use of coal in rapidly ‘developing’ countries, which is
directly correlated to an annual rise in atmospheric carbon dioxide by about 2.5 parts per
million.38 The capacity of ‘natural sinks’39 to absorb is being overwhelmed by carbon outputs to
the point that soil (which has the potential under traditional practices such as low-till cultivation
and cover chopping to sequester large amounts of carbon), is eroding at exponential rates due to
modern agricultural practices and overgrazing. The burning of biomass contributes a further
twenty percent to carbon emissions, creating a persistent atmospheric brown cloud (ABC) or
haze over the poorer regions partaking in deforestation practices such as South and East Asia as
and parts of the Amazon basin. 40
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Furthermore, water shortages and soil erosion are continually threatening food
production in many areas. These problems will be drastically exacerbated by climate change and
growing populations, and represent the most serious medium threat to the poorest and most
populous countries.41 Aimed at combating these food shortages, the replacement of tropical
forests by the much lower biomass of farm crops in the Global South has released at least two
billion tons of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. While this is substantially less than the five
billion tons annually released by the burning of fossil fuels, it is still a net annual increase of 2.3
billion tons of atmospheric carbon.42 In short, bringing a total halt to tropical forest destruction,
or halving the consumption of fossil fuels would be enough to reduce the total output of carbon
to a level that could be absorbed by the planet’s ‘natural sinks’. Regardless of the benefits of
conservation, following the traditional paradigm of economic growth seems tempting for a
Global South that has been indoctrinated by the rhetoric of ‘development’, which dictates that
the best course of action is exploiting resources on a once-off basis to build up wealth that can be
channelled into other more industrial activities.
From a Global South viewpoint, the benefits of innovative conservation over traditional
development are threefold. First, the non economic benefits of conservation are significant to
many indigenous populations, who find sacred and spiritual qualities within their surroundings.43
Although these peoples generally hold only marginal power within their political systems, they
represent a traditional national identity, which serves to separate their country from what they
consider to be a culturally homogeneous Global North. Second, while volcanic and floodplain
soils are capable of sustaining agriculture for centuries, the majority of tropical soils are not. 44
Forest clearing in Amazonia and Africa can provide only a few annual yields before farmers are
forced to move to another location due to the relatively impoverished condition of regional soils.
Third, the developmental economic argument that exploiting one’s natural resources will provide
wealth to finance more technological development depends on some shaky assumptions. The
logic assumes that somewhere there are: raw materials available to support industrialization,
adequate food supplies that a country can import, buyers for products on world markets (or a
domestic market large enough to absorb the production excess of increased industrialization),
and that money from the exploitation of natural resources is in fact sufficient to finance this
precipitated industrialization. 45 In sum, not only is development a construct of colonialism that
exists to maintain an oppressive North-South dichotomy, it also rests on fundamental
assumptions regarding economic growth that are not inherently accurate.
Dark Green Eco-centrism: An Alternative Development Theory
The conventional methodologies of ‘development’ in the classical imperialising sense
have been challenged since the 1970s by new ideas, normative and substantive in character that
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question traditional ways of dealing with poverty, social exclusion, self-reliance, and
environmental sustainability.46 What the Global South needs is an alternative model of
development that frames environmental issues as central, and transcends the oppressive
overtures of the traditional approaches. According to A.S. Huque et al, alternative development
practices have already emerged spontaneously. People either on their own, or through
community group initiatives, have applied innovative approaches for realizing their common
goals “be it crop and non-crop farming, cottage industries, training and extension, environmental
protection, local infrastructure building and so on”.47 These initiatives, supported by
volunteerism and self-help are often low-profiled, but their results are noticeable for the positive
change they created.48 While minuscule in scale, these self-driven initiatives are important for
two reasons. First, they show the desire in the Global South, generated and sustained from
below, to move away from Eurocentric models of development. Second, there is evidence that
the success of such initiatives have encouraged state support at the local level, and region or
countrywide replication.49
Framed around a Global South-oriented grassroots preservation and rejuvenation of the
environment, ‘dark green eco-centrism’ is this viable alternative to mainstream approaches. The
dark green eco-centric, or radical environmental approach is postdevelopmental in ontology and
epistemology. It assumes that fundamental practices will have consequences for future
generations, and challenges conventional economic goals and models by presupposing changes
in humanity’s relationship with the environment in order to care for it. 50Furthermore, it
advocates for a redefinition of needs, a redistribution of resources, a reassessment of the
industrial mode of production, and a search for new forms of social order which eliminate
alienation.51 At the theoretical level, it rejects the paradigms of ‘development’ and treats people
as ‘subjects’ instead of ‘objects’. Moreover, it opposes institutionalization of the ‘modern
complex’; defined by Adams as “the bureaucracy, the industrial system, the urban system, the
market system, the techno-scientific system, and the military-industrial complex”.52 As these
rejections show, dark green eco-centrism is the anti-thesis53of the Eurocentric development
paradigm. It is theoretically and methodologically endogenous, participatory, ethical, cultural,
de-centralizing, self-reliant, technologically intermediate, and interested in both the means and
the ends of growth and development.
In sum, dark green eco-centrism adheres to three mainstays of endogenous development.
First, the social unit of development should be culturally defined internally, and rooted in
domestic values and institutions. Second, each culturally defined region should be self-reliant on
its own strength and resources. Third, it should be ecologically balanced in nature, implying the
awareness of local ecosystem potential and local and global limits. By practically employing
these mainstays of endogenous development, dark green eco-centrism endeavours to redefine
development in the Global South. Moreover, it is important to note that such development
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ignores colonialist boundaries, and in providing an anti-thesis grounded in postdevelopment
thought, rejects the mainstream/Eurocentric approach to development on its imperial orientation.
In short, dark green eco-centrism offers the poor a self-directed path to emancipation. Not
through some impulsive revolution, but through a gradual shift in thinking that: promotes
programs to provide basic needs, encourages self-reliance for productive purposes, generates
employment, empowers people, protects their rights and liberties, gives them a voice, supports
the weak and marginalized, creates structures for popular participation in policy development,
implementation and review, and infuses a democratic culture into society.54 Dark green ecocentrism embodies decentralized governance that stresses ‘development from below’, and as the
following case study will show, this growth from the grassroots is can be very contagious.
Debunking Idealistic Charges: Conclusion and a Case Study
Up to this point, the major critiques of this paper could argue that is has been an exercise
in an entirely idealistic rethinking of developmental theory. A rethinking that is not cemented in
reality because it does not address the power politics of a bottom line, or provide overarching
instructions regarding the implementation of the dark green eco-centric approach. These may
seem like deficiencies from a mainstream developmental perspective, but that is the point. As it
is founded in a postdevelopment rejection of the Eurocentric paradigm, dark green eco-centrism
seems incomparable with contemporary expectations of empirical growth. It does not strive to
create a universal set of prescriptions that can neatly be implemented across the board in order to
keep the ‘developmental colonialism’ project afloat. As an alternative grassroots movement it
argues that development should be internally rooted in domestic values and institutions and that
every expanse should be self-reliant and aware of ecological potentials and limits. It is clear that
by its very nature, dark green eco-centrism cannot unanimously say what will work and what
will not, because development from the bottom up is different depending upon who is on the
bottom. The agents of dark green eco-centrism are the Mbundu Peoples of Northern Angola and
the Cree First Nations of Central Alberta, as well as everyone else in between. These agents (and
the billions of other marginalized peoples in the Global South), have a multitude of different
needs, resources, aspirations and limitations, and the desire to neatly package a solution to all
their diverse and unique problems is a temptation born from a Western approach to development.
Instead, inspiration must be drawn from examples. Such a model of dark green ecocentrism that displays the potential of a flexible and ecologically-based rethinking of
development is the ‘Soils, Food and Healthy Communities’ (SFHC) project in Ekwendeni,
northern Malawi. Initiated in 2000 with thirty farmers, the SFHC project is now working with
over 4000 farmers.55 Although lacking the conventional hierarchal structure of mainstream
development approaches, it is a participatory project reliant on farmer research teams formed in
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twelve village areas who received training in research methods, agricultural data collection,
legume intercrops, child nutrition, and leadership facilitation skills. 56 According to Shumba, who
supervised annual research activities57 to evaluate the impact of legumes on soils, household
food security, and child nutritional status, this eco-centric approach had a very positive impact
on the farming communities.58 The study determined that farmers experienced improved maize
growth, soil status, and increased yields of maize and edible legumes, as well as an increase in
food availability. Households gained knowledge on the processing and use of different foods and
on healthy feeding practices for young children. Gender relations have also changed: women are
taking an increased leadership role in the communities, and men are taking a greater role in child
care and feeding.59 Finally, the farmer leadership and research capacity has increased, with local
farmers now taking an active role in research and sustainable development activities. In short,
the SFHC shows that when both flexible and circumstantially aware, self-directed grassroots
approach to development can be both environmentally beneficial and economically viable.
Rather than dictate to the Global South how to empower itself, dark green eco-centrism
dictates to the Global North that it is time for the ‘object’ to become the ‘subject’. It argues that
endogenous development outside of the ‘modern complex’ is capable of simultaneously
rejuvenating the environment and increasing the standard of living in the Global South, because
it provides marginalized peoples what they actually need to live healthy lives, not what the North
tells them they need. However, it is important to remember that the postdevelopment anti-thesis
to development is not the projection of a new and infallible approach to it, but a radical
grassroots imagining of alternative futures. As mentioned earlier, this rethinking of traditional
paradigms requires a complete theoretical and practical transformation of the existing notions of
development, modernity and the environment. The imperialistic cycle of development cannot be
broken by simply giving impoverished peoples fish, or even by teaching them to fish, but by
asking them if they even want to eat fish in the first place.
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Rightful Grumbling or Subjective Misjudgements
A Study of Modern South Korean Democracy
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Abstract
This paper argues that South Korea is a democratic country over various measures. In practice,
however, it presents various questions and problems with regards to its democracy. Analysis of
South Korea’s recent democratic attitudes highlights these problems, the majority of which
appear to originate with the executive branch of the government. In support of the thesis that
South Korean democracy is ripe with concerning issues, several convincing arguments will be
made. First, there are instances where South Korea does not respect the democratic and human
rights of its people if they are critical of the government’s actions. Second, South Korea has a
disproportionately designed balance of political power where neither the legislative nor the
judicial branches of the government are able to balance the executive branch as they are
supposed to. Finally, South Korean governments have been upholding an unusual relationship
with the businesses, consolidating a tremendous power over them. These arguments support the
fundamental claim that South Korea is not a fully developed democratic country by Western
standards. However, if considered from South Korean perspective, it might indeed be categorized
as a democracy. It is argued that historically and socially, there have been and continue to be
sufficient forces making Korea a democracy. This paper, then, maintains a discussion, arguing
that although there have been and continue to be substantial problems with South Korean
democracy, South Korea can be considered as a democratic country based upon its own distinct,
non-Western perception of democracy.
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Modern Democracy in South Korea, A Critical Historical Review
The origin of many of South Korea's democratic foundations can be found in the The
economic miracle of this country occurred under the governments followed his centralized and
military-controlled regime, which brought the middle-classes, which initiated and perpetuated
democracy movements during the last republic. However, those days of economic development
also included phases of horror, which persisted into the 1980s and 90s. Protests by students and
other groups resulted in violence, and hundreds of people died in Kwangju merely because they
protested and opposed the government.1 This is a clear example of the kind of horror that
resulted as South Koreans begin to push for a new, democratic style of government.
Right before the new millennium, authoritarian rule was a daily routine in South Korean
history. An examination of the dictatorial rule of General Chun Doo Hwan in the 1980s
illustrates once again the despotic nature of these periods. Chun Doo Hwan’s term coincides
with Kwangju Massacre. However, violations of democratic rights were not limited to human
rights violations or to this afore-mentioned massacre. The General, for example, “initiated a
sweeping set of reforms against the media, and brooked no political dissent."2 Internal security
police routinely issued random charges against dissidents.3 Pae does not find it difficult to
provide a list of anti-democratic rights violations stemming from the same period.4
Furthermore, although it was constitutionally illegitimate, the South Korean public
suffered from torture, and the freedom of ‘fair’ and ‘public’ trials were prevented. With the
introduction of “anti-communist laws in 1980s, citizens (deprived) from freedom of thought,
speech and assembly.”5 Additionally, the press, though free in principle, was in practice,
anything but. Pae defines this relationship as an ‘uneasy truce’ between the government and the
media. “There has always been an uneasy truce between the press, which seeks its basis freedom
for news coverage editorial comments, and the government, which is reluctant to be subject to
criticism and exposure of wrongdoings by the media.”6 It is further noted that the press was only
truly able to exercise its freedom to cover news, when there were no elections, when a
ratification of a law was over, when there were no protests and most strikingly when
“government feels secure”.7
While South Korea's authoritarian governments have been very authoritative and even
brutal, it can also be argued that the economic transformation of South Korea, occurred not due
to market-oriented policies, but, in fact, due to these authoritarian governments. Amsdem shows
how Korean government mediated between liberal market forces and had direct rule over market
companies between from 1970s. It is these governments’ rules that changed the South Korean
companies.8 Even today, central authority’s indirect and even direct influence can be observed. 9
This becomes a striking issue when the frightful sizes of these big conglomerates or ‘chaebols’
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are studied and the chunk of economic activity they constitute in the South Korean economy.10 If
they are originated from the earlier public authorities or even if their institutional bodies are the
direct descendants of the political actors, then it would be speculated that the private areas that
are supposed to be shaped by non-public actors are actually under the indirect influence of the
public actors.11 Since, the chaebols shaped by the South Korean government produced products
for consumers and created jobs for the Korean workers, a paradox emerges along with it. If the
public tampers with the private domains, how can democratic forces emerge independently
within private spheres? Kim similarly questions the South Korea's economic development and
its influence on the political spectrum of the country.12 She even contends that the emergence of
new authoritarian attitudes merged into the economic development, which is supposed to belong
to the private domains. South Korean economic development, therefore, became a "means to an
increased system capability of maintaining political order and stability by stifling dissent and
politically demobilizing the populace."13
Croissant proposes another aspect of the modern political culture, which tries to merge
everything into political life.14 Following free elections in 1990s, Roh Tae-Woo, a former
general, became the president. His leadership initially brought the military ranks into the South
Korea’s political life. However, Roh Tae-Woo also pushed for a bigger move to embed former
political dissidents and civilians into the budding democracy. His leadership used the inclusion
of dissidents as a way to promote democracy in public spheres. Changes brought a civilian
leader after Roh Tae-Woo’s terms and by 1997 various opposing voices became a part of Korean
political life.15 Such changes would certainly mean a progress towards democratization in South
Korea, however, it would also attest the unchanging character of the executive branch. As Kim
argues executive branch’s authoritative character did not change on the contrary be merging
dissidents and getting into private spheres, it consolidated its place more than ever.16
Law making, proving the above point, has blossomed in the executive branch’s hands
rather than the legislative branch, as one would expect from a market-oriented modern
democracy. Legislation when it was able to weigh in did so for the benefit of the executive office
- in effect, the legislation's main purpose becomes further consolidation of the government's
power. Therefore, there are clear signs of 'delegative democracy' that can be observed in the
country.17
A dysfunctional democracy has also been visible in day-to-day political realities of South
Korea. For instance, number of parties and different personalities vying for political power are a
good example for the dysfunctionality. Cotton notes that "...there have been more than a hundred
different South Korean political parties.”18 More surprisingly and in a contradictory manner “a
relatively small number of leading political figures have been associated with (these political
parties) during their careers." 19 Therefore, political parties are not only an evidence perpetuating
the democratic abnormality, which should be a consequence of executive branch’s authoritative
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desires but they also demonstrate how democratic actors are willing to replicate the authoritative
character sustained by the earlier leaders. Cotton summarizes this point and criticizes South
Korean political parties for having used more 'as the creations of powerful leaders' rather than 'as
vehicles for policy or the advocacy of interests'.
Vote-buying is another example for the South Korean democratic tendencies. The private
companies, which are the creations of the government actors, were brought into the cycle of
'munificent funding of regime(s) and (their) political machine'. Nepotism has been extensively
common. A striking example relates to one of the South Korean President Roh Tae-Woo , who
"was found guilty of accepting campaign funds of more than $600 million in exchange for
special favors."20 Even by 1997, there were still extensive issues related to freedom of press.
National security concerns triggered limiting the freedom of press, when an article covered
events north of the peninsula. Even satellite dishes were not permitted, while freedom of press
was being promoted.21
Cotton is emphasizes a great deal of improvement in terms of things like of freedom of
press in South Korea since the onset of the latest democratization period, though this paper
belittles any improvement, since when compared to an almost completely restrained past,
progress towards democratization seems miniscule, especially when hidden and continuous
despotic motives of the executive body. Similar to this point, Norris sums up the historical
democratic development of South Korea with an observation on the Korean public. According to
authors, even if Korean public has always had democratic tendencies, for a very long time
‘changes of government occurred as (a) result of (an) assassination or coups’, not by people
themselves. The executive branch has traditionally used its position to consolidate own power
and acted as an hindrance to democratic development in Korea. 22
Support for Democracy in South Korea
Before elaborating the problems with democracy in South Korea, it is necessary to first
talk about whether Koreans support democracy or not. First, a brief overview of the Southeast
region as a whole would demonstrate the South Korean tendencies better, since borders can be
arbitrary in a geography that includes dozens of countries into a small region and South Korean
would have developed a democratic tradition disregarding the official borders. According to
Chang et al. East Asia provides a very interesting picture, where it is believed that democracies
can only be upheld with the support from their public.23 However, democracy has been largely
ignored in spite of popular support, due to the region's different dynamics, especially on trade
and investment, which have supported more authoritarian political regimes. Additionally, as Kim
shows, historical incidents also ensured the authoritarian characteristics of the East Asian
regimes.24
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Furthermore, recent continuous economic growth and social stability gave authoritarian
governments enough legitimacy to rule the countries in the region as they wish. Governments
have mostly pushed human rights to the wayside.25 This legitimacy even brought 'money
politics' and crony capitalism, both of which also have been disregarded by the public.26
It has been shown in the literature that East Asian public is accustomed to the notions of
democracy but they have varying levels of support. While Japan, South Korea and Taiwan have
a great deal of support for democracy and political rights, the rest of the region has been
supporting more traditional political values. But Chang et al. argue that such a variation within
the region with regard to support for democracy is not very dissimilar to the democratic
experience of other developing nations. 27
Authors present a positive picture of the South Korean democratic and the liberal
perception. Their survey fluently brings out the current liberal and democratic attitudes of South
Korean people. Support for democracy is as high as 94.1%. There is a huge detachment from
one-man rule, lack of multi-party system and military. All three are disregarded by at least 82.7%
of the public. Almost 70% of public supports separation of powers and so refuses the idea of an
all-powerful executive branch. Yet, the public also thinks that economic growth is more
important than democracy (67.7%), democracy is incapable of solving problems (44.8%) and
there are better government systems than the democracy that exist (57.3%). 28 Freedman uses
Shin's survey to present support for democracy in the country. Results of his survey provide the
democratic perception of the public after 1993, a period where Korea was struggling to break
apart from the authoritarian rule. "91 percent of Koreans favor(ed) democracy on some level"
however, a baffling level of 53 percent of the respondents "chose authoritarian leadership over
mass-based participatory democracy."29
Surveys point to a major question. Democracy has some considerable support but also it
has lots of critics, enough to choke any major democratization move. Where, then, do the recent
democratization moves emanate from in South Korea? Are they bottom-up moves or statecontrolled modernization policies? Kim posits that democratization in South Korea have been
pushed by communities. “Diverse elements in civil society-particularly student groups, labour
unions, and religious organization provided the impetus for greater democracy in Korea.”30
Strikingly, it is also argued that these civil democratic pressures have existed in the society for a
very long time. When Kim compares this phenomenon with other ‘third wave’ democracies, he
finds out that Korean democratic society has a very similar nature to ‘classic democracy
movements seen in Western societies’ since civil pressures “primarily composed of the bourgeois
class, had existed before democracy and had promoted it” not after changes for
democratization.31
Kim’s analysis shows that democratic pressures from society after the 1950s have always
been a reality in South Korea. 32 However, it is only since the 1990s that opposition groups have
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been merging into democratic institutions with the emergence of a sizeable middle class. From
1950s to 90s, Korean democracy was nothing more than a ‘procedure’ and democratic and
human rights were regularly violated. This 'democracy' was therefore largely an illusion in
practice. The decade of the 1990s introduced an era of ‘deepening of democracy’ though slow
and with continuous backlash against the routine democratic and human rights violations
perpetuated by the government.
This backlash in mind, literature also tries to find out whether South Koreans have an
innate support for the democratic ideals.33 Initially, due to mass education ‘commitment to
democratic ideals’ are very high. However, even if social structures ‘influence commitment to
the democratic ideals’, education and age ‘lack any significant influence’ for democratic
commitment too. This, as the authors argue, shows that the “democracy is not just confined to an
educated elite or students in the forefront of pro-democracy demonstrations; it is widespread,
existing among less educated and older Koreans too.”34 This ubiquitous inclination for
democracy in Korea might be also due to their unique historical experience. A staggering 61% of
all Koreans were against military and dictatorial rule, as well as ‘abolition of parliament and
competing parties’ by 1997. Therefore, there has been a clear stance against authoritarian
political mechanisms. ‘Only a tenth of Koreans endorsed two or three undemocratic
alternatives’ and the rest (was) inclined to support any one of the undemocratic mechanisms.
Additionally, 88% of all those surveyed were in favour of more democracy, while merely 10 per
cent were against it. 35 Historical outlook delineates a public that supports democratic notions,
when they need to challenge the authoritarian rules. Furthermore, support to democracy from a
sizeable part of the public is conspicuous.
South Korea Today, Examples of Democratic Violations
Chang and Croissant define South Korea as a democratic country just as Freedom
House's own rating, despite the fact that democratic rights have been curtailed in the last three
decades up until 1997 by the government as represented in the first part of this paper.36 37 The
examples below illustrate how the government can, in essence, hinder, or at least severely
restrict, democracy in South Korea.
These examples are randomly acquired from Amnesty International, which admits the
confusion South Korea presents in terms of democracy, but it posits that the negatives outweigh
the positives in South Korean democracy. On one hand, laws use vague language for jurisdiction
related to "national security, defamation to harass and suppress the government's critics." 38
Constitutional Court upholds the 'death penalty' and rules that it is constitutional. On the other
hand, hearings on restrictions on labour mobility and military conscription "without options
constituting violations of human rights" are being debated for possible changes.
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The daily realities, however, rougher than the jurisdiction-related dilemmas. Amnesty
International records that from January 2011 until November 2011, "106 people were charged
and 20 were detained" because they were exercising their right to express themselves and their
right to association, thanks to vaguely put language of South Korean laws.39 There were clear
attacks on activists and political parties alike. However, courts seem to be a hindrance for
government since many decisions of the government were either overturned or defendants were
acquitted. The government has been detaining people simply for criticising the governmental
actions. One striking example is the charges against the TV channel MBC, which produced a
documentary series investigating the negotiations with the US beef industry. These charges were
'acquitted five times' but the prosecutor's office continues to appeal the verdict. In 2010 alone,
34 people were charged for an unknown reason under a vague National Security Law. Also in
2010, a blogger was charged for posting economic predictions. He was accused of "spreading
malicious rumours to destabilize the economy." The same year four journalists were charged
from the TV Channel YTN for "interfering with business" life.40 Freedom of expression
therefore holds many problems in application. The right to assembly has seen an equal backlash
too. The G20 Summit is a good example how the government reacted to protests and
demonstrations. Foreign activists were not allowed into the country, and Korean activists were
sentenced for such offences as "hosting an illegal protest" and "blocking traffic".41 In 2010, 1258
people were prosecuted for a demonstration took place in 2008. No police officers were charged
for using "unnecessary or excessive force" despite evidence that this did indeed take place. 42
While conscientious objectors may not be directly relevant to all aspects of the topic of
this paper, they are worth mentioning since objecting is a human right. Only in 2010, 696 people
were sentenced with one and a half years in prison for refusing to serve in the military. The
problem here is accentuated even more because the government does not provide an alternative
for its citizens if they are not willing to do the military service. Rather, the government chooses
simply to charge them and ensure that they are sentenced.43 The government's repressive and
inconsiderate attitude toward people can also be noted in the context of immigrants. According
to Amnesty International, thousands of illegal immigrants were deported with "cruel, inhuman
and degrading treatment" during immigration raids. In two specific striking examples, a female
immigrant was not allowed to use the washroom and was forced to stay outside and urinate in
public. In another case, a male immigrant worker who broke his leg was forced to wait for five
hours "before being allowed to go to hospital." 44 As a final note, it should also be mentioned that
under South Korea's government, labour unions have not had the rights or freedoms that were
exercised by their western counterparts. South Korean governments have been routinely taking
the sides of business owners and labour unions are not ‘defended’ by the governments at all.45
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Problems with Executive Branch, A Democracy with One Branch and
Lots of Businesses
Another problematic issue with South Korean democracy is the high level of power that
the executive branch holds over other political mechanisms, including judiciary and legislative
branches. It has already been noted in the first section that the executive branch is very powerful
over the judiciary and the historical summary earlier in this paper illustrates how that can be
attributed to authoritarianism. Centralized military authorities that have been merging into the
political realms can be another good explanation for today’s imbalances. This despotic tendency
has been obstructing judicial actions. Therefore, there may be a central executive authoritative
structure in South Korea that has no meaningful system of checks and balances and which as a
result undermines the supposed roles of other parts of the political system.
The executive branch's omnipotent attitudes are also evident with regard to its dealings
with the chaebols.46 When these huge organizations have been accused of being very imprudent
and having high amounts of debt, government's executive branch, took the lead in restructuring
these companies. The most striking point here is not their extraordinary importance for South
Korean economy or their imprudence, which could have pushed South Korea’s march towards
1997 Asian crisis, but rather, the executive branch's single-handed ability to break them apart
and restructure. In what were known as 'Big Deals', the executive branch took the lead to fix the
problems with these companies. Authoritarian tendencies were overt, and as noted by Cherry,
"critics accused (the executive branch) of riding roughshod over democratic principles and
compromising the rule of law by conducting business with the chaebol in closed, informal
meetings".47 Norris also underscores the clout of executive’s power over businesses. He notes
that the businesses have been putting autonomous limits on themselves and striving for good
relationship with governments to ‘assure continuing access to credit and to avoid harassment
from the tax officials.’48 Kang reminds who created these ‘procedurally independent’ and
‘market-based’ companies and how they still require the support of the banks, which are mostly
owned or overseen by the executive branch of the government.49
There are also ‘crony capitalist’ tendencies of the government, which are forcefully
exercised over Korean companies. Kang elaborates that the ‘crony’ demands of the executive
branch coincide with the ‘voluntary’ donations from these conglomerates. 50 Initiatives like
Saemaul Undong, a “political organization whose ostensible aim was to improve the quality of
rural life” which was actually “used as a home for embezzlement, nepotism, and cronyism…
even though some of the chaebol donations were used for the intended humanitarian purposes”
illustrate this sort of practice. However, if a business refuses to make these ‘voluntary’ donations
“their loans got called by the Bank of Korea, or they suffered a tax audit or their subsidy
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application was denied.” Kukje group, once the seventh largest chaebol, is a great example, since
this company refused to provide these donations and before long, with the push from
government, the group could not ‘service its debts and had to declare bankruptcy’.51
Kang also notes how the executive branch ignored the wrongdoings of businessmen in
many cases.52 Park Chung See is a prime example in this regard, people to whom he turned a
blind eye in 1960s and 70s, were “either arrested or their assets seized” in later decades. Such a
policy of corruption or a system of ‘rewarding political affiliation’ by the executive branch gave
governments further means to oversee big business organizations. Additionally, as previously
mentioned, companies relied on financial instruments managed by the executive branch.
Therefore, they needed to agree to and abide by the demands of governments to operate on a
day-to-day basis. Even if this enabled companies to grow excessively, which eventually
leveraged the importance of these companies within Korean political sphere, their inefficiencies
accumulated and inflated loan after loan and pushed them further and further toward the
forbearance and discretional decisions of the executive branch. The executive branch was able to
exercise a great deal of authority over companies and this was further consolidated by violations
to fundamental democratic institutions and instruments. The judiciary and the legislature were
‘manipulated’ to the effect that the executive branch became able to ‘redesign at will the terms of
any agreement it makes’. 53
Even if chaebols are more independent, as demonstrated above, executive branch seem to
always have a plan in mind to oversee them. Just as Low notes the Korean 'developmental state'
created the modern Korea and those chaebols were always a creation of the executive branch to
support the authoritative structure in the country, and in modern Koreas government seem to be
modernizing its authority not the chaebols.54
Lee and Han also posits the very same. Even if the South Korean state has changed itself
in recent years, even becoming more democratic shrinking its own influence, it has also been
able to reinvent itself. 55 Even after democratization of the state and its retreat from the main
economic activities, the government has still managed to strengthen its regulatory foothold.
According to many authors, we are now witnessing a South Korea where economic and social
lives are more 'free' but government has the same level of power or has increased its scope.
O’Donnell goes on to claim that South Korea is a ‘polyarchy’ that rules the country
without any horizontal accountability. This deficiency is the lack of checks and balances for the
executive branch's power.56 Hyug finds the blame at the legacies of Kim Young Sam, Kim Dae
Jung and Kim Jong Pil. 57 He emphasizes that these political leaders undermined the party system
and used political parties for their own purposes. The executive branch’s reach became so
extensive that “they ran the parties as if they were feudal lords. They reigned over their
respective parties as imperial party presidents who claimed unique control over the nomination
of candidates, the appointment of party secretaries and officials, and the chairmanship of
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National Assembly committees. Singlehandedly allocating party finance, they distributed
political funds to their followers in return for their loyalty.”58 Their legacies should have been
carried onto today’s political system too.
Pae shows how balances of power in government branches have undermined political
systems in different constitutions and republics.59 In a short time, South Korea managed to
change constitutions, stage coups and undermine legislative and judiciary checks through orders
from the executive branch. Each new republic, and the constitution, persistently included
executive branch’s excessive accumulation of power causing a similar degree of instability for
the country’s governance. In the third republic, executive branch was allowed to pick the prime
minister by itself and removals from this position relied solely on this executive branch and “…
the national assembly could at best recommend to the president (that) the removal of the prime
minister…” Fourth republic bestowed executive power to dissolve the parliament at will.
Various emergency powers were given, which were not subject to judicial review. After the
assassination of President Park, 1980s brought the fifth republic in the name of ‘restoration of
democracy in Korea’ yet “the president of the Fifth Republic, however, was given all the powers
made available to the president of the Third Republic.”60 Pae provides even further evidence to
how government powers were distributed unevenly. The legislative branch did not have
budgetary powers until current sixth republic.61 As mentioned, not only were prime ministers not
directly selected or at least reviewed by the legislative branch, but the executive branch also
picked most of the high-ranking officials. Power of impeachment by the parliament was
restricted through procedural limitations. The requirement of two-third parliamentary consensus
to bring the president to a tribunal is an example or similarly “peculiar method of selection of
judges of the Impeachment Court” is another one. Thus, checks from the legislative branch were
seriously obstructed.
Pae also notes how imbalanced power within government authorities skewed against
judiciary. “The presumption of guilty until found innocent and denial of due process of law are
further evidenced by the fact that the judicial branch has long been losing judicial integrity and
independence from the executive except in some non-political and insensitive cases.”62 It is also
mentioned that presidents themselves were able to ‘appoint, re-appoint’ legal professionals and
‘transfer from one court to another’. Laws and the constitution were the source of this power.
Thus, “Judges (did) know from experience that an honest and sincere attempt to promote basic
freedoms and human rights in political cases (would) get them into serious trouble.”63
Discussion, Lots of Criticism but May be it is Just How You Look at
This paper has so far examined the historical context for why modern South Korea
demonstrates continued authoritative values. The paper considered the survey data on the
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public’s support for democracy examined anti-democratic misconducts by governments today
and executive branch's inherent centralised authoritative power and manipulative discretional
power over business organisations. All of this has been undertaken in an effort to understand
whether South Korea is a democracy or not. Criticism of Korean democracy, as it exists in
reality, can be supported clearly and easily with many examples. Yet, all the claims can be
falsified, or at least called into question, if all the evidence is analysed and presented from a
different democratic perspective.
The Western democratic perception could be fully incompatible with a possible different
perception of democracy emanating from South Korean reality. Maybe South Korea is a
democracy; despite all evidence to the contrary, but only if it is evaluated by its own standards.
In other words, South Korea may be a democratic nation in its own manner, but one, which does
not adhere to common Western democratic values, including freedom of speech, freedom of
expression, freedom of assembly, economic freedom, rule of law and respect to human rights. 64
Alternatively, South Korea might be attempting to apply some or all of these Western values
through its own interpretation of those values. On the other hand, perhaps South Korea is not a
democracy at all, but rather, a very authoritative country, which managed to develop itself to a
very affluent level and by pretending to be a democratic country by defying many democratic
principles and establishments but by maintaining some major ones found in representative
democracies, which are according to Keane are in the core of recent Western democratic
perceptions.65 Freedman quotes Shin, who mentions New York Times reporter Nicholas
Kristoff's opinion for the country. He claims that South Korea "is a democratic society" but
"democratic filaments are intertwined with autocratic ones to make a social fabric that is
sometimes baffling to outsiders." 66 There is, it seems, no clear-cut answer to the question this
paper seeks to address: is South Korea really a democracy or not?
Croissant considers South Korea as a liberal democracy with some 'reservations'. These
reservations could be as intense and serious as her analysis of 'defective democracies'. Therefore,
democracy exists in South Korea but it is of a different nature.67 To understand this possibly
'different' perception of democracy, what brought Koreans authoritative democracies should be
noted. Initially, South Korea, just like many other Southeast Asian and East Asian countries
needed state-centric governments with executive branches that centralised most of the political
power. It was the expectation of this country’s public and others in the region because they
required a nation and a state.68 Therefore, it can be argued that South Korea needed and maybe
still needs an authoritative central power to successfully function. If this is what is needed in this
country, it can be said South Korea is a democracy on its own terms, because public has been
supporting an authoritarian power for its own needs. All the same, in the recent decade the very
same public has been pushing Korean state to be more democratic to some extent.
Consequently, it can be claimed that South Korean public required authoritarian rule to build
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itself as a nation or create a national harmony, however ultimately, the public is seeking
increasingly democratic values and practices.
Chang supports this claim by pointing at public’s perception of liberal-democratic values.
The South Korean public seems to be against authoritative governments; they are also
ambivalent about executive branch's position. Yet, they want rule of law, freedom of speech and
expression.69 The very same public shows a tendency to endorse possible use of discretion to
limit all these three rights by the executive branch. Yet in overall, South Korea fares well in
international democracy indices.70 However, empirical evidence would suggest that the
executive branch's hard-stance on civil rights and public’s relatively soft stance towards it are at
odds. Then, the same question arises: whether South Korea should be accepted as a democratic
country or not. With per-capita income increasing every year with the middle class and its
government decreasing the limits of liberties and retreating from various economic and social
areas, the answer could be affirmative.
According to Johnson, the answer should be positive indeed. For him, anything that has
occurred in South Korea was necessary and most of the historical realities that are still observed
are still necessary and Western critics are biased against Asian democratic tendencies.71 Just
because South Korea limits some rights, violates some others, acts authoritatively and the fact
that it does not fit to the mould of a Western democracy should not mean that it is antidemocratic country. On the contrary, South Korea has been remarkable for providing a decent
life to its citizens and extending the middle class, which created the biggest democratic pushes.
Additionally, the last decade witnessed the government's move towards greater democratic rights
for its citizens.72 Moreover, Kishore swiftly suggests a double standard within Western
perceptions and policy actions towards Asian nations. If his arguments are correct, then
democratic deficiencies in Western countries should also be noted and some of these Western
countries should be accepted as anti-democratic. Strikingly, a number of empirical examples
used in this paper to understand anti-democratic tendencies in South Korea, have also been
observed in some Western countries.73 As a result, it is fair to claim that South Korea can indeed
be considered as a democracy with its own deficiencies. It should also be emphasized that
current dominant perceptions of democracy are coming from the West.74 As some scholars argue,
this might not be very compatible with different Asian values. In support to this argument, some
argue that the East Asian countries have democracies that are very defective in practice but work
well on paper. Inefficiencies are evident and disorientation from the basic tenets of democracy is
observed. Some of these were done intentionally, but mostly as Case argues, governments
intentionally push for an inherently authoritarian but physically democratic system, which are
named as ‘hybrid regimes’ by the author.75 Whether this was caused by history or through
regional realities, the fact is there is a push for democracy even if it is rather ‘unusual’.76 77 78
This push is also seen in many other countries in the region.
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This push might have been supported by the international context. Chu et al. underscore
how Korea benefited from US protection and how Korea was able to focus on economic
development.79 However, this 'benefit' was an exchange of economic well being for political
destitution; as authors deliver it; "South Korea was an economically advanced but politically
backward nation." Here, however there is a considerable focus on civil society and how it was
the main actor making the above exchange. Chu et al. continue to argue that the change and push
for democracy came mostly from the people, yet an evident US pressure for democracy should
not be discounted.80
People also wanted to differentiate themselves from the North Korea not only with
economic supremacy but also political success. In addition, the plight of Latin American
countries "compelled South Korean(s)...(and) made a sudden and lasting impact...The trade-off
between bread and ballots was no longer justifiable, and democratic changes were not a remote
ideal".81 With the new tools of globalization, including technological 'monetary' mechanisms and
transnational political organizations, South Koreans pushed for the change.
Freedman shows the importance of local forces within Korean politics and big city
versus rural discrepancy.82 It is noted that the weight of either of these political regions during
elections determines the ruler of the country. Long-term authoritarian rulers benefited from this
fraction and forged alliances consolidating their positions. Even Kim Yong Sam, a dissident
under an authoritarian era, acquired power, benefiting from the same regional separations within
the Korean public. This actually might be one of the biggest reasons why he was able interrupt
authoritarian rule in Korea. Freedman shows that such a discrepancy of the city and the ruler is a
further evidence of democracy and clear indication for it, since after decades of authoritarian
rule by harsh rulers, the public pushed for a change and brought Kim Yong Sam to power.83 As a
further evidence for how public has been pushing for democratic changes from bottom to up, the
author reminds readers of the protests and demonstrations that Kim Yong Sam's rule suffered and
with the onset of economic crisis of 1997, even the long term dissident of authoritarian rule was
punished by democratic push of the public scattered in regions.
Thus, there should be a unique perception of democracy in Korea. Rose et al. show how
the public endorses democracy and how well democracy is practiced by the government.84 The
above evidence serves to highlight the ‘degree of tension between idea democratic standards
(perceived and endorsed) and how the Republic of Korea is governed’. Endorsement of
processes like free elections and party competition is noted to be very extraordinarily high and
‘only 6 per cent placed themselves in the bottom half’ and 16 per cent did not see a value in free
elections as well as 11 per cent of people who thought ‘it did not make any difference whether
the country had a democratic or an undemocratic government.’85 Such a huge endorsement of
democracy was not coupled with proper democratic conduct by the executive branch, and most
citizens, as many as 72%, in fact, do not think that democratic ideals are not properly followed. 86
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It is fair to say, then, that the public, therefore, realize the inconsistencies and insufficiencies
within the government’s practices. Therefore, democratic tension exists and public should have
democratic means to push for whatever changes they feel are warranted.
Conclusion
Democracy requires respect of human rights, freedom of expression and freedom of
assembly. It already needs proper governance, especially a government that has proper checks
and balances. This paper tries to show that South Korea, one of the emerging nations and
considered as an already developed country by some of the authors referenced here, does not
treat own citizens with respect and dignity, does not give them the right to freely express
themselves or to independently assemble. Problems in South Korea are considered to be
especially striking since this country sustains high levels of development and income-levels and
it has been trying to democratize since 1990s. It is, however, a very flawed democracy by
Western standards. There are three attacks to South Korea’s level of democratization. Firstly,
academic literature does not consider South Korea as a fully democratized country and as
various authors argue,87 there are various problems with the implementation. Authoritarian
history and authoritarian attitudes are the most striking and core problems. Secondly, empirical
data from Amnesty International and other sources do not support the official stance and present
a picture in which people are devoid of the basic rights needed for democracy. Instances of
harassments or charges against freedom of expression and freedom to assembly are strikingly
common and troubling. Police conduct is worryingly bad along with the government's insistent
perseverance when it comes to appealing every court decision against its agenda. Thirdly, the
application of democracy by the government is very problematic. The balance of power is
disproportionate, weighted heavily in favour of the executive branch. Links between big
‘chaebols’ and the government are ambiguous and inefficiency in governance in many domains
is clear. All of these issues are the core of what is hindering democratic development in South
Korea.
This paper, then, shows the problems in South Korean democratic life and questions
whether democracy is just there on the paper to satisfy masses rather than being applied in the
real world. Empirical evidence, in the form of a variety of examples, has been provided,
showing the government’s actual stance on and support of democratic rights, and the question
posed: is South Korea really just an authoritarian country in a thinly-veiled disguise? Answer has
been quick and clear, South Korea is indeed an authoritative country with a powerful executive
branch, which rules all aspects of public life.
In discussion, however, a very conflicting idea has been presented. It has been argued
that perhaps the reason why it is easy to claim that South Korea is not a democracy and to be
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able to find problems in their application of democracy is merely due to the way we view South
Korean democracy through an explicit Western filter of perception. South Korea might be
following its own approach to democracy, explaining why, while criticism of its application of
the idea of democracy may be warranted, the latest efforts by the government and public are
functioning to support and enlarge the reach of democratic practice in the country. There is also
considerable amount of historical evidence showing a genuine democratic push from Koreans.
Support to democratic systems has been striking. The public has a clear perception of
democracy and is clearly against fully authoritarian values. Furthermore, this democratic will of
the public is not something pushed from top-down or by anyone other actor; there is substantial
evidence demonstrating that Koreans have been developing democratic values themselves, from
their own point of view.
Therefore, it remains a question as to whether or not South Korea is a democracy - much
depends on the by common standards or perceptions you choose to apply. Democracy in South
Korea is obviously not without its problems, but it cannot be denied that there is, more and more,
a genuine push for an increasingly democratic society emanating from the people. Answer to this
paper’s question can be more fairly answered in the future, when grassroots democratic moves
are properly reflected at the government bodies.
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Abstract
The United Nations’ Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide is
one of the most widely cited legal documents in the field of international humanitarian law.
Given its reception, it is a remarkable success insomuch as altering societal perception of the
crime of genocide, but its applicability in the current international system is debatable.
Exploring the text of the Genocide Convention through a critical lens, this paper will argue that
the Convention is limited in scope because of its restrictive definition of the term genocide and
weak enforcement mechanisms to prevent and punish the crime. The paper further asserts that
state interests have also manipulated and limited the applicability of the doctrine.
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Introduction
Genocide is the most vindictive crime of the 20th century; it has been called the “crime
of crimes.”1 The horrors of World War II and the Nazi atrocities initiated the international
community to re-examine the laws of war. Finding no definitive description to understand such
barbarity, the world was forced to formulate a new set of rules and principles mandating this
notion of genocide. The United Nations’ Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the
Crime of Genocide is representative of their efforts. With 142 states parties, the Genocide
Convention is one of the most widely cited legal documents in the field of international
humanitarian law. Given its reception, it is a remarkable success insomuch as altering societal
perception of the crime of genocide, but its applicability in the current international system is
debatable. During the Cold War the Genocide Convention was almost non-existent. After its
revival in the 90s, its application has only been extended to the cases of Rwanda and Bosnia.
While political non-compliance has eroded its effectiveness, the implementation gap is also
owing to a certain disconnect within the language of the doctrine. Exploring the text of the
Genocide Convention through a critical lens, this paper will argue that the Convention is limited
in scope because of its restrictive definition of the term genocide and weak enforcement
mechanisms to prevent and punish the crime. The paper further asserts that state interests have
also manipulated and limited the applicability of the doctrine.
The Convention has been examined through the following questions: who are the
protected groups under the Convention, what constitutes genocide, which crimes are punishable,
who is liable for those crimes, how far is the reach of state responsibility and how successful are
the international criminal tribunals. With case studies and reviews compiled from the fields of
international law and social sciences, the paper produces a comprehensive analysis of the
Genocide Convention that scrutinizes the meaning of genocide and the measures enacted to
prevent and punish the crime.
Background: Lemkin and the Genocide Convention
Raphael Lemkin, a Polish-Jewish lawyer, coined the term genocide against the backdrop
of World War II and the Nazi Holocaust by merging the Greek word genos, meaning nation, race
or tribe, with the Latin word caedere, which means to kill.2 According to him,3
[Genocide] is intended…to signify a coordinated plan of different actions aiming at the
destruction of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating
the groups themselves. The objectives of such a plan would be the disintegration of the political
and social institutions, of culture, language, national feelings, religion, and the economic
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existence of national groups, and the destruction of the personal security, liberty, health, dignity,
and even the lives of the individuals belonging to such groups. Genocide is directed against the
national group as an individual entity, and the actions involved are directed against individuals,
not in their individual capacity, but as members of the national group.
Lemkin’s definition applied only to national groups, reflecting a state-centric perception
that prevailed his thinking at the time. While narrowly defined, William Schabas points out that
the concept of genocide was still broad in scope given “that it contemplated not only physical
genocide but also acts aimed at destroying the culture and livelihood of the group.”4
Lemkin’s interest in the subject started from an early age. Researching on historical cases of
mass murder, he recognized the importance of framing this phenomenon by “[staging] an
intellectual and activist intervention.”5 He initially referred to these gruesome acts as ones of
“barbarity” and “vandalism,” urging for international interventions in such instances.6 However,
upon its initial proposal in the post-World War I era, it was rejected by policymakers and legal
scholars in light of the significance of sovereignty. It was not until World War II that Lemkin’s
work received attention from political leaders. The Nazi atrocities provided a new analogy to the
framework, provoking him to further scrutinize the legal apparatus in the system. According to
Lemkin, the existing Hague Regulations and the minority protection clause were insufficient in
protecting civilians, demanding for their revision and adoption of an international multilateral
treaty. 7 Consequently, he believed that individuals were to be held accountable for direct or
indirect participation in genocide and advocated for the adoption of the principle of universal
jurisdiction.8
Lemkin’s unfaltering advocacy and lobbying ultimately bore fruit on 9 December 1948
when the United Nations General Assembly adopted the text of the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.9 The Convention came into force on 12
January 1951 after meeting the requisite twenty ratifications, a criterion set forth by article XIII
of the Convention. 10 Prior to its adoption, the General Assembly passed Resolution 96(I),
“[affirming] that genocide is a crime under international law which the civilized world
condemns, and for the commission of which principals and accomplices…are punishable.”11
Apart from mandating the drafting of the Genocide Convention,12 the Resolution “eliminate[d]
any nexus between genocide and armed conflict” and held states responsible for preventing and
punishing acts of genocide, “codify[ing] customary principles.”13
Defining Genocide: Protected and ‘Un-protected’ Groups Under the
Convention
The Convention maintains a very detailed definition of the term genocide. Adhering to
Resolution 96(I), article I maintains that “[t]he Contracting Parties confirm that genocide,
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whether committed in time of peace or in time of war, is a crime under international law which
they undertake to prevent and to punish.”14 Article II further provides a comprehensive definition
for the term genocide. It states:15
In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts committed with
intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:
(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical
destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.
Unlike Lemkin’s concept, the current definition excludes any element of political and economic
groups, an issue that has provoked debates among scholars. The groups that are protected under
the Convention are national, ethnical, racial and religious groups, relating to those identities that
are involuntarily prescribed by birth. Hereditary membership is not the only criterion that
determines the identity of these groups; they must also share some commonality. For instance, an
ethnical group should be characterized by a common language or culture.16
However, in the Akayesu case of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR),
it was evident to the Trial Chamber that the Tutsis did not meet the definitional standards of an
ethnical group, as their language and culture were not distinct from that of the Hutus.17 18
Consequently, they re-interpreted the text of article II, concluding that “[i]n the opinion of the
Chamber, it is particularly important to respect the intention of the drafters of the Genocide
Convention, which…was patently to ensure the protection of any stable and permanent group.”19
By only extending the definition of protected groups to aspects of stability and permanency, the
Trial Chamber removed the other criteria required to identify these groups. According to
Guglielmo Verdiram, the re-interpretation modified the concept of “collective identities” and
related it to the notion of “‘imagined identities’ [that are] entirely dependent on variable and
contingent perception.”20 In other words, the Trial Chamber acknowledged that identities are
also socially constructed. Their reading of the text has expanded the definition for protected
groups but it does not allow for the inclusion of other vulnerable parties, especially those who
fall under political and economic categories.
Adam Jones detects a Soviet Union manipulation during the drafting of the Convention.
He reasons that by voting against the inclusion of political and economic groups in the Genocide
Convention, the Soviet countered international jurisdiction since many of the Stalinist atrocities
were carried out against political groups such as the Kulaks. 21 His analysis exposes how political
compromises have narrowed the definition of genocide, a significant limitation of the
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Convention. Beth Schaak calls it the “blind spot,” explaining that the exclusion of political
groups from the Convention only provides a loophole for state authorities to escape scrutiny
from the international community, thereby allowing them to prosecute groups perceived to be
politically threatening. 22
Barbara Harff and Ted Gurr have formulated the term ‘politicide’ to account for the mass
genocides that primarily target political groups.23 Expanding on the notion, Harff elucidates:
Genocides and politicides are the promotion, execution, and/or implied consent of
sustained policies by governing elites or their agents—or, in the case of civil war,
either of the contending authorities—that are intended to destroy, in whole or part,
a communal, political, or politicized ethnic group.24
Viewed from this perspective, Harff observes that there are a number of cases that fall under the
geno-/politicide category, which includes Cambodia, Somalia, China, Burma, Pakistan and
Sudan to name a few. Under the Genocide Convention, most of these cases will not be
recognized as genocide since the groups targeted are not specific to the list of protected groups.
The concept of politicide has also been ultilized in R.J. Rummel’s notion of ‘democide.’ The
author coined the term in an attempt to group acts of genocide, politicide, and mass murder
under one umbrella. According to Rummel, “[d]emocide is meant to define the killing by
government, just as the concept of murder defines individual killing in domestic society.”25 The
theories of democide and politicide broaden the conceptualization of genocide and indicate a
need to recognize those groups who also fall prey to the crime, an issue many governments have
refused to recognize given their complicity in such crimes.
Defining genocide: Determining genocide under the Convention
An important aspect of genocide is the mens rea (guilty mind) element attached to the
crime. Article II explicitly mentions “the intent to destroy” in reference to genocide.26 David
Alonzo-Maizlish explains:
Intent [is] found ‘[i]n relation to conduct’ where ‘that person means to engage in
the conduct’ and ‘[i]n relation to a consequence [where] that person means to cause
that consequence or is aware that it will occur in the ordinary course of events.’ 27
According to the Trial Chamber of the ICTR, “[g]enocide is distinct from other crimes…
as it embodies a special intent or dolus specialis,” which requires that the crime be committed
with “‘the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as
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such.’”28 The dolus specialis or the special intent is what makes genocide a unique crime.
Alexander Greenawalt elucidates that the special intent principle runs the risk of allowing the
accused to escape liability, as the person can claim to be a subordinate following orders. 29
Exploring government-induced famines in Ukraine, Ethiopia and North Korea, David Marcus
also finds “the dolus specialis requirement…too restrictive to include…famine crimes.”30
The other drawback of the special intent principle is that it requires a crime to be framed
in accordance with the intent to ‘destroy’ a protected group, which the defendant can reject,
claiming it to be a military strategy to thwart the enemy. For instance, in the Vietnam War many
argued that the United States was responsible for genocide. However, such claims were refuted
on the ground that “the opposing part[y] in the Vietnam conflict did not include a separate
national, ethnical, racial, or religious group,” but an insurgent militia who were fighting against
the US and the South Vietnamese nationals.31 Lawrence Leblanc detects that the principle of
special intent renders the Convention useless, as it becomes a matter of proving the genocidal
intent.32 Nevertheless, it should be noted that in the Akayesu case, the Trial Chamber utilized the
ICTY decision in determining specific intent. From the ruling it was observed that proof for
genocidal intent “‘may be inferred from a number of facts such as the general political doctrine
which [give] rise to the [criminal] acts…,or the repetition of destructive and discriminatory
acts.’”33 The Court interpretation provides an unorthodox approach to proving genocidal intent.
The notion of ‘intent to destroy’ is challenging as it limits the scope of the destruction to
only physical and biological damages. What are being left out are those structural
discriminations that also disable protected groups. C.C. Tennant and M.E. Turpel have discussed
that even though cultural genocide is not explicitly mentioned in the Convention, its reference
can be drawn from article II (b), which equates destruction with “bodily or mental harm.”34 35
However, they explain that this does not necessarily protect the indigenous peoples from
ethnocide, which is the extermination of an independent cultural system. This form of
destruction relates to those structural exploitations such as forced assimilation, resource
extraction and displacement that can cause the annihilation of a cultural group; this is a human
rights violation that the Convention fails to address. 36
Intending destruction of a protected group “in whole or in part”37 also imposes a
quantifiable criterion for the genocide to occur. In Alonzo-Maizlish’s examination of the Jelisic
and Sikirica cases, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) ruled
that destruction ‘in whole or in part’ is correlated with the quantifiable number of deaths, which,
in the Jelisic case, was determined to be “a “very large number” or a “significant part” of the
population.”38 According to the author, this is in direct contrast with the Kristic case of the
ICTY where the court “understood that quantitative considerations occur in relation to the
geographically circumscribed location in which genocidal acts…have taken place.”39 The cases
reveal that there is inconsistency in determining the adequate number of deaths for genocide to
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occur. Moreover, what is reflective in all the cases is a shared consensus for quantifying
genocide, inhibiting prevention of the crime since body counts factor into determining the crime.
To rephrase, attempt to prevent mass slaughter is averted by a paradoxical conceptualization of
genocide, where only through these killings can genocide be manifested.
The Question of ‘Prevention’: Political Will and Prevention
Measures for preventing genocide is mentioned only in article VIII of the Genocide Convention.
It reads:
Any Contracting Party may call upon the competent organs of the United Nations
to take such action under the Charter of the United Nations as they consider
appropriate for the prevention and suppression of acts of genocide. 40
The article establishes a preventive mechanism through the UN Charter, thereby allotting
primary responsibility to the UN Security Council. The Council can then take the necessary
actions under Chapter VII of the Charter, given that it considers the genocide a threat to
international peace and security.41 This is palpably a legal barrier for preventing genocide as the
Council, comprised of self-interested member states, is left to determine which crisis constitutes
genocide. Adding to this obstacle is the question of political will, which can shape the policy for
international preventive measures. According to Payam Akhavan, “[t]he real problem appears to
be the absence of an impartial authority that can act as the guardian of the ‘common good’ on a
consistent basis, independent of state interests.”42 On this issue, Josef Kunz expresses that there
is a need to elaborate on “the fact that the ratifying states are also bound to enact legislation to
prevent these crimes.”43
Preventive measures are required to be employed during the initial stages of genocide,
detectable through a number of factors. Leo Kuper explores the many indicators of genocide
within societies. Reflecting on the history of the Ottoman Empire and that of Europe, he
indicates that prior to the Armenian Genocide and the Nazi Holocaust, signs of religious
intolerance and racial discrimination were acutely visible in both societies.44 Similarly, Gerard
Pruner in his discussion on the Rwandan Genocide points out that there was an element of
structural discrimination constructed by the Belgian colonizers during their rule in Rwanda. 45
This division was heightened before and during the genocidal campaign, incited through hate
propagandas that were transmitted through the government-controlled Radio-Télévision Libre
des Mille Collines (RTLM).46 These propagandas clearly indicated that an insidious plan was
underway. The UN peacekeeping force, the United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda
(UNAMIR), even warned of an impending extermination campaign against the Tutsis and Hutu
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moderates.47 Despite these early warnings, the international community remained unresponsive,
allowing thousands to perish in the genocide.
Why was there relative silence in part of the international community? In order to
explore this question, it is interesting to look at the case of the Clinton Administration and their
refusal to recognize the severity of the violence in Rwanda. Linda Melvem calls it “the defining
scandal of the presidency,” explaining that the Clinton Administration ignored the Rwandan
crisis because “there were no votes to be gained advocating help for another collapsed African
state.”48 Moreover, they did not want a repetition of Somalia. As a result, the US refused to label
the crisis as genocide and being the most powerful nation at the time, their inaction impeded
international intervention. Holly Burkhalter points out that lack of US support delayed the
deployment of the UN peacekeeping operation, UNAMIR II, which “could have saved countless
lives.”49 US manipulations in the crisis in Rwanda exemplify how powerful state actors can
influence the global legal system. Despite having the Genocide Convention, which explicitly
advocates for the prevention of genocide, the decision to apply such a legal instrument
ultimately lies in the hands of the most powerful authorities, indicating how power politik
overshadows the genocide doctrine.
The Question of ‘Punishment’: What is Punishable and Who is
Responsible?
The Genocide Convention has stressed that the ratifying states are obligated to enact
legislation to punish the perpetrators of the crime. Article IV provides that “[p]ersons
committing genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in article III shall be punished, whether
they are constitutionally responsible rulers, public officials or private individuals.”50 By ‘other
acts,’ the article refers to those crimes that are subordinate to the act of genocide; these are in a
sense accessorial to the main crime. Article III lists out the ‘other acts’ of genocide, which
includes: “(b) Conspiracy to commit genocide; (c) Direct and public incitement to commit
genocide; (d) Attempt to commit genocide; [and] (e) Complicity in genocide.”51 The mens rea
element or the special intent clause is also applicable to these crimes and therefore, prosecutors
are required to prove that the ‘secondary’ offender intended ‘to destroy, in whole or in part, a
national, ethnical, racial or religious group.’ Schabas points out that “[m]ost of the acts defined
in article III…are ‘inchoate’ or incomplete crimes, and can be committed even if the principal
offense itself never takes place.”52
There remains constitutional inconsistency in interpreting these crimes. Take for instance
the notion of “direct and public incitement;”53 one of the main problems with this crime is that it
undermines freedom of expression. During the drafting of the Convention, the US vigorously
pursued the matter, criticizing the adoption of ‘direct incitement’ and urging the deletion of the
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sub-paragraph article III (c). 54 Interestingly, the US proposal for amending the provision of the
article was rejected by twenty-seven votes to sixteen, with five abstentions. 55 Many of the
delegates viewed incitement as rudimental to the crime of genocide. Defending sub-paragraph
article III (c), the Venezuelan delegate expressed that genocide was “‘usually the result of hatred
instilled in the masses by inciters.’”56 The right to free speech is one of the core values of the US
constitution and as a result, the notion of incitement is likely to have a separate interpretation
within the US legislation.
The crime of “attemp[ting] to commit genocide”57 is also unclear as it is difficult to
determine its inception. It has been detected that ‘attempt’ is likely to depend on preparatory acts
and commencement of execution, but different countries treat the criteria differently and its
penalization also varies.58 For instance, the “French Penal Code…lays down the general rule that
attempt is punishable only in the case of criminal offences.”59 On the matter of determining a
threshold for the crime, the International Law Commission has stipulated that attempt “is used to
indicate that the individual has performed an act which constitutes a significant step towards the
completion of the crime.”60 A fusion of the French and British laws has been used to measure the
notion of ‘significant step,’61 but the language is still very vague and does not help clarify the
concept of criminal attempt. Schabas remarks that “the confusing provisions seem to stem from
a drafting oversight, the unfortunate result of a hasty ‘cut and paste’ approach to the preparation
of international instruments.”62 Indeed, the challenge with article III is in unraveling the exact
meaning of the crimes. Without a clear definition many of these crimes can be at risk of
misinterpretation, leading to wrongful judgments.
On the question of liability, the Genocide Convention mentions that “constitutionally
responsible rulers, public officials [and] private individuals” are all subject to the law.63 As far as
individual liability is concerned, the Nuremberg Trial is among the first to disband the notion of
state sovereignty, suggesting that individual crimes of genocide are also prosecutable under
international law.64 Rupa Bhattacharya points out that individuals acting within their private
capacity should not be treated any differently from those acting in an official capacity. According
to her, in order for the law to be effective, its “equal application to all members of international
society” is necessary.65 Cherif Bassiouni observes that in the post-World War II era “the common
law tradition…has evolved norms for the responsibility for legal entities that include sanctions
akin to criminal sanctions for individual criminal responsibility.”66
While the Genocide Convention is permitted to indict private and official individuals
with crimes of genocide, the question still remains as to the extent of its practice. This is
particularly in relation to the concept of impunity granted to heads of states. According to John
Quigley, “[a]rticle IV merely means that as among individuals who may be charged with
genocide, immunity is not enjoyed by public officials or constitutionally responsible rulers.”67 In
the Augusto Pinochet case, the Spanish court charged him for committing genocide, but the
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United Kingdom refused extradition. When Pinochet was tried in the British court, the genocide
charge was dropped because it was observed that article IV was not incorporated into the British
legislation.68 69 The Pinochet case depicts the extent of state practice and the challenge of
confronting the notion of impunity, an obstruction to punishing actors responsible for heinous
crimes such as genocide.
Individual liability has also been jeopardized by state criminal responsibility. Bassiouni
elaborates:
[State criminal responsibility] is more a symbolic manifestation by the world
community designed to stigmatize internationally violative behaviour,
irrespective of the merits or effectiveness of such stigmatization in preventing or
controlling internationally violative behavior.70
In the International Court of Justice (ICJ) case of Bosnia and Herzegovina vs. Serbia and
Montenegro, the Court expressed that states were obligated to refrain from committing genocide
under the Convention.71 However, Paolo Gaeta has criticized the court proceeding on the
grounds that it was unable to distinguish state responsibility from individual criminality and
“failed to grasp…the proper meaning of the notion of state responsibility for serious violations
of obligations of fundamental importance for the international community.”72 His analysis sheds
light on the complex relationship state criminal responsibility shares with individual liability
within international law, a distinction that has been difficult to discern from the text of article IV.
The question of ‘punishment’: Determining State Obligation and
Universal Jurisdiction
In the Genocide Convention, article V elaborates on the matter of state obligation and its
responsibility to the international society. It provides:
The Contracting Parties undertake to enact, in accordance with their respective
Constitutions, the necessary legislation to give effect to the provisions of the
present Convention, and, in particular, to provide effective penalties for persons
guilty of genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in article III.73
According to Schabas, article V is “superfluous, because the obligation to enact
legislation is implicit in the Convention.”74 He explains that by referring to constitutional
legislation, the Convention becomes dependent on state implementations and as a result, it is
unable to self-execute.75 Schabas views this as a drawback, noting that it provides a leeway for
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states to pick and choose whether to implement the Genocide Convention within their legislative
systems – a case in point being Morocco, which denied implementation during the drafting of
the Convention by refusing to identify any national, ethnical, religious or racial groups within
their territory.76 The implicit wording of article V is therefore a dangerous gamble, as it leaves
room for political maneuvering.
Territoriality is the other interesting aspect of the Genocide Convention. Article VI observes:
Persons charged with genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in article III
shall be tried by a competent tribunal of the State in the territory of which the act
was committed, or by such international penal tribunal as may have jurisdiction
with respect to those Contracting Parties which shall have accepted its
jurisdiction.77
Akhavan expresses that “[t]rials by national courts in the territory of the state in which the
crime has been committed appears to be unrealistic since it is usually inconceivable for genocide
to be committed without the participation or complicity of the state.”78 Moreover, it is difficult to
determine the capacity of such tribunals since it is possible that some of the victim countries may
be lacking a strong infrastructure.
The Khmer Rouge Tribunal is at fault for this very reason. Hun Sen’s government in
Cambodia has established a hybrid court with Extraordinary Chambers to prosecute those
members of the Khmer Rouge who were primarily responsible for the genocide. 79 The Tribunal
has come under criticism from international observers. One of the points that has been raised is
the inability of the tribunal to function as an independent judiciary body, free from executive
control.80 Corruption among judges, poor investigation mechanisms, an imprecise legal system
and the exclusion of international prosecutors have been some of the key contributing factors
that have led to the failure of the Tribunal.81 The Khmer Rouge trials invigorate the discussion
over territorial jurisdiction and question the feasibility of enacting ‘competent tribunals’ within
the victim states’ territory.
Domestic inconsistency within legal proceedings has raised the debate about universal
jurisdiction. According to Christopher Joyner, “[u]niversal jurisdiction assigns a state the
authority to prosecute a criminal under its own law, rather than that of the state where the crime
was committed.”82 It “assumes that all states have an interest in exercising jurisdiction to punish
persons committing offenses that states universally have condemned.”83 That being said, the
principle of universal jurisdiction does not apply to the Genocide Convention. In the Eichmann
case when the Israeli District Court indicted him for genocide, he challenged the Court on this
very ground.84 In response, the Court reflected to the Reservation case of the ICJ. In the case, it
was stipulated that “[t]he principles underlying the Convention are recognised by civilised
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nations as binding on States even without any conventional obligation.”85 Consequently, the ICJ
viewed the Convention as “intending” to be “universal in scope.”86 From this decision, the
Israeli District Court proclaimed that genocide was already part of customary international law
prior to the formulation of the Convention, which was created to protect society from “future”
perpetration of the crime.87
Many scholars have considered the Convention part of the customary law regime, a set of
generic principles that is derived from consistent state practice owing to “a sense of legal
obligation (opinio juris).”88 John Quigley distinguishes “a separate, and potentially competing,
body of genocide law, namely genocide under customary international law…which provides a
distinct source of obligations for both individuals and states.”89 He refers to an ICTY case, where
customary law was applied in the interpretation of the term genocide.90 Accordingly, Kenneth
Randall expresses that “[u]niversal jurisdiction over genocide under customary law can coexist
with territoriality jurisdiction under treaty law; the former relates to a jurisdictional right, the
latter to a jurisdictional obligation.”91 His view has been shared by a number of other authors
that include Christopher Joyner,92 Theodor Meron93 and Jordan Paust 94 to name a few. It is
evident from their writings that the Genocide Convention is increasingly perceived as customary
international law and that there is a growing consensus to apply universal jurisdiction to the
Convention. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the concept of genocide under the
Convention will have more bearing than customary international law in relation to its
implementation.95 96 Its recognition and enforcement is ultimately dependent on state practice.
The Question
Tribunals’

of

‘Punishment’:

Enacting

‘International

Penal

Article VI includes no provision for universal jurisdiction, however it discusses the
creation of “international penal tribunals” for trying individuals charged with genocide.97 It can
be viewed as an alternative to domestic tribunals. According to Schabas, “[a]ttempts to establish
such a court in the years following adoption of the Convention succumbed to Cold War
tensions.”98 Indeed, it was only in the 1990s that the International Criminal Tribunal for the
Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) were
created.
With the escalation of the conflict in the former Yugoslavia, the UN Security Council was
compelled to adopt Resolution 780, tasked with investigating “violations of humanitarian law,
including grave breaches of the Geneva Convention.”99 Following, a report was issued by the
Secretary-General that determined the creation of a tribunal under Chapter VII of the UN
Charter100 and finally on 25 May 1993 the ICTY was established through the Security Council
Resolution 827. 101 It is interesting to note that the ICTY was established while conflict was still
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ongoing in the former Yugoslavia. This was not the case for Rwanda. The world responded more
slowly to the crisis and only after hearing reports of systematic mass killings, did the Security
Council decide that “the situation constituted a threat to international peace and security.”102 As a
result, the Ad Hoc Tribunal for Rwanda was established after the conflict. The Security Council
working under Chapter VII of the Charter adopted Resolution 955 and the ICTR was created on
8 November 1994.103
Initially, both the Tribunals were composed of 11 judges though currently the numbers
have increased to 25 judges for the ICTY and 24 for the ICTR.104 105 The Tribunals also shared
the same Chief Prosecutor for a while until a separate Prosecutor was established for the
ICTR.106 While some of these alterations may have improved the functionality of both the
Tribunals, one major problem is that they do not have sufficient funding. Lillian Barria and
Steven Roper argue that “some of the problems facing the ICTY and the ICTR [can] be easily
remedied with a greater financial contribution from the international community.”107
Some of the challenges the Tribunals have had to tackle are related to apprehending and
extraditing defendants. In the Genocide Convention, paragraph 2 of article VII observes that “[t]
he Contracting Parties pledge themselves…to grant extradition in accordance with their laws and
treaties in force.”108 Schabas explains that the language of the paragraph is implicit. According to
him, since domestic legal instruments have to provide for extradition, states are not obliged to
extradite criminals under the Convention.109 Given the limitation, the Security Council’s
resolutions 827110 and 955 111 have explicitly stressed for international cooperation upon the
establishments of the ICTY and the ICTR. However, such requests have often been denied for
both the Tribunals. Political non-compliance has proven to be an obstacle even though paragraph
1 of article VII maintains that “[g]enocide and the other acts...shall not be considered as political
crimes for the purpose of extradition.”112 Take for example the case of Kenya and Zaire. During
the early phase of the ICTR, both countries refused to cooperate because they were opposed to
the Rwandan government who they viewed “as a client of Uganda…, their rival for leadership in
East and Central Africa.”113
Examining prosecution cases of the Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, Barria and Roper
point out:
Unlike the ICTR, which has a mandate to investigate high-ranking officials, during
the first years of the ICTY resources were disproportionately allocated to
investigating low-ranking perpetrators of the direct commission of crimes such
as murder, which were familiar to prosecutors and investigators in the context of
domestic law enforcement. 114
Their observation exposes the Tribunal’s inexperience in prosecuting international war
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criminals. Nevertheless, recent developments have shown improvement. With the conviction of
former head of state Slobodan Milosevic and the extradition of the Bosnian-Serb politician
Radovan Karadzic as well as the Bosnian-Serb military leader Ratko Mladic, the Tribunal has
demonstrated an increase in their capacity to apprehend war criminals. What still remains to be
tackled is a speedy trial system that does not take an average of three to four years. One of the
main problems here is lack of documentation and the ICTY has had to rely on eyewitness
evidence that has slowed down the trial process.115 The ICTR also faces a similar challenge. A
report of the Tribunal indicates that document translations, witness absentees and interpreting
trial proceedings are some of the technical barriers that have lengthened trials.116 However, the
Tribunal has been applauded for convicting former Prime Minister Jean Kambanda and Mayor
Jean-Paul Akayesu.
Exploring the Tribunals for Rwanda and former Yugoslavia, Paul Roberts notes that none
of the Tribunals have been effective at maintaining peace.117 In the case of the ICTR, the
Resolution 995 has emphasized that “the establishment of the tribunal…will contribute to
ensuring…that violations [of human rights] are halted and effectively redressed.” 118 However,
Roberts maintains that “[t]he…conflicts in the African Great Lakes region, including Hutu-Tutsi
killings within Rwanda, [did] not suggest that the Tribunal…had a significant effect in reducing
the horrors.”119 In terms of reconciliation, Hideaka Shinoda expresses that “the Security Council
did not unequivocally address a logical link between international peace and national
reconciliation through the [ICTR].”120 According to him, “[i]f the approach of truth commissions
is internal and introverted, that of the ICTY and ICTR is rather external and interventionary.”121
Madeline Morris has also expanded on this issue, noting that perceived leniency of international
tribunals does little in building confidence for victims back home, deflecting any progress
towards reconciliation.122 Needless to say, the deterrence mechanism in each of these Tribunals
has not been wholly achieved given their ineffectiveness. However, it should be kept in mind
that both the tribunals have had to deal with internal civil conflicts, the rules for which “are more
limited than those for international armed conflicts.”123
The question of ‘punishment’: The ICC and the Genocide Convention
The formation of the ICTY and the ICTR carved the path for the creation of the
International Criminal Court (ICC).124 The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court is
the legal treaty that governs the ICC. The Statute was adopted on 17 July 1998 and after it
received the requisite 60 ratifications it entered into force on 1 July 2002, establishing the
ICC.125 Under the Rome Statute, the ICC is accorded jurisdiction over the crimes of genocide. 126
The Statute provides detailed descriptions of the genocide crimes that are prosecutable by the
Court. The definition of genocide and the crimes associated with it are similar to that of article II
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of the Genocide Convention.127 128 Article 25.3(e) of the Statute provides that direct and public
incitement to commit genocide is also punishable under the Statute.129 According to Roberta
Arnold, “by reproducing verbatim [a]rticle II of the 1948 Genocide Convention, the drafters of
the [Rome] Statute have missed the opportunity to improve the prosecution of the crime of
genocide.”130 From her observation, it can be stipulated that the limitations placed on the Rome
Statute does not allow for a broader interpretation of the crime of genocide.
The principle of universal jurisdiction was a foundational element to the concept of an
international criminal court, but when the drafters of the Rome Statue came together at the Rome
Diplomatic Conference no parties were willing to reach an agreement on this issue.131 Lacking a
collective consensus, it was ultimately decided that the principal of universal jurisdiction would
not be applicable to the ICC.132 As such, jurisdiction of the ICC is limited to only those crimes
specified within the Statute, given that they are committed after its entry into force. 133 Moreover,
the jurisdiction can only be exercised if the crime is committed by a national of the state party or
within the territory of the state party.134 Jack Goldsmith points out that this is a step back in the
fight against impunity as it creates the syndrome of the “travelling dictator exceptions.”135 What
he means by this is that it provides a condition for the leaders of the non-signatory states to
travel freely across the globe, without fearing prosecution despite their crimes back home.
However, there is a loophole to overcome this weakness of the ICC. Article 13(b) of the Rome
Statute provides that the Security Council acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter may refer
a crime that falls within the scope of the treaty.136 Nicolaos Strapatsas argues that this provision
may afford for the application of universal jurisdiction “because [by virtue of the condition
imposed,] the territory of every State in the world, including Non-Party States, becomes
subjected to the Court’s mechanism.”137 That being said, Goldsmith explains that “such a referral
remains subject to the permanent member politics.”138 Indeed, the US has remained opposed to
the ICC from the very beginning of its establishment. While the Clinton administration signed
the Rome Statute in 2000, during the Bush Administration the US formally withdrew from the
treaty, indicating that it would not be joining the ICC139 The Bush Administration also passed
American Service-Members’ Protection Act in 2002.140 It is directed against the Rome Statue,
granting immunity to American soldiers and state officials from ICC prosecution. In an article
published by the Human Rights Watch, the organization condemns the act, asserting that it
discourages international support for the ICC, as states party to the Rome Statute are denied
financial and military aid.141
In the case of Darfur, the US has expressed leniency. During the adoption of the Security
Council Resolution 1593, the US abstained from the meeting, allowing the Council to refer the
case of Sudan war crime to the ICC.142 Recently, the Court has issued multiple arrest warrants
for Omar Al-Bashir, the current President of Sudan. He has been charged with perpetrating war
crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity.143 It should be noted that he is the first sitting
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head of state to be indicted for genocide under the Rome Statute. While this is a landmark in the
short history of the ICC, his extradition is yet to be settled. In August 2010 when the President
visited Kenya, he was not arrested in spite of the fact that Kenya is party to the Rome Statute. 144
A second visit was planned concerning a regional development summit, but it was halted shortly
after a Kenyan high court issued an arrest warrant for him.145 The summit has been relocated to
Ethiopia, a non-signatory state to the Rome Statute, allowing Al-Bashir to attend the conference
without risking prosecution.146 Indeed, his case exemplifies Goldsmith’s notion of the ‘travelling
dictators exceptions.’ He has traveled freely to China and received a “red carpet treatment”147
because the Chinese government is opposed to the ICC. This raises the question of impunity and
whether the ICC possesses the capacity to end this dogmatic practice.
Conclusion: The Genocide Convention and Efficacy
Ambiguity in the text of the Genocide Convention has constrained its effectiveness.
While state interests have created a barrier for the implementation of the doctrine, the narrow
definition of genocide and weak enforcement provisions have further paralyzed its applicability.
By limiting the number of protected groups to only national, ethnical, racial and religious
groups, the Convention has presented a loophole, which can be exploited by state and non-state
actors to target unprotected groups such as economic and political parties. Further, the
Convention is almost silent on the issue of preventing genocide though it appears in the very
name of the document. This is a huge drawback as deterrence should be its primary objective.
On the question of punishment, the Convention does not provide a formidable provision for
punishing these crimes. Lacking universal jurisdiction, the legal document is at the mercy of
state compliance. Even though it obligates states to set up international or territorial tribunals,
enforcement policy continues to be dependent on political will. The establishment of the ICC has
done little to curtail this crisis and Omar Al-Bashir still remains at large. International law is still
struggling with the notion of impunity. Though the Genocide Convention was adopted to fight
this very notion, it has not proven to be a cogent tool. The concept of genocide has become more
restrictive under the doctrine as opposed to its application within customary international law.
This begs the question as to whether the codification of genocide in the Convention has been a
step back for the international community. Un-amended, the relevance of the document may
become obsolete in the future.
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Abstract
The ability to function in a fully human way is dependent on three cornerstones – environment,
development, and human rights – being demanded, and upheld, in conjunction with each other.
Given that the human rights discourse is an authoritative framework for ethical claims, it
provides clarity to complex issues, and a route to institutionalize these claims. A normative shift
is necessary to adequately include the environment into our development and human rights
paradigms, which is inevitably an undertaking of civil society actors as ‘norm entrepreneurs’.
NGOs from development and environmental camps are bridging the gap, acknowledging the
serious relationship between the three pillars. This paper will outline the rise of development as
a human right, the connection between the environment and development, and the essential
relationship between the environment and human rights. It will also demonstrate how a number
of key NGOs in the development and environment fields are framing their issues, attempting to
harness the transformative power of human rights language. The paper concludes that adopting
a human rights framework for the environment may be the most effective route to challenging the
current development paradigm.
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Introduction
There is an inextricable link between socio-economic development, human rights, and
environmental protection. The ability to function in a fully human way is dependent on all three
cornerstones being demanded, and upheld, in conjunction with each other. Although the latter
issue is extremely contentious in regards to its relationship with the right to development, there
is growing acceptance of the legitimacy of environmental rights and sustainable development.
Humans are ecologically embedded beings; they are completely dependent on, and at the mercy
of, the ecosphere. Yet the importance of the environment to our social, political, and economic
activities is quite often overlooked. The unequal responsibility for, and asymmetrical impact of,
environmental degradation, particularly climate change, is fundamental to addressing global
socio-economic imbalances between developed and developing states, and the resulting (in)
ability to uphold human rights within their boundaries. Economic prosperity has trumped
environmental protection for centuries, and thus the common misconception is that the two are
not only conflicting, but also irreconcilable. Although environmental human rights would
certainly pose a challenge to dominant political and economic structures, it would support
development plans with ‘strong sustainability’ where primacy of the environment is understood
as the foundation to long-term human prosperity. This process would support the most basic
human rights and freedoms. This shift in the development, human rights, and environmental
paradigms would necessitate the active support and engagement of global civil society actors. A
convergence of these three pillars has begun to take form in the NGO community. Whether or
not this shift will mark a normative change has yet to be seen.
The purpose of this essay is to clarify and make salient the essential connection between
development, environment and human rights. It will do so by providing a background of the
emergence of the right to development, and the human-rights-based-approach. This essay will
then expand on the ecological embeddedness of human beings and what this means for our
political, social, and economic realities, and focus on the real impact our natural environment
has on the security of the human species. This reality is most apparent to those who are least
responsible for environmental degradation internationally, yet the global poor are often those
who find themselves fighting for environmental protection. The paper will also discuss the
concept of intergenerational justice, and how this relates to the human rights approach to framing
the environment. Moreover, the problems that arise with a rights-based approach to the
environment will be discussed, particularly the inherent anthropocentrism that defines human
rights. Finally, it will be argued that the human connection to the environment is a necessary
component of generating more support for environmental protection. NGOs from development
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and environmental camps are bridging the gap, acknowledging the serious relationship between
the three pillars.
Development as a Human Right
The international discussion of development as a human right began to take form in the
1970s. A resolution was put forward in 1977 to establish this link, and the UN Commission on
Human Rights began to formally look into the minimum conditions required to enjoy this right. 1
Over the 1980s the dire realities for developing, or Third World, economies became more
apparent to the rest of the world. While many developing countries “… followed Mexico into a
debt crisis… First World economies began to recover. This relatively strong performance in the
North bolstered the global spread of…neoliberal economic ideologies.”2 This economic ideology
supports liberalization, privatization, and a greater interconnectedness of the global economy
through free markets. The World Bank and International Monetary Fund’s Structural Adjustment
Programs (SAPs) were the main development drivers employed at this time. They were
particularly contentious not only because the loans given to indebted countries were dependent
on the implementation of these structural adjustments, but they also had devastating social and
environmental effects.
The Declaration of the Right to Development was adopted by the United Nations in
1986, solidifying the right to development as a human right, making the beneficiary of the right
to development is the human person. As Jack Donnelly states, “human rights are, literally, the
rights that one has simply because one is a human being.”3 However, the right to development
also focuses on giving poor countries a larger stake in the global economy, and can be
understood as fundamental to the ability to lead lives of value and dignity. The right to
development “… arose in the Cold War context when the Third World pursued an agenda of a
New International Economic Order (NIEO) from the East and West.”4 This was an initiative that
sought to create a more inclusive and beneficial international economic environment. The
Declaration on the Right to Development places onus on the international community to
cooperate and work towards substantive and responsible development. “It also specifies a norm
of action for the people, the institution or the state and international community on which the
claim for that right is made.”5 This can be seen to specifically apply to supporting new initiatives
and relationships that promote development, and to actively removing support from institutions
that discourage good development practices.
It should be noted that the right to development has not come without criticism. It has
been shown, as is typical with other human rights, that it can be used as both a sword and a
shield. It has been utilized to demand or dodge matters on grounds of morality regarding some
of the most essential human rights issues of today.6 Notably, the right to development has often
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been used to shield developing countries from living up to their international environmental
commitments. The logic behind this is that environmental regulations will restrict growth, which
is essential to the success of a nation for reducing poverty and upholding all other human rights.
Moreover, it has been argued that the global north industrialized and grew without restriction, so
this same opportunity should be available to the global south.
Furthermore, economic, social, and cultural rights are largely construed as positive
rights, demanding deliberate action on the part of the state. It can be argued that there have been
some concessions made by developed nations regarding the promotion of development
worldwide. However, “while demanding structural economic and political changes within
developing nations as a means of achieving the right to development, many Northern states
continue to resist corresponding changes in the mechanisms of global trade and finance that are,
in fact, central to the ability of developing states to enforce these rights.”7 This undoubtedly
undermines the success, and legitimacy of the right to development. As the Declaration makes
explicit, this must be an international undertaking, yet we see a strong resistance from the global
North to give up their privileged position within the global political economy. In this regard, the
current development agenda, dominated by the northern consensus, can be seen to perpetuate
global inequalities.
However, development can also be a process through which human rights are upheld.
The impoverished often find it extremely difficult to demand their rights. The human-rightsbased-approach (HRBA) to development focuses on human rights as the principal goal of
development. As cited in Sakiko Fuckuda-Parr’s work, Darrow and Thomas state, “HRBA
emerged as a reaction against structural adjustment policies and globalization, and as a challenge
to the neoliberal approach that focuses on economic growth and market integration as the core
priority in development.”8 Human rights can be seen as a precondition for responsible
development. The deprivation of basic human rights is part of what it means to live in poverty.
As part of the discourse in the field of development, HRBA has mostly been promoted by civil
society organizations; it seeks to reorient the conceptualization and practice of development.
Although still contentious, there was more room to expand the support for economic,
social and cultural rights by the end of the Cold War. The issue of poverty became a rallying
point, opening the channels of discussion between human rights NGOs and development
organizations.
This was the starting point for the human rights community accepting
development, and poverty, as part of their agenda.9 Globalization played an integral part in the
flow of ideas across borders, and the mobilization of transnational advocacy networks began to
take shape as a result. This international support translated into a strong counterweight to the
dominant growth-centered development discourse of the time. Development began to be more
widely understood as a process that could help support and enhance human rights.
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Global civil society began to bridge second-generation rights, economic, social, and
cultural rights, with third generation rights, which focus on equality and recognition. Oxfam
International, whose focus is on alleviating poverty and injustice, states that they “…work
directly with communities and we seek to influence the powerful to ensure that poor people can
improve their lives and livelihoods and have a say in decisions that affect them.”10 The ideas
and language used in this mission statement illustrates the HRBA approach being adopted as part
of development strategies for NGOs. Amnesty International’s Demand Dignity campaign also
demonstrates this, “All over the world, people in poverty are demanding dignity. They want an
end to the injustice and exclusion that keep them trapped in deprivation. They want to have
control over the decisions that affect their lives.”11 The growing use of human rights language, in
this case participation, in framing poverty alleviation strategies has encouraged the uncovering
of the structural roots of global poverty. The most marginalized, the global poor, are being given
a voice – an opportunity to contribute and be heard.
Development & Environment
Through the 1990s a number of initiatives began to emerge within the United Nations.
The 1993 World Human Rights Conference led to the Vienna Declaration, which stated that the
right to development was a “universal and inalienable right and an integral part of fundamental
human rights.”12 And in 1999, an Independent Expert was appointed along with a UN Working
Group on the Right to Development. While the links between human rights and development
were being made, the concept of sustainable development began to take shape and was adopted
into the mainstream political lexicon. The concept of sustainable development originated from
the Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) through the
Brundtland Commission in 1987. It was defined as “… development which meets the needs of
the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs.”13 This report also highlighted the needs of the poor as an overriding priority. The focus
remained on the individual as the beneficiary; a higher quality of life was to be strived for
through sustainable initiatives.
As mentioned prior, the emergence of sustainable development largely coincided with the
emergence of the HRBA. However, some argue that these two objectives are conflictual in
nature due to the necessary environmental protection associated with ‘sustainability’. “The
essential concern of human rights law is to protect existing individuals and communities, while
the aim of environmental law is to sustain life globally by balancing the needs of and capacities
of the present with those of the future (Shelton: 1991).”14 Immediate and urgent issues
threatening survival are often more pressing for human rights activists, such as torture or
political imprisonment, while long-term environmental conservation and security resonate more
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with environmentalists. The more immediate human rights issues tend to resonate more broadly,
and most often priority is given to urgent and basic human needs, such as food and access to
water.
Environment and development was the focus of the 1992 UN Earth Summit (UNECD) in
Rio de Janeiro. However, the bargaining that transpired at this conference was largely centered
on economic issues, issues that were viewed as more pressing. It was widely agreed that
international action was needed to tackle environmental issues, but there was concern over how
particular countries could acquire the resources to tackle these issues effectively within their own
borders.15 The global south openly placed blame on the north for having caused the
environmental problems currently being faced, thus reasoning that the north should contribute
the most, financially and otherwise, to rectify the issues. “Members of the G-77 also argued that
the structure of international economic trade patterns, debt, and development institutions forced
them into ecologically unsustainable models, diminishing their economic and environmental
control and autonomy.”16 While there was a consensus reached, detailing the amount of financial
assistant needed, the north did not uphold their end of the bargain, and transferred significantly
less than had been agreed upon.
The failure of the UNECD prompted criticism by many NGOs. According to many
organizations, governments had failed to secure “… the sovereign right and ability of the world’s
people to protect their economic, social, cultural and environmental interest.”17 The general
sentiment was that the governments had failed the people, and that civil society was willing to
take up the necessary challenge to pursue more fundamental changes. These fundamental
changes, as Jan Hancock writes, would necessarily challenge the underpinning of the neoliberal
ideology. “To escape patterns of dependency and environmental degradation created under
capitalism, individuals and communities require the land and environmental resources to create
and work within alternative economic structures based upon principles of subsistence, respect
for the local environment, independence and self-reliance.”18 Arguably, the current economic
model perpetuates global inequalities, rather than aiding the most vulnerable out of poverty. The
position the NGOs took during, and after, this conference was certainly inline with the
arguments advanced by the G-77.
As national economic goals take priority over environmental and economic rights of
individuals within states, a serious reconsideration of the current system is imperative. A change
in the way we understand our priorities, as a species, could encourage a stronger interpretation of
sustainability. As developed by John Gowdy, ‘strong sustainability’ would not only consider
economic factors, but it would see sustainability as an issue of maintaining vital, non-renewable
resources and other environmental features.19 Ecological concerns would be brought into
economic decision-making. Claiming environmental rights would work with this idea of ‘strong
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sustainability’, and would not only challenge the contemporary political lexicon, but also the
ways in which we think about our interests and values as a species.
Environment & Human Rights
Why should we consider the environment in human rights terms? For one, it is the most
widely shared set of norms in the global community. It would help focus international attention
on those that are most vulnerable to the effects of climate change, arguably the most pressing
environmental issue today, and who are most marginalized from the international dialogue. A
human rights based approach to the environment, and particularly to climate change, infuses this
issue with moral implications – not simply scientific ones as we have come to expect from the
global north. As Shari Collins-Chobanian argues, the most fundamental human right, the right to
life, “… presumes prior and therefore, more basic rights to clean air, water, and soil.”20 This
could logically be expanded to the climate, which is essentially long-term weather patterns. Yet,
through the processes of industrialization and globalization the human species is damaging the
environment at an unprecedented rate, and as many scientists argue, to a point that is beyond
repair. Without these essential elements, there will be no dignified life to live. And without an
understanding of our embeddedness in the ecosphere, we cannot expect to make the changes that
are necessary.
As mentioned at the onset of this paper, the unequal responsibility for and asymmetrical
impact of environmental degradation, particularly climate change, is fundamental to addressing
global imbalances and injustice. The global poor are those that are most vulnerable to the
impacts of global warming. Historically, however, they are not primarily responsible for these
changes.
Twenty-three rich countries – including the USA, western Europe, Canada, Australia, and
Japan – are home to just 14 per cent of the world’s population, but have produced 60 per cent of
the world’s carbon emissions since 1850; and they still produce 40 per cent of annual carbon
emissions today. In 1992, these countries committed to return their annual emissions to 1990
levels by 2000. Instead, by 2005 they had allowed their collective emissions to rise more than
ten per cent above 1990 levels – with increases exceeding 15 per cent in Canada, Greece,
Ireland, New Zealand, Portugal, Spain, and the USA.21
The collective failure of industrialized states to commit to greenhouse gas (GHG)
reductions has increased the risks scientifically, socially, and politically. It is paramount for the
rights of millions in the global south that reductions begin immediately. As the majority of
scientists have agreed, warming must not exceed 2°C, yet there has been no action taken to
change the direction we are headed in. This temperature rise “… will increase the number of
people at risk of poverty and hunger, leaving an additional 600 million facing acute malnutrition
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by the 2080s (this is additional to the projections in the absence of climate change) (UNDP
2007).”22 The resulting floods, droughts, and soil salination will devastate agriculture yields,
and escalate food insecurity in the most vulnerable regions.
Recognition of the serious devastation that climate change, and other forms of
environmental degradation, can cause lends credence to the argument for environmental rights.
These rights would shift who the right claimants would be. As previously mentioned, the poor
and indigenous, groups that often overlap, are most adversely affected by environmental
degradation. When faced with development strategies that exacerbate resource depletion or
utilize other environmentally damaging processes, the poor most often find themselves fighting
for environmental protection - even when they do not identify as ‘environmentalists’.23 Often,
main concerns are centered on their livelihood, and their culture. The environment is more
readily understood as an integral part of the ability to function in a fully human way.
Opposition movements against environmentally degrading projects often maintain justice
for community groups at their heart. “For indigenous communities using environmental justice
as an organizing frame, the collective experience of injustice – the impact on the abilities of
communities to function and renew themselves – is absolutely crucial.”24 It is not only the
individual who feels the negative impacts, but whole communities as well. Communities are
more inclined to make rights-based claims against environmental degradation because their
social reproduction is increasingly likely to be dependent on the natural environment.
Environmental injustice affects the ability of certain communities to function fully, which can
take the form of political marginalization, destruction of cultural livelihoods, and health hazards,
among other issues.
The Mapuche are the indigenous of Southern Chile and their struggle demonstrates the
gravity of the above claim. This group has been systematically marginalized for centuries, and
to date, have been pushed onto five per cent of their original land.25 The Pehuenche are part of
the Mapuche community, and the Ralco hydro dam has been built on their ancestral land.
Ralco was a direct strike against community capacity, undermining the ability of
Pehuenche communities to function through the destruction of nature, culture, tradition, and
livelihoods. The relocation agreements fragmented and dispersed the families far from home.
The reservoir eliminated their villages, burial grounds, and sacred sites. Perceived economic
benefits for the nation were placed above the ecological integrity of the watershed and above the
cultural survival of the peoples tied to that land… Native groups across Chile viewed relocation
of the Pehuenche as an “eradication” effort: ‘we see Ralco as the symbolic expression of the
threat of ‘modernity’ and ‘progress’ to the indigenous people of Chile… we don’t want your
progress to rub out our culture.’ 26
Indigenous groups have increasingly mobilized in opposition to environmentally harmful
projects in Chile. There is a strong sense of how development projects can seriously compromise
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their survival as a community, and the environment they have lived in harmony with. It is
essential that our normative understanding of development be tied to a human rights based
approach that recognizes the ecological embeddedness of both individuals and communities.
By their very nature, these environmental concerns include the consideration of future
generations. Environmental sustainability is unambiguously related to intergenerational justice.
As Richard Hiskes argues, these rights would need to be regarded as group rights due to the fact
that they appeal to future generations en mass - humanity as a whole.27 Although the concept
itself is somewhat abstract, it can be linked to the human rights framework. As Jack Donnelly
argues, “all claims of rights are future-oriented to some extent, since ‘their principle aim is to
challenge or change existing institutions, practices, or norms, especially legal institutions.”28
Environmental rights seek to ensure the preservation of the ecosphere so that future generations
are able to enjoy the same rights and freedoms. This would necessitate a normative shift,
challenging the way development is understood and executed, and the priorities judicial rulings
favour. Environmental rights would redefine what moral behaviour is understood to be.
It is evident that a greater acceptance of the legitimacy of group rights is crucial within
the human rights regime. Group rights, as part of third generation rights, seek to expand our
understanding of human rights beyond the experience of the individual. Jack Donnelly
skeptically asks, “Why should we expect group rights to succeed where individual rights have
failed?”29 In the case of environmental rights, it would be particularly difficult for an individual
to assert that the degradation of the environment is detrimental to their culture; culture is not an
individual experience. It would also be difficult to conceptualize intergenerational justice
without the concept of a group; it applies the future generations of human beings as a whole.
Further, climate change refugees could not voice their plight successfully as individuals;
although individuals experience the effects of climate change in some areas of the globe more
harshly than others, climate change affects these particular areas indiscriminately. Some rights
abuses cannot adequately be voiced through the individual because they are not fully
experienced at the individual level.
The major criticism of placing the environment within the human rights framework is the
characteristic anthropocentrism. “Ecocentrists hold that we should recognize the environment,
as well as humans, as a source of intrinsic value.”30 This is a legitimate and powerful perspective
that questions our understanding of our place within the biosphere. Arguably, a human rights
approach to the environment ignores the interconnectedness of all species on the planet. Another,
albeit more radical, option has arisen within the last year. The Declaration on the Rights of
Mother Earth was introduced at the World’s People Conference on Climate Change in April
2010. Evo Morales, Bolivia’s President, called the Conference after the failure of the COP 15 in
Copenhagen the previous year. It is intended, in the long run, to be a companion piece to the UN
Declaration of Human Rights.
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While some argue that The Declaration on the Rights of Mother Earth is excessive and
irrational, one must take into consideration the serious impacts of environmental degradation
that will, sooner rather than later, devastate our planet. The World Economic Forum has
published a report predicting that by 2030 the demand for water will exceed supply by 40
percent.31 This horrific statistic does not quite depict the incredible suffering, for humans and
other species, that will surely ensue. The bottom line to be considered is survival. The
Declaration on the Rights of Mother Earth will give the earth the same rights as humans because
human rights and nature’s rights are deemed, by ecocentrists, to be one in the same. The
Declaration explicitly links unjust economic systems to the exploitation of resources, posing a
direct challenge to the neoliberal hegemony of the economic system. This project certainly
deviates most from our current normative reality regarding human rights and the environment.
It is clear that the degradation of the environment, either from an ecocentric or
environmental human rights perspective, will have a major effect on our lives.
Klaus
Bosselmann argues that there is an “… ecological limitation to environmental human rights.
Such a limitation refers to the fact that individual freedom is determined not only by a social
context – the social dimension of human rights – but also by an ecological context.”32 This is,
however, easy to neglect because environmental degradation, particularly climate change, is a
relatively slow and incremental process. It is not something that the average person, especially
in the global North, encounters in their day-to-day lives. Arguably, if climate change were to
happen abruptly the human species would respond faster and more effectively. However, since
this is not the reality, we must pursue other means of generating mass support for the
conservation of the planet.
Bridging the Divide
As mentioned prior, a disconnect exists between the individual and environmental
degradation, particularly in the North. A normative shift must come to fruition if ‘strong
sustainability’ in our development practices is to be achieved, and a real recognition of our
ecological embeddedness is to be internalized. “If a sustainable environment were understood to
be as much a material precondition for the exercise of civil and political rights as food and water
are thus argued to be, then, such rights may be thought to be ‘indivisible’ from environmental
rights also, and norms or institutions that threatened or undermined sustainability would also be
the target of human rights claims.”33 Human rights discourse is the authoritative framework for
ethical claims. It provides clarity to complex issues, and a route to institutionalize these claims.
In the context of climate change, the rights that have been identified as being directly
related are principally the rights to life, health, food and water, housing, a healthy environment
and cultural characteristics, particularly for indigenous groups.34 The global south has begun to
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champion environmental human rights language as a transformative tactic. The first push for
this initiative came from the Maldives and was supported by other Pacific and Caribbean island
nations that are physically threatened by rising sea levels. In 2008 the states launched Resolution
A/HRC7/23, ‘Human Rights and Climate Change’, formally requesting a study on the
relationship between climate change and human rights. 35 There are a vast number of challenges
for poor countries in regards to development due to the affects of climate change. A human
rights framework would provide a useful tool for addressing questions of justice and sustainable
development for the most marginalized peoples of the world.
The influence of prominent non-governmental organizations (NGOs) has helped establish
the normative hegemony of the human rights discourse. Consequently, it could be most effective
to make the claim for environmental protection through the human rights framework. As
Finnemore and Sikkink argue, “norm entrepreneurs are critical for norm emergence because they
call attention to issues or even ‘create’ issues by using language that names, interprets, and
dramatizes them.”36 There are a number of conflicting ways to frame environmental issues, and
they must, necessarily, compete with other interests. By nature, as norms emerge they are highly
contested. While major human rights organizations have yet to expand their agenda to include
environmental issues, there has been a marked shift in the way development NGOs and
environmental NGOs are framing their campaigns.
Oxfam’s appeal to take action on climate change is located on the front page of their
website. The subheading states, “Climate change is beyond the environment, it’s beyond politics.
It’s about people.”37 It must be noted that during the time this paper was being researched the
COP 17 was taking place in Durban, South Africa. Nonetheless, Oxfam’s GROW campaign
looks at the issues of food security, women, and climate change. While the organization’s
primary focus is poverty alleviation and development, there is strong evidence that
environmental issues, particularly climate change, hold a more significant spot in their agenda.
Greenpeace still maintains a strong environmental framework for its campaigns, but has
begun focusing part of their strategy on the impact of environmental degradation on humans.
“Climate change has a serious effect on the environment and people. Experts estimate 300,000
people die annually from the effects of climate change. Global warming causes glaciers to melt,
sea levels to rise, extreme weather, and habitat loss.”38 Making the connection between climate
change and the human species is imperative for an environmental organization. It is vital for
these issues to resonate with as many people as possible.
Conclusion
This essay has attempted to link development, human rights, and environmental issues
together to demonstrate the importance of their relationship. “Human rights principles provide
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an alternative to the assumption that everything – from carbon to malnutrition – can be priced,
compared, and traded.”39 The horrific suffering that will ensue if we continue along the same
path will disproportionately affect the poor in the global south. A normative shift is necessary to
adequately include the environment into our development and human rights paradigms –
necessarily an undertaking of civil society actors as ‘norm entrepreneurs’. There has been some
convergence on these issues that mark a step in the right direction. The link between human
behaviour and environmental degradation, particularly climate change, must be made salient.
Adopting a human rights framework for the environment may be the most effective route to
challenging the current development paradigm. The global south, along with prominent
environmental and development NGOs, have begun using human rights language to incite
reactions from the international community that reflect the seriousness of this issue. As the
Durban climate talks come to a close this week, a particularly poignant message regarding the
fate of coastal and island nations was delivered by Kumi Naidoo, the executive director of
Greenpeace, just prior to being escorted out of the meetings. It seems appropriate to conclude on
his final message, given December 9, 2011, at the COP 17 conference in Durban.
We are here to stand with the most vulnerable countries whose basic survival needs
have not been met by the men and women in that conference hall. We are here to
call upon government minsters to listen to the people and not the polluters. The
United States delegation is right now organizing, line-by-line, the means by which
United Nations member states will be eradicated from the map. We will not tolerate
this.40
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